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SUMMARY

Since the 1990s, the gradual revelation of shared histories and shared identities has lead to
an awareness that the histories of Aboriginal Australia and of non-Indigenous Australians
are entwined and mutually influential. In the case of archaeology, making a contribution
to the writing of histories of Aboriginal Australia since 1788 has become an important
research goal for practitioners and others, as narratives previously formulated within
narrow ethnographic or anthropological frameworks have become less relevant for
contemporary issues of cultural revitalisation and reconciliation.
From the late 19th century, information about Aboriginal society became increasingly
accessible to non-Indigenous Australians, and nascent archaeological exploration began
demonstrating that there was at least the possibility of high human antiquity. This was
coincident with the emergence of a general desire to develop a unique Australian identity,
spearheaded by literary and visual artists advocating for an idiosyncratic language that
expressed a deeply personal and symbolic understanding of place. The antiquity and
symbolic complexity of Aboriginal ceremony and culture, and the lengthy connection to
land was inspirational for some non-Indigenous Australians, and they sought to creatively
interpret the relationship with Indigenous Australia through metaphorically adventurous
means. Such emotional engagement was transformative as it altered the language of
understanding from a previously static and personally dissociated observation of a past
culture into an expression of a contemporary cross-cultural interaction and dynamism
previously unimagined.

This dissertation explores the symbolism inherent in archaeological knowledge and how it
inspires creative interpretation in an examination of the opera Batavia, then applies the
findings to a study of two episodes in the cultural history of Australia where alternative
creative responses to knowledge were transformational for the relationship between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians, and therefore for Australian identity.
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Chapter One
Introduction
'Metaphors have the power to create participation…the experience being to open up
thoughts and allow movement between normally closed domains via the use of a powerful
symbolic form.'
(Crossan 1973, p.350 in Beck 1978, p.86).

Since the late 19th century, the language that gave voice to a non-Indigenous
understanding of the Aboriginal history of Australia was constructed primarily within the
framework of ethnography and anthropology. Scientific enquiry was motivated by a
genuine desire to accord a place on the 'evolutionary ladder' for the Aboriginal race and to
fill out the material, social and economic context of their diminishing existence. As this
information became broadly accessible to the public throughout the early decades of the
20th century, and as archaeology began to demonstrate the antiquity of an Aboriginal
presence, possibilities arose of alternative interpretations of the relationship between nonIndigenous and Indigenous Australians. Over this time there was an increasing desire to
develop an Australian identity, and brought into focus by Federation in 1901, literary and
visual artists were advocating for the detachment of the cultural landscape from British
dominance and develop an identity that was uniquely Australian. In particular this was
about creating the foundations of an idiosyncratic language that enabled an expression of
individuality born of the local environment. As artists turned inwards for inspiration,
essentially searching for a personal and symbolic understanding of place, some drew on
information about Aboriginal people and culture. Stimulated by the notion of antiquity
and an associated deep and lengthy connection to the land, they sought to engage
1

emotionally with the inherent and complex symbolism they recognised as an intrinsic part
of this relationship. Although science had provided an adequate vocabulary to
communicate certain notions, some wanted to create a language that was metaphorically
adventurous enough to express broader dimensions of understanding. In contrast to the
essentially static and personally dissociated ethnographic observation and data collection
of a culture that belonged to the past, the expression of a contemporary dynamism created
between cultures was the acknowledgement of an interaction previously unimagined.
More importantly, this expression was transformative and revealed historical momentum
and development, something which the language of science had previously denied to
Aboriginal people and society.

There is an increasing concern being expressed in Australian archaeology that traditional
narratives focusing primarily on pre-contact Aboriginal society and culture, or formulated
within narrow ethnographic or anthropological frameworks, are leading to criticisms of
irrelevance for contemporary Aboriginal society, and a dismissal of the authority
archaeology may have to speak about the Indigenous past (Riches 2004: 151). The
National Museum of Australia opened in 2001 as the centrepiece of the Centenary of
Federation celebration but has attracted the criticism that there is little attempt to explore
the shared histories and mutual influences that Indigenous and non-Indigenous people
have had on each other over time. Although the relationship between Indigenous and nonIndigenous history and the environment was a foundational concept for the museum, the
result has not reflected this vision (Gore 2003). The last two centuries of Aboriginal
history is also the history of non-Indigenous Australians - our interaction over time and
the relationships we have formed has meant that non-Indigenous identity is inextricably
tied to the Indigenous population (Gore 2002, 2003). Helping write the history of
Aboriginal Australia since contact has become an important research goal as
2

archaeologists increasingly recognise the contribution they can make to the rebuilding and
revival of Aboriginal culture, and to assisting the process of reconciliation through
expanding perceptions of the nature of identity in contemporary Australia.

In this dissertation, I explore how the inherent symbolic dimension of archaeological
material and concepts has inspired artistic expression in a contemporary context, and then
examine two episodes where non-Indigenous Australians have sought to initiate a deeper
relationship with Indigenous Australia by creating new interpretive expressions of this
interaction. By examining it from an artistic perspective, I demonstrate how the creation
of alternative responses to knowledge has transformed this relationship.

The studies
Perspectives generated within an artistic context have the power to transform
understanding by presenting new ways of seeing ourselves and the world around us. They
are inspired by a symbolism that lies at the base of the deep emotional and physical
character of existence or being. Archaeologists have recognised that the sympathetic
symbolic dimension evoked by material culture, sites and landscapes can be significant in
the development of meaning and identity (see for example, Cosgrove and Daniels 1988,
Ireland 1996, Lydon and Ireland 2005, Meskell 2005, Renfrew and Scarre 1998, Tilley
1999, Schama 1995, Vanclay, Higgins and Blackshaw 2008). Understanding this
relationship is crucial to understanding how people interact with the past, and how this
impacts on the present. In Chapter Two, I demonstrate how the symbolic character of the
journey and demise of the VOC ship Batavia off the coast of Western Australia, and of
associated archaeological material and sites incited a local community to develop a deep
personal connection with the historic episode. I then discuss why this was then creatively
interpreted and expressed as the opera Batavia, written and performed for the Centenary
3

of Federation in 2001. The aim of this exercise is to establish the connection between the
inspirational nature of archaeological knowledge and the transformation of understanding
through creative expression.

Having established this connection, I present two cases of a non-Indigenous response to
knowledge of Aboriginal people and culture, interpreted within an artistic context. I
demonstrate how this perspective can transform understanding by presenting knowledge
using a different symbolic language. By drawing on the utility of metaphor as an artistic
device that facilitates connections between disparate or inexpressible notions, I discuss
how the symbolism recognised in archaeological material and concepts can be
inspirational, specifically with reference to this transformation. Chapter Three is a study
of the symphonic musical suite Corroboree, written by John Antill in 1946 and performed
as a ballet in 1950. I argue that Antill was inspired by archaeological and anthropological
material and knowledge to create a work that expressed a different and personal
understanding of Indigenous people and culture. By presenting this interpretation through
a challenging visual and aural medium - of music, theatre and dance - Antill and his
collaborators sought to alter the language which described the relationship white society
had with Aboriginal Australians at the time. Although informed broadly by science, a
space was created that enabled an alternative way of seeing and was transformative for
this relationship. I also discuss Corroboree in culture-historic terms, giving it some
context within the development of art in Australia and internationally during the first half
of the 20th century.

In Chapter Four I examine how alternative expressions of understanding played out
against each other at an institutional and political level in the late 1950s and early 1960s.
In contrast to the impact of Corroboree in its theatrical context, I discuss an episode in the
4

history of the National Museum of Australia when major political and cultural figures
were forced to seriously consider how an increasing Indigenous presence was to be
incorporated into white Australia's geographical centre and psyche. In 1959 a proposal
was put to the Menzies Government by former National Gallery of Victoria director Daryl
Lindsay, that the collection of Aboriginal art and artefacts held at the University of
Melbourne by anthropologist Donald Thomson should form the basis of a Gallery of
Aboriginal Art on Capital Hill in Canberra. In the same year, Senator William Wentworth
proposed the establishment of an Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies to Robert
Menzies and Cabinet. As Aboriginal society was rapidly disappearing, it was suggested
the Institute's primary programmatic goal should be the modest collection of scientific
information before it was lost to the nation. The Gallery of Aboriginal Art was rejected as
the proposal for the Institute gained momentum, the Government eventually legislating
for a permanent Institute in 1964. Like Corroboree, this episode in the ongoing and
evolving relationship between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians study was
influenced and informed by the broader cultural and political framework of this period.

Imagined narratives and transformation in cross-cultural engagement
In November 1629, young soldier Wouter Loos and cabin servant Jan Pelgrom de Bye
were debarked from the Dutch VOC ship Batavia onto the coast of Western Australia and
instructed to:

make themselves known to the folk of this land by tokens of friendship…have courage to
go with them willingly. Man's luck is found in strange places…they will offer all
friendship…observe with all diligence…what they esteem as valuable. So that having
come to perfect friendship with them, [you] may be able to ask, by signs and by learning
their language, that a look out should be kept for ships…in order to obtain for
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them…such goods as iron, Copper, or Nurembergen…which without doubt will please
them greatly.
(Pelsaert 1629)

This small entry in commandeur Francisco Pelsaert's journal is a harbinger of a moment
of cross-cultural engagement in the history of Aboriginal Australia before European
colonisation. One easily begins to imagine and creatively provoke the unfolding of a
narrative when a moment in history emerges that is unrestrained by the pre- or postcontact divide. It gives us a small glimpse of a past prior to European settlement not
primarily defined by archaeological remains or notions of static cultural timelessness.
There is a momentum underlying the potential exchange, and mutual transformation is
inevitable. It resonates with the idea of imagined communities and identities (Anderson
1983). As soon as people come into contact, they are reordering and renegotiating their
immediate sense of place – the more effort spent in negotiating proximity, the more the
effect of the other will be felt. Anderson speaks of a colonialist unconscious that
continuously ‘agglomerated, disaggregated, recombined, intermixed, and reordered’ the
imagined identities of those other than the colonisers (op.cit.: 164). The point is made that
just to speak of and describe others sets up a process that unavoidably brings each group
into contact and therefore into each other’s sphere of influence. The potential for
transformation means the moment has a powerful symbolic and metaphoric dimension,
evoked by the entanglement 1 of disparate cultures. For the history of settlement in
Australia, this symbolic moment was formalised as one component of a National Heritage
listing in 2006 when Loos and de Bye were registered as the first known European
residents of the Australian continent (Commonwealth of Australia Gazette 2006). It is a
fragment of information in the history of the Batavia, now an Australian legend of
shipwreck and catastrophe, and one whose significant archaeological background has
1

For discussion of Thomas' concept of'entanglement, see pp.14, 18-20 this chapter
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additionally contributed to the inclusion of the Western Australian shipwreck site and
survivor camps area of the Houtman Abrolhos on the National Heritage List
(Commonwealth of Australia 2006).

The historical background of the Batavia episode, and subsequent gradual discovery by a
community over time of associated material in the Abrolhos resulted in the story and its
archaeology becoming so meaningful for the community that several members took
responsibility for securing its long term protection and conservation by major state
institutions. The importance of the Batavia to Western Australia is due to a significant
attachment that developed in response to the deeply symbolic nature of the story and its
material, a symbolism which I argue inspired the creation of the opera, Batavia. Opera is
a dramatic expression of the symbolic dimensions of human existence, presented through
myth, archetype and metaphor. The compatibility between the story and its operatic
transformation, and why the story was so apt for such a creative rendering has
considerable congruence with the reason why the archaeological sites and material were
considered of outstanding heritage value and included on the National Heritage List
(Commonwealth of Australia 2006). I discuss the power of opera to provoke alternative
intellectual responses - in this case, generate meaning and empathy in an audience and
thereby transform understanding.

Symbolic convergence, metaphor, different ways of seeing
The elevation of material remains, landscape and history to heritage status, and the
construction of an opera are responses that arise from information about the past. Both
responses have a relationship with meaning and identity. If these interpretive responses
converge at a similar symbolic level, then there are levels of congruence worth exploring
between artistic inspiration, and understanding meaning and identity. Colin Renfrew has
7

argued that archaeology can learn from the perspectives of artists as both are engaged in
elucidating our interaction with the world and experience of it (Renfrew 2003 in Brodie
and Hills 2004, pp.vii – viii). At its most fundamental level, there is an association
between our cultural worlds and identity, and the language of symbolism. It is the
essential and underlying importance of symbolism and its connection to the development
of meaning from human experience (for example, Cassirer 1942, 1945, Eliade 1992,
Langer 1951, Mach 1993, Stevens 1998, Tilley 1990) that transforms this resource into
something of significance for people at a deep emotional and physical level.

For archaeology and associated disciplines, this notion has stimulated research in a
number of areas - for example, in studies of identity, materiality, cultural entanglement
and material culture, heritage and landscape (see for example, Ashmore and Knapp 1999,
Cosgrove and Daniels 1988, Harrison 2004a, Lydon and Ireland 2005, Meskell 2005,
Thomas 1991, 1999a). The intrinsically symbolic nature of material culture and its
relationship to constructions of meaning has interested philosophers of culture and
symbolism (see for example, Cassirer 1942, Eliade 1992, Mach 1993, Stevens 1998,
Verene 1979), as there is a common acceptance that the language of symbolism is one of
the most fundamental aspects of human thought and communication, and therefore of
primary importance in the construction of meaning. Langer describes ‘function of
symbolic transformation’ as a natural activity (Langer 1951, p. xii) while Verene suggests
that ‘transformation brought about by the symbol is a distinctive mark of the human
world’ (Verene 1979, p. 13).

Tilley has cast the net a little differently in his discussion of the relevance of metaphor to
the consideration and analysis of material culture, arguing that like language, material
culture is in part a metaphorical construction of the world (Tilley 1999, p.xv). This
8

understanding is then extrapolated to considering how meanings in landscape and place
are socially constructed, and how landscape develops metaphorical significance in
archaeological contexts. The fundamental nature of metaphor is that it enables
imaginative connections between disparate notions - 'seeing one thing in terms of
something else' (Burke 1945, p.103) - thereby opening up spaces for a creative
understanding of relationships that defy description.

In literary, visual and aural expression, metaphor is one of a number of devices used to
convey novel ideas or interpretations of the world, thereby becoming a transformative
force that can facilitate new interpretations and understandings. This is because metaphor
confronts the senses - it catalyses the imagination at a deep emotional level. The music
and ballet Corroboree written by John Antill in 1946 and performed as a ballet in 1950
has recently been described as a colonialist interpretation and appropriation of Aboriginal
culture in a disarmingly strong visual and aural performance (Haebich and Taylor 2007).
It is an analysis that seeks to affirm the impact of colonialism by using Corroboree as an
example of the purposeful dominance by white Australians of Aboriginal people and
culture. I address the issues of appropriation and colonialism at the end of Chapter Five,
and argue that there is great merit in alternatively examining the work as a nascent effort
to invest personally and emotionally in cultural interaction, and to help other nonIndigenous Australians interact with Aboriginal people and culture - generally a radical
notion in the 1940s. Rather than such a calculated (subconsciously or not) colonialist
exercise, Antill and his collaborators were conflicted by the nature of anthropological
information and sought to express an alternative and less restrictive interpretation and
understanding through the language of art and metaphor.

9

Corroboree was primarily inspired by the work of Baldwin Spencer and Frank Gillen, but
greatly enhanced by Antill's sensitivity towards the complexity and potential antiquity of
Aboriginal society and culture. Although these notions were undeveloped in the first half
of the 20th century, they had been given some momentum in 1914 by the very public
discussion about the Talgai skull (discovered in 1886) and its possible Pleistocene
connection with the Piltdown discovery of 1912 (Allen 2010). I discuss Corroboree
within a broad framework of artistic, cultural and anthropological developments in
Australia during the first half of the twentieth century and argue that by presenting
Corroboree, Antill was attempting to change the dominant language and transform
understanding, creating new ways of seeing the relationship between Indigenous and nonIndigenous Australians. Strongly metaphorical, artistic expression during this period may
have been the only language that was capable of presenting such an extraordinary idea. I
demonstrate how Antill and his colleagues in choreography, art and costume openly
express their lack of a superior understanding, but of their desire to communicate to a
non-Indigenous audience a profound idea for which literal expression had proved
inadequate.

The use of art as a vehicle to communicate an alternative understanding of the
relationship between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people by establishing a Gallery of
Aboriginal Art was counteracted by the scientific approach of the proposed Institute of
Aboriginal Studies in 1959. By the late 1950s, Canberra was taking shape as the national
capital and inherent in the development of this venture was the central expression of
architectural and geographic symbolism in the design. Walter Burley Griffin had outlined
his plans for Canberra in his winning entry in the competition of 1912, which included a
symbolic Parliamentary Triangle at its heart, reinforced by the geographical prominence
of a Capitol on Camp Hill - a symbolic national centre that would operate as ‘the
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sentimental and spiritual head of the nation’ (Sparke 1988, p.3). Several decades later,
eminent British architect and town planner, Sir William Holford wrote a report (Holford
1957) that reinforced the idea of Burley Griffin's vision of a centre as informed by its
symbolism as it was by its physical setting. The National Capital Development
Commission (NCDC), established by Robert Menzies to progress the development of
Canberra, included Daryl Lindsay, a former director of the National Gallery of Victoria.
In their reports of 1958 and 1959 (NCDC 1958, 1959), the Commission proposed a
national cultural centre for Capital Hill consisting of a series of five pavilions displaying
aspects of Australian culture and ways of life - essentially a nascent structural formation
of what has now become the National Museum of Australia. Knowing of the collection of
Aboriginal art and artefacts held by anthropologist Donald Thomson at the University of
Melbourne, and having been deeply interested in Aboriginal art since the 1940s, Lindsay
approached Thomson with a view to obtaining the collection to form the basis of a
Gallery of Aboriginal Art in one of the pavilions. At the time, there was also considerable
concern being expressed about the need to collect as much information as possible about
Aboriginal life and culture as it was perceived to be disappearing rapidly. In an
extraordinary parallel of events, and also due to a degree of political pressure concerning
the treatment of Aboriginal people, William Wentworth proposed to Menzies the
establishment of an institute devoted to the primarily scientific study of Aboriginal
society (Wentworth to Menzies 1959). Eventually plans for the Gallery of Aboriginal Art
were superseded by the Institute, which has now become the Australian Institute of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies. The envisaged national cultural centre is
now the National Museum of Australia, realised in 2001 as the central expression of the
Centenary of Federation, but has attracted criticism for not representing adequately the
mutual historical transformation between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians (see
for example Dean and Rider 2005, Gore 2002, 2003, Veracini and Muckle 2002). I argue
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that by the late 1950s, the languages of science and of art were more developed in
expressing the relationship between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians.
Although transformation was possible using art as a vehicle, enhanced by the symbolic
and metaphoric context of its location in the developing Australian capital, politics better
understood the relationship expressed in the more objective context of science.
Anthropologists had been enchanted by Aboriginal art and the artist Lindsay recognised
the significance of such a cultural expression.

Relevance of this study for the archaeology of Aboriginal Australia
Revealing and examining historical episodes of Indigenous and non-Indigenous
interaction is directly relevant to contemporary research in the history of Aboriginal
Australia and contact archaeology. Archaeologists are recognising that the focus over
many years on the archaeology of precontact Aboriginal society and culture may be
contributing to notions of Aboriginality that are not as relevant to contemporary
Aboriginal communities wishing to understand more deeply the transformation of their
society and culture in the 200 years since European settlement (papers in Lilley 2000,
Murray 1992, 2000, 2004c, Riches 2004, papers in Harrison and Williamson
2002,Williamson 2004a ). In demonstrating the length of Aboriginal occupation prior to
settlement, and traditional connections to land, archaeology has provided some very
powerful political and social tools in the fight for Aboriginal rights, in efforts towards
reconciliation and the demonstration of cultural persistence and survival. In introducing
the evidence for cultural and regional change over time, archaeology challenged notions
of primitive stasis and in one sense released a historical Aboriginality from the strictures
of a context of knowledge dominated by anthropology (Attwood 1992, p.ix). But for later
generations of Aboriginal people it is the more recent Indigenous histories and
archaeologies that have become increasingly important to contemporary constructions of
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Aboriginality. As Murray has noted, archaeologists need to do more than document dead
societies - they need to write the histories of living ones (Murray 1996b, p.204). Within
the framework of developing alternative perspectives of our mutual interaction, I use the
cases of Corroboree and the unrealised Gallery of Aboriginal Art as vehicles to explore
how non-Indigenous artists were inspired by and sought to express their fledgling
apprehension of what was essentially another contemporary society, albeit within their
own country.

The archaeology of contact (for example, papers in Murray 2004a, Murray 2004b)
explores the experience of colonisation in settler/Indigenous societies and is a vitally
important area of research that allows us to compare and more deeply understand on a
national and international level how the process has affected both sides of the experience.
Not only is it about demonstrating the historical reality and validity of cultural
transformation and change for Aboriginal people and society, but there is great potential
for opening up different arenas for reconciliation through an acknowledgement of the
intrinsic connection to non-Indigenous history and identity. That non-Aboriginal
Australians gain a broader and deeper understanding of our interaction aside from the
‘darker historical episodes, and contentious ones’ (NMA Review 2003, p.68) is part of
this process. Since the 1990s, fields of discourse in contact archaeology have expanded in
response to a broadening topical eclecticism, but also to arising concerns of disciplinary
relevance and acceptability for Aboriginal communities. The writing of the historical
archaeology of Aboriginal Australia (Murray 1992, 1993, 1996b, 2000, Harrison and
Williamson 2002), and the archaeology of the recent Indigenous past (Smith et al 2002)
have become significant fields of study and have continued to develop notions of shared
histories and identities (for example, Murray 1996b, Byrne 1996, Harrison 2004),
archaeologies of difference and cross-cultural engagement (for example, Torrence and
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Clark 2000), of conjectural histories (Murray 2000, 2002, p.219) and the possibility of
constructing archaeological trajectories of human behaviour (Williamson 2004).

Shared histories and the public presentation of identity in the National
Museum of Australia
The recognition that Australia's history since European settlement is one shared by
Indigenous and non-Indigenous people has stimulated interest in how our identities have
been entwined and defined by each other (Harrison 2002/2004, Murray 1993, 1996a and b,
2002,Thomas 1991, 1999, Thomas and Losche 1999). The notion that the non-Indigenous
historical experience is also strongly nuanced by cultural entanglement (Thomas 1991,
1999) is an important factor in the acknowledgment of mutuality in our engagement.
Murray has made the point that the history of Aboriginal people since 1788 was also the
history of Australia and that eventually non-Aboriginal Australians will ‘want to form
their own relationships with it, and know it in their own ways' (Murray 1996b, p.203).
The permeability of historical and interpretive boundaries is increasingly evident, which
has ramifications for future constructions of Australian identity that can accommodate an
inevitable but intrinsic and necessary uncertainty the relationships between Indigenous
and non-Indigenous people. The questions of who owns the past and relatedly, how the
past is interpreted and presented will continue to be challenged as we discover more about
our entanglement.

Revelations of hidden histories has been crucial to bringing balance to traditional
historical narratives, to creating inclusion and goes some way to advancing the
reconciliation process. This is as it should be - for the process to be robust, an
acknowledgement of the injustices against one culture by another is a fundamental first
step. Analytical frameworks of dispossession, acculturation, assimilation and notions of
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the 'frontier' and Aboriginal resistance have been employed, often focussing on the effects
of the colonialist regime on Aboriginal people, society and culture (Attwood 2005, pp.3940). Implicit in some of these analyses was the assumption that Indigenous people lacked
agency and were passively receptive to the dominance of non-Indigenous culture (for
example, Torrence and Clark 2000, pp.12-16). When Reynolds wrote an alternative
account of the frontier from the perspective of the effect on Aboriginal society (Reynolds
1981), it was seminal in dismantling the mythical character of the construction, and
recasting it as dispossession and resistance from the other side. It is still an idea that has
currency in terms of the National Museum of Australia, having been validated as a
framework for presenting some of the ‘darker historical episodes’ in Aboriginal-settler
encounters (National Museum of Australia 2003, pp.34-35). As Attwood pointed out
however, some authors eventually believed that the overarching model of conflict
informing the frontier interaction did not leave room for the exploration of
accommodation, cohesion and co-operation that also characterised Aboriginal-settler
interaction (Attwood 2005, pp.40-41). Alternative ways of using the frontier as a tool to
broadly explore relationships of concord rather than conflict has lead to differing views of
its role. Deborah Bird Rose and Richard Davis (2005, p.3) have described how they have
sought to expand the analytical possibilities :

Confronted by the complexity of Aboriginal-Settler encounters and their long, entwined
histories, we offer interpretative analysis that acknowledges resistance and indigenous
autonomy as well as contingencies, contentions and complexities. As a mythic arena, the
frontier is a site of violence, replacement and nation-building. And yet … it is also a site
of productive assertions of dilemmas, and of unexpected engagements toward change. It
is, thus, a continuing site of cultural action.
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After a long period of gestation, the National Museum of Australia opened in 2001. As a
contemporary museum of social history, it has a responsibility to acknowledge and
accommodate social, cultural and political diversity. As a theatre of national
representation, it must provide the space for people to explore, interpret, reaffirm and
debate their own identity and that of others who identify with each other in some way and
occupy the same geographical space. For a settler nation such as Australia, the negotiation
and representation of the relationships between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people
are of primary importance to the fabric of the Museum and not only have the potential to
contribute to the ongoing construction of identity into the future, but provide a forum for
the ongoing process of reconciliation.

I earlier noted that the NMA has attracted criticism and controversy over the ways it
presents and reflects history and in turn national identity, particularly in terms of its
treatment of the mutual influence and shared histories of Indigenous and non-Indigenous
people over time. Gore identified a disconnect between the intellectual framework behind
representational ideals and their practical manifestation (Gore 2003). In the 2006 NMA
symposium, 'Collecting for a Nation', Deputy Principal of AIATSIS Luke Taylor made
the observation that contact history and presenting the intercultural experience was a
hugely undeveloped area of the collection. Sculthorpe concurs from an Indigenous
viewpoint - that as all Australians have a part in Indigenous histories, this relationship
should be a theme throughout the Museum. Connections are made, people empathise and
share, and new interpretive possibilities are created.

As we move further down this path, and the breadth and focus of these histories becomes
more eclectic, there is now an emergent complementary awareness that the spheres of our
mutual interaction and transformation have multiple intersecting levels and dimensions,
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not all necessarily characterised by hurt and shame, or dominated by the discourse of
dispossession. Nor should such balance be seen as lacking in our primary national cultural
institution. Archaeology has made a great contribution to the writing of Aboriginal history
and to the undeveloped area of cross-cultural experience - it has the potential to further
contribute to elucidating histories and archaeologies that are inclusive and allow the
richness of cultural interaction to fully inform the presentation of Australian identities. To
more centrally position the notion of mutuality in studies of contact, there is a need to
increase our examination of the transformative effect of the Indigenous presence on nonIndigenous Australians and specifically at points where non-Indigenous individuals began
to incorporate the Indigenous influence into their construction of an Australian identity
encompassing both cultures. In effect, can we identify subtle aspects of the process of
transformation that are crucial to understanding how we have defined each other over
time? Art is one context of interaction that holds potential for identifying this process.

Art and entanglement
Art – encompassing forms including painting, literature and theatre - has been a
prominent focus in postcolonialist scholarship, as artistic production and reception has
become a frame of reference in which to redress entrenched perceptions of indigenous
society,

predominantly

resulting

from

colonialism

and

a

primarily

western

anthropological history of cultural entanglement. Art has been used as a vehicle for the reexamination of concepts of primitivism (Errington 1998, Lyons and Papadopoulos 2002),
authenticity, appropriation and identity (Grossman and Cuthbert 1995, Burns Coleman
2005), the relationship between socio-political issues and western concepts of aesthetics
and spirituality for indigenous people and culture (Merlan 2001) and with the most
fraught and sustained issue, the politics of reconciliation and land rights (see for example,
Nicoll 1993, Asch 2004). In practice, art has become a highly political tool for people to
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encapsulate their experiences of colonisation and to explore cultural identity in the
aftermath (Hogan 2000, pp. 304 – 307). Although the accessibility of literature in a global
context has been dictated by the restraints of distribution, political contexts and delay of
translation of texts into English, there has been a burgeoning of interest in fields of
literary criticism that focus on the use of art in various forms as expressions of deep
personal experience and identity. The political and cultural effects of many postcolonial
literary works from other nations and societies have varying impact in their local contexts,
either through the threat of persecution, restrictions on distribution, ignorance or
irrelevance to national development. Much of the literature written by nearly three
quarters of the world’s population has only been accessible to western readers in the last
couple of decades (Hawley 1996, p.xii) but the effects have been substantial.

In his study of material objects and exchange systems in the Pacific and the relationship
of this exchange to the ideology and discourse of colonialism, Nicholas Thomas
conceptualises the process of structuring cross-cultural engagement as 'cultural
entanglement' (Thomas 1991). Thomas applies this concept to the movement of material
objects between European and indigenous contexts, stating his objective is to imagine
there is a symmetry in this exchange. He describes the interaction as one whereby 'both
sides have creatively changed the purposes of abducted treasures, represented the other,
and imagined a narrative of contact objectified in artifacts of alterity and artifacts of
history…objects are not what they were made to be, but what they have become’
(Thomas 1991, p.4). The idea of cultural entanglement and the recontextualisation of
material culture as it moves across cultural boundaries has encouraged the exploration of
mutual transformation and helped redress the historical tendency to present colonised
peoples as a group without choice or effect in the mechanics of colonisation, or to focus
research on the study of one culture adapting to the dominance of another. Thomas has
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demonstrated that in the transformation of material culture, agency and control exist on
both sides of the cultural exchange and that with contact both cultures are immediately
and irreversibly altered. It is not difficult to imagine that individual and group identity
begins to transform immediately people interact, and that the transformations will be
multifaceted, having multiple, different and contextually-dependent manifestations within
the individual, group or society (Conlin Casella and Fowler 2004). Extrapolating from
this, there are alternative ways of creating meaning within altered contexts.

In expanding on the notion of cultural entanglement as an exchange rather than
predominantly the effect of one culture on another, Thomas has also explored European
engagement with Indigenous art in what he describes as 'the most fraught and sustained of
such interactions,…the arts of colonies of settlement' (1999) and further brought together
more localised studies that add dimensional richness and depth to the concept (see papers
in Thomas and Losche 1999). Thomas draws on Bernard Smith's seminal work, European
vision and the South Pacific (1960) in which Smith examines the impact on European
intellectual thought by the discovery of the Pacific and its people from Cook's first
voyage in 1768 through an exploration of its manifestation in art and science. Thomas and
hic colleagues extend Smith's focus on European responses, furthering the examination by
endeavouring to engage both sides of the interaction (Thomas 1999b, p. 3). I draw on
both Smith and Thomas' work, but where Smith and Thomas primarily explore response,
encounter and exchange as representation in visual art and imagery, I consider two nonIndigenous responses - one as music and ballet, the other as a proposal to incorporate
Aboriginal art into a national cultural centre - as indicative of a gradual process of
perceptual rearrangement or transformation of a predominant cultural view and identity.
Thomas alludes to the metaphorical character residing in objects when he discusses an
imagined narrative and the evolution of objects from a simple functional role to that of a
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more complex dimensional embodiment (Thomas 1991, p.4). As the source of inspiration
for Antill and his colleagues, and for Lindsay et al, the influence of Aboriginal culture
gave rise to responses that changed the historical and cultural contexts of understanding.
Intrinsic to this is, importantly, what intellectual transformation was effected which can
be elucidated by analysing the metaphorical character of the responses. This requires
firstly a discussion of the general relationship between archaeological material and
identity.

Materiality, identity and heritage
As multiple histories are revealed, the ways in which material remains of the past are
incorporated into notions of heritage and identity can be unpredictable and multi-faceted,
in both cross and intra-cultural contexts. Exploring and understanding the mechanics of
these shifting relationships, and our interpretive milieux, has been an important goal in
the archaeologies of contact, reflecting an increasing contextual and historical complexity.
Some areas of research directed towards this goal include examining the effect of western
scientific and colonialist analytical frameworks (for eg. Griffiths 1996; Head 1998; Smith
2000; Wylie 2002; McNiven and Russell 2005), the political use and misuse of
archaeological material in promoting or privileging certain notions of nationalism (for
example, Trigger 1984, Fowler 1987, Taylor 1989, Kohl and Fawcett 1995, Knapp and
Antoniadou 1998, Hassan 1998), the use of archaeological knowledge and archaeologists
in the service of the government to formulate policy that may be directly related to
nationalistic ideals (see for example, Ireland 1996, Colley 2002, Kohl and Fawcett 1995,
Trigger 1995, Smith 2000) and the role archaeology plays in the discussion and debate of
indigenous rights and native title (for example, Lilley 2000, Riches 2000, Murray 2000,
Asch 2004).
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The expansion of material culture studies in archaeology and the social sciences in
general reflects the importance of the relationship between material culture, social
relations and identity (Gosden and Marshall 1999, Ireland and Lydon 2005), and of the
power of artefacts to be objects of ‘symbolic storage’(Renfrew and Scarre 1998).
Exploring relationships between material culture, the diverse contexts in which it can be
situated and through which it moves over time increases our understanding of an object’s
‘cultural biography’ (Trinca 2006). There has been an effort to create a distinction
between the study of material objects and the exploration of materiality by scholars in
some areas of archaeology (Miller 1987, 1998, 2005, Meskell 2005) as it becomes clear
that empiricism does not satisfy the need to understand the ways in which artefacts
operate within the social milieu and subsequently in the construction of identity – namely
the multitude of ways in which material culture is objectified and how societies and
individuals influence and are influenced by this objectification. Studies that explore the
concept of materiality (Hurcombe 2007, pp. 4-7) as the relationship between artefacts or
material things, and human culture and society, have increased over recent years (for
example, DeMarrais, Gosden and Renfrew 2004, Meskell 2005). Material culture is
recognised as not only having ascribed meaning and value, but playing an active role in
the constitution of social relations (see for example, Babić 2005, p.78, DeMarrais, Gosden
and Renfrew 2004, p.1, Lydon and Ireland 2005, Meskell 2005, Tilley 1990, 1999),
thereby being integral to identity formation and transformation. Meskell argues it is worth
focusing 'more directly on the broader interpretive connotations around and beyond the
object, on the unstable terrain of interrelationships between sociality, temporality,
spatiality, and materiality' (Meskell 2005, p.2), tracing the origins of the idea of the
mutual transformation of material culture and human experience back to Pierre Bourdieu's
theory of habitus, and to Miller's notion of materiality, whereby artefacts hold a deeply
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integrated place in the constitution of culture and human relations (Bourdieu 1977, Miller
2005, Meskell 2005, pp. 1-2).

The physical reality of objects in association with their historic, mythic or personal
context provokes another level of engagement, as the artefact increases the authenticity of
the story of which it is a component (Ireland 2005, p.43). If we recall our own
experiences with material culture, we know that objects effect us on a number of levels. If
there is a direct personal historical or cultural relationship with the material, extra
dimensions of meaning are added. If the items have an aesthetic appeal, this sensuality
contributes to attachment and the significance they hold for the individual - in looking
and feeling we satisfy an innate sensibility towards tactile and visual beauty. They can
also embody discovery and the possibility of collection, classification, knowledge –
feeding the ‘antiquarian imagination’ (Griffiths 1996, p.1).

Material culture and identity share the characteristic of multiple manifestations, and each
influences the other in a continually evolving process (for example, Meskell 2005, p.3,
Díaz-Andreu and Lucy 2005, p. 2). As artefacts can move between multiple contexts of
meaning, so too can personal and group identity have a character that is simultaneously
situationally, chronologically and geographically dependant. As noted with artefacts,
identity can manifest on several different levels within an individual and a group, and can
be simultaneously multifaceted. Conlin Casella and Fowler describe the communication
of 'multiple, different and contextually-dependent identities' sometimes by exactly the
same artefact (Conlin Casella and Fowler 2004, p.4), which reflects the similar multiethnic nature that one can perceive in personal and group identity, demonstrated in some
recent studies (Díaz - Andreu 2001, Jenkins 1997).
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At the apex is the issue of material culture as heritage - understanding how people engage
with the material world of the past and in the present is crucial to the capacity of
archaeology to contribute to a deeper understanding of these relationships. For example,
in terms of the participation and responsibility of the National Museum of Australia in the
presentation of objects and other items of material culture, decisions made affecting the
collection or display of items will be seen to reflect a particular cultural, historical, social
or political context. Not only need they be accepted as existing within significant contexts,
but it must be recognised that they have the potential to contribute to the construction of
future narratives due to an ongoing dynamism that will continue to have effect – ‘(T)he
artefacts themselves play into the negotiation of both indigenous and non-indigenous
social relations, with the potential to cause far-reaching changes’ (Smith et al 2002, p.xiii).
The inherent symbolic potential of material and non-material culture inextricably
contributes to the process of defining meaning as embodied in tangible and intangible
heritage in all contexts (see for example, essays in Fairchild Ruggles and Silverman 2009,
Moore and Whelan 2007, Smith and Akagawa 2009). The symbolic nature of an entity
inspires emotional engagement, which then leads to the transformation of that entity into
something of significance (see for example, Cassirer 1942, Mach 1993, Verene 1979).
Previously narrow in the constitutive range of objects, heritage now encompasses cultural,
natural and Indigenous physical and non-physical resources, including landscapes and
memories, artefacts, mythologies and values, and oral traditions. As a cultural and social
resource, heritage is a powerful instrument of representation and can be nuanced by
economic, philosophical, political and historical characteristics (Boer and Wiffin 2006,
p.7) therefore understanding the language of symbolism is an important adjunct to
understanding the meanings invested in multiple heritages. The relationships between
history and nation, material culture and identity, and after Tunbridge and Ashworth
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(1996), the notion of dissonant heritage(s), are issues that are now in the forefront of
archaeological research in settler societies.

Metaphor
When the potential for the construction of meaning from material culture and landscapes
is perceived, but not so easily understood, their inherent symbolic nature can invoke a
metaphorical response. In commenting on anthropologist Bill Stanner's confession that
his personal silence about Aboriginal people arose from 'no palpable effort to write, as it
were, for history' (Stanner 1969, p.13), Griffiths observed that such patterns of thinking
had evolved partly because colonists had no metaphors to help them describe the
particular realities of this strange frontier (Griffiths 1996, p.109). In embarking on this
study, one of my aims has been to demonstrate that metaphor was being employed as a
figurative tool to facilitate understanding of Aboriginal Australians by non-Indigenous
people, and that an exploration of its manifestation can offer a unique window into this
interaction. Langer describes metaphor as an area where 'characters of quite separate
origin enter into definite relations with each other' (Langer 1951, p.177). This arises
through necessity when conventional language lacks the capacity to give adequate form to
imaginative connections between things in human experience, and is replaced by potent
visual and literal imagery. Metaphor as creative artistic expression often enhances and
facilitates description, particularly if the language within cultural and social contexts is
restricted or closely defined when used to describe certain things. If the descriptive
frameworks are not available - for example, as in the contexts within which nonIndigenous people generally understood Aboriginal people and culture - then other
languages will be used than those that more aptly describe their feelings about the issue.
As the responses in this study arise from within an artistic context, the explanation of
cultural transformation is easier as metaphor is one of the fundamental vehicles for
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creative expression. Like art, metaphorical thinking is an intellectual activity determined
by symbolic modes (Langer 1941, p.xi). Taking metaphor as an effective descriptive and
communicatory device, I argue that the music and ballet Corroboree and the framing of
the proposal for a Gallery of Aboriginal Art in Canberra were two examples of nonIndigenous Australians finding alternative ways to comprehend and convey the fact and
effect of the Indigenous presence for an Australian identity, when the dominant mode of
interaction was distance and detachment.

Prior to 1960, the language that framed the construction of perspectives of Indigenous
people was primarily scientific, observational and categorising, thereby constraining the
literal exposition of thought and provoking other (metaphorical) ways of expressing
complex relationships - in essence resorting to 'a poetics of mind' (Gibbs 1994, p.16-17).
As symbolist philosophers Cassirer and Langer discuss (Cassirer 1942, 1945, Langer
1951), metaphorical thought is one of the fundamental ways we make sense of our lives
and environment by subconsciously creating familiar images out of unfamiliar situations.
We construct stories out of strangeness using analogies with things we know as a way of
understanding and incorporating newness into our realm of experience. These intellectual
constructions are transformational as they help us actively contemplate unfamiliarity
rather than reject it which in turn helps the ongoing development of identities. This
'tendency to personify things and events' (Cassirer 1945, p.245) requires a degree of
emotional investment and is intrinsic to the process of myth-making. It leads us to draw
disparate yet poetically connected characters and events into relationships that have
personal meaning. It is a process fundamental to intellectual thought, and like art and
myth, is framed in the language of symbolism. I will not enter into a detailed discussion
of the intricacies of metaphor and hermeneutics in broader analytical contexts as there is
an exhaustive literature on the subject, and my study is primarily concerned with a
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broader historical archaeological context of cultural transformation of which metaphor is
one of a number of important threads throughout.

I have drawn on Christopher Tilley's discussion (1999) for a general understanding of
metaphor as an intrinsic feature of human communication, and to inform an
archaeological understanding of the connection between metaphor and material culture.
Relatedly, metaphor has also been defined in anthropological texts as an adaptation to
radical social, environmental and cultural change (for example, Beck 1978, p.88, İzbul
1978, p.92). Lakoff and Johnson define the essence of metaphor as 'understanding and
experiencing one thing in terms of another' (1980, p.55 in Tilley 1999, p.17), thereby
providing the basis for an interpretive understanding of the world (Tilley 1999, p.4). Also
in anthropological terms, this is relevant to how people construct their own worlds in the
absence of understanding (Beck 1978, Fernandez 1991). Tilley uses an understanding of
metaphor to help decipher the meanings of artefacts in various contexts, and in an
analysis of the development over time of the meaning of particular words in a traditional
archaeological lexicon. The method is observational and anthropological in that it helps
understand intra-cultural meaning. The analysis of metaphor in dialogue between
individuals of the same culture has been used more recently to help advance the process
of reconciliation (for example, Cameron 2010). In invoking empathy by helping 'say the
unsayable' (Cameron 2010, p.4), metaphors can assist by the use of few words to connect
complex thoughts and experiences which leads to creative understanding (Morson and
Emerson 1990, Valentino 2005). Creating empathy leads to a deeper understanding as it
provides the space for people to see and consider each others' perspective - in terms of
reconciliation, it facilitates the 'rehumanisation' of 'dehumanised' others (Cameron 2010,
pp.4-6).
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Within his specific group of studies, this particular use of metaphor is ascribed by Tilley
to the compactness thesis of metaphorical expression (Tilley 1999, pp.7-8). This has some
resonance with the relationship created between an artistic work and its audience when
the use of familiar cultural symbols make unfamiliar ideas easier to assimilate. Tilley
goes on to circumscribe metaphorical responses as belonging to the inexpressibility and
vividness theses - respectively the use of metaphor when conventional literary expressions
are inadequate, and in the creation of vivid images and expressions that have a powerful
visual impact, both mentally and physically. I think these categorisations are useful in a
broad sense, and although there is considerable fuzziness between them as far as their
applicability to my study, I will draw on their characteristics to help frame my discussion.
For example, in terms of analysing Corroboree, one of the dominant legacies of
colonialism meant history served to relate and celebrate the progress of the colonisers
while ethnology and anthropology studied the colonised. Change in Aboriginal society
was recognised, but primarily as a technical dimension of an anthropological set of
criteria. As the recording of traditional Aboriginal society became an increasing priority
in the first quarter of the twentieth century, Stanner notes that anthropologists were
encouraged to observe and record the remaining traditional aspects of a society
considered to be terminally fragmented so that traditional social forms could be
reconstructed (Stanner 1969, pp.13-14). The more authentic aspects of Aboriginal life
were connected, and although the validity of image was broadly accepted, paradoxically it
lacked integrity. The ongoing pervasive model of Aboriginal society denied many of the
historical actualities of Aboriginal life. The dominant language of ethnography and
anthropology served to maintain a separation between cultures - this meant that many
Australians had a limited context in which to process knowledge about Aboriginal people
but were grappling with how to describe the interactive and contemporary relationships
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that they were experiencing. Science as a purveyor of knowledge was proving inadequate
but the substance of the knowledge was inspirational.

Antill, set designer William Constable and choreographer Rex Reid were most strongly
influenced by the works of Baldwin Spencer and Frank Gillen. That Spencer was as much
an artist as an ethnographer is evident in his elaborate descriptions of Aboriginal
ceremony and the extensive use of photography which Nicholas Peterson described as
providing a pictorial representation of a culture that was so unusual it defied formal
description - in essence, falling into both of Tilley's theses of inexpressibility and
vividness in metaphor. The images of Spencer and Gillen inspired Antill to create a
similar response. Corroboree was his interpretive expression of the visual and literary
impact of Indigenous people, ceremony and society. Antill and his colleagues were trying
to know and express Aboriginal Australia beyond the dominant language of
anthropological systems and Darwinist views by forming a different relationship with it
through the language of art.

Like others before him, including Spencer, Antill was conflicted by the view of
Aboriginal society as primitive and evolutionarily backward while simultaneously
recognising the extraordinary complexity of Aboriginal ceremony and culture. I have
addressed briefly in my thesis the epistemological differences between art and science my contention being that as a practising musician, composer and conductor, Antill's
comprehension of the complexity of Aboriginal culture and ceremony would primarily
have been through the prism of artistic inspiration, which would then have informed his
overview of Aboriginal society. The historic and symbolic dimension he recognised
invoked ideas of the development over time of complexity, not stasis. Within the context
of evolutionary theory and anthropological functionalism of the late 19th and early 20th
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centuries, observation and analysis tended towards an ahistorical result and the role of art
and ceremony was considered to be primarily a structural component of society. This
reduces the potential for recognising foundational, developmental and symbolic
similarities between non-Indigenous and Indigenous artistic production and works,
something that Antill would have seen immediately.

Conclusion
In his series of Boyer lectures in 1968 W.E.H. Stanner suggested that the writing of
Australian history was structurally flawed (Stanner 1969, pp.24-25) – that although in the
first five years of Australian history ‘there came into existence between the two races a
basic structure of relations which ever since has formed a part of the continuing anatomy
of Australian life’ (Stanner 1969, p.7), the recognition of such a union could, until
relatively recently, be described as astigmatic. Traditional Aboriginal society was
perceived as a cultural anachronism - interesting to the majority of the settler population
on several levels but with interaction delimited intellectually and physically by the
influence of the social, political and cultural structures of colonialism. Many nonIndigenous Australians imagined they had no experience of Aboriginal people except
through popular literature and the press, exhibitions of primitive art and ethnographic
displays in the museums and national libraries. There was some sympathy for the plight
of Aboriginal people in general, but the pervasive view was of a society that was going
through a natural process of attrition.

Change in Aboriginal society was recognised but anthropology defined the technical
criteria of description. One could argue that this contributed to the pervasive perpetuation
of a model of Aboriginal society lacking many of the historical actualities of Aboriginal
life - a model that was predominant in non-Indigenous perception at the time Corroboree
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was written in 1946. It also denied the possibility that cross-cultural interaction was
historical and ongoing, regardless of notions of cultural status or complexity. Stories and
expressions of the character of this engagement with each other were restrained by a
natural societal rejection of unfamiliarity and challenging ideas. To consider the more
confronting and political aspects would mean an acknowledgement of the effect on each
other – the goal of anthropology was to record what was left for science and posterity.
This resulted in the institutional and public omission of much of the history where
Indigenous and non-Indigenous people moved together through time and space.

At the risk of over-attribution, Stanner was right in identifying the structural flaw in
historiography that excluded 'a whole quadrant of the landscape' (Stanner 1969, p.24) - it
was an absence of consciousness, or as Griffiths notes, historical narratives tended to be
structured in such a way that Aborigines were banished from them (Griffiths 1996a,
p.107). By the time of the episode of the Gallery for Canberra, narratives had begun to
change and the reality of cultural interaction was becoming far more prevalent in the
Australian consciousness, particularly in political contexts. Over time, science and
politics were successful in the tussle for dominance in the semantics of Indigenous and
non-Indigenous engagement, leading in this case to the 'momentous decision of the
Commonwealth Government' (Mulvaney 1962 in Mulvaney 1990, p.55) to establish the
Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies. This was a hugely significant step forward in
the forefronting of Aboriginal interests, and situated archaeology and Aboriginal
prehistory firmly within contemporary scientific interests.

This study takes some fragments of historical dynamism and brings to light different
stories of interaction and transformation as an Indigenous presence began to encroach on
the imaginations of Australian artists and began to alter their perceptions of place and
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identity. Creative thinking is often ahead of conventional thinking in many areas, despite
often not recognised as such. The contradiction noted throughout my study in discussions
of Aboriginal people as simultaneously demonstrating primitive characteristics alongside
significant cultural complexity is evidence of this. An artistic response demonstrates the
reality of Aboriginal society and culture as inspiration and contemporary influence rather
than as the remaining detritus of a vanishing people - it is a creation that arises out of the
historical dynamism of engagement.

This sits directly within current archaeological interests that seek to help write the
histories and archaeologies of Aboriginal Australia, and to more deeply understand the
impact of contact and colonisation on both Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians.
John Antill, and Lindsay et al used the symbolic traditions of non-Indigenous culture to
create a new understanding of our cross-cultural engagement. They were transformed by
their contact with knowledge and expressed it within an artistic context. For Antill his
work has become anachronistic - for Lindsay his vision has been partly realised. For
archaeology, it is a new perspective for writing the history of Aboriginal Australia. It
explores the interaction of material culture, history and heritage, and identity - issues at
the forefront of the discipline - in ways that have not been considered before. It melds art
and science, continuing the legacy of interaction, and allows the exploration of the more
symbolic dimensions of understanding and meaning invoked in the responses. At its base
is the question of how the inherent and powerful components of archaeological
knowledge - age, history, material culture, landscape - influence and inspire people, and
how this interpretive creativity results in expressions that are informative for
understanding how identity evolves. Alternative interpretive pathways arise from the use
of archaeology as a social and cultural resource, and reveal a range of narratives that are
relevant and important to ongoing discussions of national identity. I present three case
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studies where the deeply symbolic character of archaeological concepts have resonated
with an artistic perspective and given form to expressions of identity that reveal the
dynamic and historical nature of our individual and mutual interaction in a post-colonial
society.
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Figure 2.1 Bruce Martin as Francisco Pelsaert in Act 1 of Opera Australia’s production
of Batavia, 2001.
Photograph courtesy of Opera Australia, ©Branco Gaica.
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Chapter Two
Batavia
December 12, 1629

To the Lords High and Mighty of the Chamber of Amsterdam –
Honourable, brave, wise, provident, very discreet Noble Lords –

It is to me more than Grief that the Disaster of the woeful Happenings of the ship Batavia
must be again related, also the remaining of it on the Abrolhos of Frederick Houtman,
situated on the Latitude of 28 degrees 37 minutes, as well as the miserable state experienced
by everyone, snare thrown around the neck by the Terrible surf of the reef on to which the
ship was denavigated...

...and at last with great Peril, Thirst and Need, had to resolve to sail to Batavia to advise the
Hon. Lord Gov. Gen. of our woeful Happenings, and to request to be allowed to be sent
thither in the shortest possible time with a Yacht, with Water and Provisions, to get the people
and to salvage as much money and goods as might be possible...

Arrived west of the Wreck. – There, by God’s Truth, our great happiness when we observed
[there were] people, was changed into great grief when with great Anguish of the Heart we
learnt that an undermerchant Jeronimus Cornelissen, who by his innate corruptness had
allowed himself to be led by the Devil to the evil resolution that he had ordered his
Accomplices there to kill 124 people...
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...have been forced to hang the Principal Leaders on the Gallows, punishing them with a
death earned a hundredfold, in order [ to preserve] the Company’s goods as well as ship’s
people as well as Cash, which very miraculously and with many Perils had been fished up, to
wit, 10 money chests, all the jewels, and other goods..

...and now for the first time I can clearly see and realise that a human being often finds his
Worldly welfare had fallen into the hands of 2 or 3 perfidious men.

At present the pack of all disasters has moulded together and fallen on my neck, yea, not
quite possible to express with the pen, will moderate the same as much as possible, and
though I have cried out my eyes, shall be able, by the Grace of God, to resume due service
and Duty such as I have always endeavoured in service to the Company, as I did although I
was exhausted, due to serious illness and poor health into which I had fallen...until the ship
happened to be Wrecked (so it ended) that I had to come to Batavia 400 miles with the boat in
great Misery, with hunger, thirst and want, from where I immediately requested the Lord
Gov. Gen. that he would send me again with a Yacht to the Southland in order to repair the
great damage done to the Hon. Company in so far as in human power, as has been fulfilled,
Praise be to God.
(Pelsaert 1630)

The despair of Francisco Pelsaert is palpable in this extract from a letter outlining the events
associated with the Batavia 1, written less than a year before his death in September 1630.
After the ship wrecked on a reef in the Abrolhos, Pelsaert was forced to leave the majority of
passengers on an island off the coast of the Southland before sailing to Java for help. On
returning, he found that second-in-command Jeronimus Cornelisz and his cronies had

1

Throughout this chapter, the ship Batavia and the opera of the same name shall be italicised. The port of
Batavia will be unaffected.
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murdered 125 men, women and children (Drake-Brockman 1963, Edwards 1966, Godard
1993). Overcome with grief, the Commandeur and Fleet President of the flotilla of seven
ships that set out from Amsterdam in October 1628 viewed the outcome as a personal failure
to protect the people marooned in an archipelago off the coast of Western Australia in June,
1629.

Pelsaert was an esteemed and experienced Uppermerchant of the Dutch trading company,
Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie (VOC), formed in 1602 to exploit the riches bought
and traded along the route from Europe to the East and West Indies. After joining the
company in 1618 in Java, by 1620 Pelsaert had become a trader of some repute and expertise.
As a social historian, he regularly and keenly observed Indian life, writing a journal in 1626,
Jahangir’s India, The Remonstrantie of Francisco Pelsaert which was translated from the
Dutch by W.H. Moreland and P.Geyl in 1925. With the catastrophic outcome of his last
voyage came the end of his career - a paradox considering the altruism of his actions in
returning to Java following the shipwreck and seeking help for crew and passengers. The
profound nature of the events and their context inspired composer Richard Mills and librettist
Peter Goldsworthy to create the opera Batavia, commissioned for the Centenary of
Federation, and first performed in Melbourne in 2001. In this chapter I explore the transition
of story to opera - specifically the nature of artistic inspiration and why the coalescence of
story, landscape and archaeological material over time became a catalyst for creative
expression. In Chapter One, I outlined the compatibility between the inherent symbolism in
archaeological sites and material from which meaning is created, and the symbolism that
underpins and inspires creative interpretation. In examining the synchronicity of archaeology
and art through Batavia, my aim is to demonstrate how archaeological knowledge can
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transform meaning and identity when used as a resource to creatively interpret our interaction
with the past.

Inspiration and the opera Batavia
The story from which the opera Batavia is drawn has a strong archetypal structure that gives
it the qualities of myth – catastrophe and isolation in an alien landscape, megalomanic
behaviour and perversity leading to horrific cruelty, rescue, punishment and execution. It is
greatly enhanced by its contextual richness - historical accounts by Pelsaert and others of the
shipwreck and massacres, of the trials and subsequent executions on the islands, and ensuing
events are accessible and verifiable, as is the physical reality of the landscape where the
events occurred. The archaeological material particularly enables the physical and emotional
attachment to landscape and events, acting as a catalyst for an empathic reading of the story.
The Australasian Institute for Maritime Archaeology described the opera as a new height for
maritime archaeology as Mills, Goldsworthy, and director Lindy Hume credited the
Shipwrecks Gallery at the WA Museum as a major source of inspiration. Current WA
Museum Curator of Maritime Archaeology, Mike McCarthy, described that such accolades
from the opera's collaborators for the architect of the exhibition, Geoff Kimpton, was 'one of
the hitherto un-sung pinnacles in an already illustrious career' (McCarthy 2003, pp.1, 15).

As a creative interpretation, the opera is not a re-enactment, but a representation of events.
Librettist Goldsworthy excuses it thus:

Where the libretto departs from the the historical record - ... I plead the imperative of
myth... History, in our time, is written by the Oscar victors – and we should judge them
harshly. But I would plead exemption for opera – it is not a realist art form; its realm is
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mythic, it deals with psychological universals rather than with specifics...Who was it said
that myth is something that never happened, but always was? The story of the Batavia
happened and still is.
(Goldsworthy 2004, p.15).

Inspiration and artistic license support the collapsing of reality and myth. As Donington
observed when discussing symbolism in Wagnerian opera, the incomparable nature of myth
is its timeless truthfulness - its content is inexhaustible and will be reinterpreted anew by
artists over generations (Donington 1963, p.27). Discussing why they chose the story of the
Batavia to retell in operatic form, Mills said the primary reason was that it was a great story
that embodied opposites in the human condition. Inspirationally simple, it encouraged an
examination of the relationship between good and evil, fulfilling what Mills describes as the
purpose of the narrative of opera as something that allows us to explore greater truths (Mills
2004, p.8). Supporting its metaphorical structure was a strong inspirational fillip from the
powerful relationship of objects, landscape and history. In the introduction I also discussed
the character of metaphor and how as an intellectual tool it facilitates a creative interpretation
of profound and fundamental concepts. In connecting disparate entities, it can transform
understanding and lead to news ways of seeing. The opera is one such result of this
transformation as in presenting a dramatisation of the Batavia episode, it has made cogent the
association of history and archaeology, and enabled a deep engagement with the past by
triggering an empathic response.

The creation of a complex work of art requires enormous effort and a profound desire to
produce something that is personally meaningful, but that also impacts on society in a general
sense. In terms of an Australian identity, by demonstrating to ourselves and others that we
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have local stories of emotional and philosophical depth, intrinsically Australian in portrayal,
we are developing a specific cultural narrative that is important on a deeper personal level,
and helps us make sense of ourselves (Turner 1986, p.18). It is unfortunate that this chapter
cannot be enlivened by an experience of the opera, as it would enable a deeper understanding
of the context. I have decided however, to meliorate this process for the reader by quoting
from the opera's libretto and providing examples of small literal évocateurs from Pelsaert's
journals to allow some imaginative interaction and to enhance the connections between the
story and its creative counterpart.

The VOC in Java
The Batavia was the newest and finest retour ship of the VOC and as a crucial element in
Dutch colonial expansion, was among the largest vessels of the day (Godard 1993, pp. 5563). Giving its name to the ship, the important Dutch trading port of Batavia at the western
end of Java had been a stronghold of the VOC since the Dutch overtook the settlement in
1619 (Ricklefs 1976, p.128). Following its formation in 1602, the Company had set up in the
West Javan pepper trading kingdom of Bantěn, appointing a resident Governor-General in
the East Indies to oversee activities (Godard 1993, p.26). Expanding rapidly due to profits
generated by the trade – particularly spices - from the East Indies, the Company became
embroiled in rivalry with the English traders and the rulers of Bantěn. The Company
relocated to the settlement known as Jayakěrta (Ricklefs 1976, pp 129-131), doing so after
overcoming the resident Bantěn forces in 1619. Governor-General Jan Pieterszoon Coen
renamed the city Batavia, reinforcing the power of Dutch colonial rule in the region. The
VOC had long been involved in internal conflicts with the ruler of the Mataram kingdom,
Sultan Agung Hanyokrokusumo, who dominated the country with the exception of the
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settlements of Bantěn and Batavia. In 1628 and 1629, Agung sent his army into Batavia to
fight the Dutch (Drake-Brockman 1963, p.38) but a lack of success meant the VOC retained
control.

Governor-General Coen presided over the Council of India, overseeing VOC affairs in the
Indies. There were three zones of trade – the Spice Islands, Japan and adjacent lands, and the
west coast of India and Persia (Drake-Brockman 1982, pp. 10-11) - between which moved
enormous quantities of exotic and desirable medicinal and personal items. Spices, saffron and
pepper, mother-of-pearl and tortoise-shell, amber, benzoin, opium and camphor, and gold,
diamonds and tin were moved freely between ports, as were fabrics such as silks and cottons,
supplying the ever-increasing desire for goods in Europe. Slaves were also part of their
cargo. As the availability of woad diminished in Europe, major trading of the dye indigo was
organised from the Indian city of Agra, the capital of the Mogul Empire since 1566. In 1616
the VOC located a factory in Surat on the west Indian coast, being the closest port to Agra.
Surat was also the site of a Mogul mint - crucial to satisfying the demands of the Indian
aristocracy for coins, created out of the bullion carried by every ship arriving from Europe.
As export from India exceeded import, chests of money as cargo were de rigeur for incoming
vessels to balance costs, as were items destined for the Indian ‘toy trade’ – objects of
indulgence sold to the wealthy and associates of the court of the Emperor Jahangir, who
resided in Agra, which under the reign of his father Akbar had become so opulent that it had
attained legendary status throughout the world.
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'..ten money chests, all the jewels and other goods...'
Francisco Pelsaert arrived in Batavia as an assistant merchant in 1618, and was trained in the
machinations of spice trading in the East Indies. Sent to Surat in 1620, he left for Agra in
1621, eventually commanding activities in this important trade centre (Drake-Brockman
1982, p.21). In 1626, Pelsaert wrote the Remonstrantie for the Company, outlining the state
of the Company's business. Through trade associations developed with the Mogul's family
and court, Pelsaert included a full and detailed description of the history and life of the
Mogul Empire and contemporary India (Drake-Brockman 1982, p. 22). In these trade
exchanges, objects were either offered for sale, or gifted to the wealthy, improving the
relationship between the Dutch and higher Indian officials, and resulting in an increasing
desire for European objects of prestige (Drake-Brockman 1982, p.84). Often merchants
accepted objects to trade in India as the result of a private commission arrangement for
personal profit, a practice that the VOC attempted to prevent, without much success. (DrakeBrockman 1982, p.88). Pelsaert described some of the cargo destined for the aristocracy :

large pearls; large and fine emeralds (old and new); sapphires, rubies and balas-rubies of
rich colour

20 handsome musket barrels, wrought with gold and set with agates of various colours,
in which heads are carved, of the kind brought here overland by the Venetians.

Some sea-horse (walrus) teeth, marbled on the inside with black stripes, much
esteemed...
(Pelsaert 1626, pp.26-7 in Drake-Brockman 1982, pp.84-5)
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Following his return to Amsterdam in June 1628, Pelsaert was appointed senior merchant of
the Batavia, and Fleet President of the flotilla of seven ships assigned to its maiden voyage
from the Netherlands to the Indies. As well as over three hundred passengers, the ship was
carrying two valuable pieces of treasure as part of the specialised trade in valuable objects.

The Great Cameo of Gaspar Boudaen
Pelsaert Provost Wiebbe Hayes account now
For the last of our cargo

Wiebbe Ten chests of golden guilders
I have counted full aboard
A score of velvet bolts,
The same of cloth of gold.
Rhine wine fifty barrels
Hundred weights of lead
Ten pounds of slip’ry quicksilver
Three chests of toys and trinkets
For the mogul courts
Mirrors and telescopic glasses
And odd curios of a type
That please a Godless heart
(Batavia, Act 1, Scene 1)

Before sailing in 1629, eminent Antwerp jeweller Gaspar Boudaen entrusted Pelsaert with a
'Great Cameo' to offer for sale in India. Ownership of the Cameo has been ascribed to the
Flemish artist Peter Paul Rubens (Neverov 1979, Drake-Brockman 1992, pp.87, 89), who
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amassed a collection described as excelling over any of the major collections held throughout
Europe (Neverov 1979, p.424). Rubens himself was known as ‘a most experienced
connoisseur of all antiquities, but first of all cameos’ (Gassendi 1651 in Neverov 1979, p.
424). Convinced by Pelsaert to sell on commission at Emperor Jahangir's court and wishing
to remain anonymous, Rubens asked for Boudaen’s assistance in making the arrangements.
Carved out of a large agate between the years of 312 and 315, and possibly brought to
Europe by a crusader returning from Byzantium (Drake-Brockman 1992, p.89), the Cameo
depicts the Emperor Constantine in a chariot drawn by two centaurs and accompanied by his
wife, son and mother. From her research, Drake-Brockman determined that the Cameo was
indeed making the journey to India on the Batavia (Drake-Brockman 1992,pp.84-93). In
April 1629, Governor-General Coen was advised by the VOC to

...take very good care of the great jewel that Sr. Gasper Boudaen has handed over on 29
October 1628 at Texel, on commission to Francisco Pelsaert, in order that the mentioned
Pelsaert and others who are in charge of the administration and the care of the jewels and
the costly goods of the Company, will keep that jewel as a jewel belonging to the
Company, and that the jewel will be handed over according to the instructions given by
the mentioned Boudaen when he handed the mentioned jewel to the mentioned Pelsaert.
(Colenbrander 1923, p.840)

The Cameo appears to have survived the fateful voyage as it is currently in the Royal
Penningkabinet at Leiden in the Netherlands.
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Rubens’ Vase
There is an intriguing possibility that the Cameo was accompanied by an even more valuable
and exquisite object, lending another provocative dimension to the Batavia story. The
Rubens Vase is now in Walters Art Museum in Baltimore, U.S.A. and was also carved out of
a single piece of agate in the 4th century, most probably for a Byzantine Emperor
(thewalters.org/ - United States, Ross 1943 in Drake-Brockman 1982,p. 90). Unlike the
Cameo, whose inclusion for sale by Pelsaert is recorded, there is no record of the vase being
on the same journey, although Rubens alluded to this fact in correspondence with Fabri de
Pieresc (Drake-Brockman 1982, pp.90-91) and suggests that the VOC knew something of its
whereabouts. Walters Art Museum also supports its existence on the journey. The need for
secrecy in such dealings, and the unsurprising reluctance for the Company to admit to
knowledge of the treasure, could point to the reason why the vase essentially disappeared for
200 years, surfacing in the sale of the collection of the English eccentric and art collector,
William Beckford in 1822. William Beckford’s father was an owner of vast plantations in
Jamaica which was a port of call for ships of the lesser known Dutch trading company, the
West Indische Compagnie, or WIC. The WIC, established in 1621, was involved in the
interconnected trade of slaves, luxury goods and weapons from the Netherlands to Africa, on
to the West Indies and the Americas, then to Europe (Ran 2003). My own speculation is that
the vase eventually found its way to Jamaica with the WIC, and remained in the plantation
family for 200 years.

As this may be, the story is enlivened by the probability that these two objects were in the
'Casket of Jewels' taken ashore by Pelsaert immediately after the shipwreck (Pelsaert 1629).
Prior to Pelsaert's return from Java to rescue the survivors and to salvage as much money and
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goods as possible, Coen reminds him to 'Remember to bring hither the casket of jewels that
before your departure was already saved on the small island along with the people' (Coen
1629), alluding to the fact that the jewels were essentially resting with Jeronimus Cornelisz
for four months on a tiny island in the Abrolhos. They appear to have survived despite the
most treacherous of circumstances.

'...the Disaster of the woeful Happenings of the ship Batavia...'
Laden with bullion, jewels, and 325 passengers and crew, the Batavia set off from
Amsterdam in 1628 and following Brouwer’s Route around the Cape of Good Hope, headed
east with the intention of turning north when in sight of the coast of the Southland. The
relationship between Pelsaert and others in command suffered seriously during the voyage
from Amsterdam, leading to the planning of mutiny by skipper Ariaen Jacobsz and the
undermerchant Jeronimus Cornelisz, allowing them to take command of the ship and its
cargo 2. There is some evidence that Jacobsz and Cornelisz determined to cause the Batavia to
be separated from the rest of the fleet, thereby creating the conditions that lead to mutiny
(Godard 1993, p.131, Drake-Brockman 1982,p.41) and eventually shipwreck.

Chorus

Bestir Bestir, take to the boats!
Abandon her
Our ship is burst
Her keel is broke
God hath abandoned us at sea

2

Several accounts mention that the presence of two women were a catalyst for unrest. Both the aristocratic
Lucretia Jansz and her maid Zwaantie Hendricx were to provide inspiration for characters in the opera Batavia
and in an earlier play written in 1948 by Douglas Stewart.
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Lucretia, Wiebbe, Van Huyssen, Jeronimus, Predikant, Pelsaert together
Lost, Lost
(Batavia, Scene V, Act 1)

Due to human error and the inaccuracy of navigational instruments, the ship ran aground on a
reef in the coral archipelago of the Houtman Abrolhos, which lie approximately 60km off the
mid-west coast of Western Australia. Pelsaert's personal journals, translated from the Dutch
and Old Dutch by E.D. Drok, contain a lengthy and detailed account of the wrecking of the
ship and the events that followed. (E.D.Drok in Drake-Brockman 1963, pp.112-258). The
story of the ensuing events have also been variously told by a number of more contemporary
authors (for example, Uren 1940, Goldsmith 1946, Drake-Brockman 1957, 1963, Edwards
1966, Godard 1993, Dash 2002, Leys 2006) and in letters written during the period (Coen
1629, Pelsaert 1629, Bastiaensz 1649). In the early hours of the morning of June 4, 1629,
Pelsaert evocatively records their proximity to the Australian coast:

... for when I saw the spray in the Distance I asked Hans the gunner, What can that be?
Whereupon he said, 'Skipper, it is the shine of the Moon; upon which I trusted'. I asked
him, 'What counsel now? Whereabout do you think we are?' He said, 'God knows; this is
a shallow that must be lying quite a distance from the unknown Land, and I think we are
just on the tail of it.'
(Pelsaert 1629 in Drake-Brockman 1982,p.123)

Pelsaert helped ferry 180 people to the island, later named Batavia’s Graveyard (Pelsaert in
Drake-Brockman 1982, p.144), while taking 40 people to the smaller Traitor’s Island. Over
70 men were left on the ship as it disintegrated on the reef, but cargo, food and water were
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carried to the two islands. Some men made it to shore eventually, the rest drowned in the
attempt. Pelsaert and a number of others decided to explore the islands to the north and the
mainland for water and food. Once stranded, Cornelisz still believed that mutiny would be
possible once Pelsaert returned from his search. Of the two islands now known as East and
West Wallabi, West Wallabi was noted by Pelsaert for the existence of ‘cats', recorded as the
first name given to the island's wallabies (Bastiaensz 1649 in Drake-Brockman 1982,p. 267).
Only locating scarce sources of water on the islands and in explorations on the mainland,
Pelsaert decided to sail to Java for help. Setting off on June 15 with 47 others, they arrived in
Batavia on July 7 1629. Pelsaert enlisted another crew, and on July 15 Governor-General
Coen ordered him to return to the Abrolhos in the yacht Sardam and rescue the remaining
survivors.

Following Pelsaert's departure, Cornelisz took control, removing as many people as possible
by sending some on a fruitless search for water to Seals’ Island and others to the ‘high’
islands of East and West Wallabi. He dismissed the ‘Council’ elected to maintain order
immediately after the shipwreck, instating his own group of supporters. He ordered the
disposal of people primarily by drowning, beheading and cutting of throats, and many were
killed secretly as they tried to escape to other islands, or after having been purposely
separated from the rest of the group. The sharing of women was encouraged, but as most
were in fear of their lives, a number of victims were saved. 125 men, women and children
died before Pelsaert returned with help. There have been discoveries of skeletal remains on
Beacon Island in1960 (one individual by local Pop Marten), 1963 (two individuals by Naoom
Haimson) (Green and Stanbury 1998, p.9) and in 2005, six individuals were excavated from a
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mass grave (Paterson and Franklin 2005, figure 2.2). Cornelisz was only 30 years old – the
majority of his cohorts were aged between 18 and 24.

One group of 47 people led by soldier Wiebbe Haijes, and instructed to explore the ‘high’
islands for water, learnt of Cornelisz’ murderous intent and remained on West Wallabi,
determined not to return to Batavia’s Graveyard. Haijes built a structure out of limestone in
order to keep watch and protect those in his company from Cornelisz' search parties. This
structure is now registered as the oldest structure built by Europeans on Australia's National
Heritage List of the Batavia Shipwreck Site and Survivor Camps in the Houtman Abrolhos
(Commonwealth of Australia Gazette 2006; figure 2.3).

Jeronimus Cornelisz
It is worth briefly exploring the character of Cornelisz, as his flawed nature was rich material
for the opera's cast, remembering the desire by Mills and Goldsworthy to explore the
relationship between good and evil. When in charge, Cornelisz determined to do anything
that enabled total control of Batavia's riches, apparently consumed by decadence. Pelsaert
later recorded during the trials on the islands the theatrical debauchery of Cornelisz'
idiosyncratic personal tendencies with regard to his dress regimen:

I have that day in part begun to comprehend from questioning and free confessions, what
a godless life is that which has been lived here. The goods of the Company which they
have fished up, as laken 3, stuffs, passementerie 4, and other wear, were very shamefully

3

Laken is woollen cloth.
the items described as passementerie are trimmings, edgings, decorative fringes and tassels designed for
clothing and military uniforms. Materials used include gold and silver thread, beads, lace, silk and embroidered
decorations.

4
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Figure 2.2 Excavation of mass grave on Beacon Island.
Photograph courtesy of the West Australian Museum, Juliet Pasveer©WAMuseum

Figure 2.3 Limestone enclosure on West Wallabi Island where Wiebbe Hayes and his
men sheltered from Jeronimus Cornelisz.
Photograph courtesy of Patrick Baker@WAMuseum
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misused by making them into clothes embroidered with as much passementerie as possible.
Jeronimus set the example...whereby he gave free rein to the utmost to his pride and devilish
arrogance, on these poor miserable islands. More, by changing daily into different Clothes, silk
stockings, garters with gold lace, and by putting on suchlike adornments belonging to other
persons. Moreover, to all his Followers whom he could best trust, and who were most willing
to murder, he gave clothes made from red laken sewn with 2 or more [bands] of passementerie.
And created a new mode of Cassock (long coat) believing that such evil vain pleasure as this,
could last for ever.
(Pelsaert in Drok, Drake-Brockman op.cit., p.146)

Accounts state that Cornelisz attempted to win over Wiebbe Haijes by approaching his
enclave on West Wallabi and promising wine and clothes. Haijes and his group however
captured Cornelisz and four others, holding Jeronimus but killing the rest. Back on Batavia’s
Graveyard, Wouter Loos replaced Cornelisz as leader, and determined to capture Haijes,
sailed with his men to West Wallabi. With incredible synchronicity, Pelsaert simultaneously
arrived at the island in the Sardam, and, warned by Haijes of the impending attack, persuaded
Loos and his mutineers to come aboard. With Cornelisz, all are retained and bound. Haijes,
Pelsaert and 10 armed soldiers sailed to Batavia’s Graveyard before daybreak the next
morning, disempowered the remaining mutineers and ensured the jewels are safe.

The trials and departure from the Abrolhos
Pelsaert

Jeronimus Cornelisz, late of Amsterdam
Thy brother’s blood
Begs Heav’n for vengeance
Thou art curséd from the earth,
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I sentence and condemn thee,
Undermerchant,
To severance of hands by heavy Blade,
To punishment on the gallows with the Cord
Till Death doth follow.
Then shall be sentenced Conraat Van Huyssen, Company Cadet.
Jan Brouwer, of Bremen, Soldier.
Wouter Loos, of Maastricht, Soldier.
Matyss de Beere, Merchant, of Leyden,
And the Wanton, Zwaantie Hendricx,
Maid of Amsterdam.

Chorus

Death by Cord,
Death by Cord,...
(Batavia, Act 3)

Under VOC orders, Pelsaert salvaged the Batavia's cargo, including 10 of 12 chests of
bullion that lay unretrieved in the shipwreck and on the sea floor. The remaining 10,000
coins destined for India have been recovered from the wreck by contemporary archaeological
expeditions (Wilson 1989, pp.8-9; figure 2.4). The VOC instructed Pelsaert to set up a ship’s
council to interrogate and set punishments for the mutineers, many of whom were being
guarded on Seal’s (Long) Island. Most prisoners were questioned on Batavia’s Graveyard
with all confessions and evidence recorded by Pelsaert. Sentences ranged from flogging
through confiscation of wages, to death by hanging for Jeronimus and seven others on Seal's
Island. Excavations on Seal's Island have recovered a sufficiently large concentration and
range of iron fastenings to suggest the remains of a gallows site (Souter 2007, p.16) although
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Figure 2.4 Two Rix dollars (left and right) recovered from the wreck of the Batavia,
compared with an Australian florin.
Photograph courtesy of The West Australian
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further testing is required to substantiate the historical connection (Souter op.cit., p. 21).
Some had their trials postponed until they returned to Batavia or to Amsterdam. After two
months in the Abrolhos, and the salvage operation concluded, the ships set sail for Batavia on
November 15, 1629.

Soldier Wouter Loos of Maastricht attracted a punishment from the Council that ensured the
recording of his name in perpetuity as part of Australia's national heritage. As Cornelisz’
second-in-command, guilty of several murders and ‘as well as done his will with several
Women’ (Pelsaert 1629, Drake-Brockman 1982, p.222), the Council appeared torn between
two possibilities:

...whether [it is permissible] one shall punish with death the said Wouter Loos here, as an
Example to others, or whether one shall put him on the main Southland in order to live
with the Inhabitants of the Land, if God so please that they will let him live...to sentence
him, preferring grace in place of rigour…that he, together with Jan Pelgrom de Bye van
Bemmel...shall be put with small yawl on the foresaid land as scoundrels and deathdeserving delinquents...and meanwhile to become familiar with the people there and to
get to know and find out what there be of material in those lands, be it Gold, Silver, or
anything of value, and if at any time some ships come to that Coast, or yawls come
ashore, that they may then be rescued by those and report the opportunities of those
lands.
(Pelsaert 1629 in Drake-Brockman, pp. 222-223)

Knowing little of the inhabitants of the great Southland, it is understandable the VOC would
seek out ways of establishing a trading relationship, despite enlisting two young criminals as
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envoys. There is as yet no apparent record of the fate of the two men, although Geritson et al
have examined Pelsaert’s logbooks and other documents, integrating them with studies of the
West Australian coast to determine possible parameters of disembarkation (Geritson et al
2003). A memorial cairn to mark the point has been erected at Wittecarra Gully, south of the
Murchison River, but the authors believe it is more likely the men were deposited at the Hutt
River mouth. Loos and de Bye are now declared on the National Heritage List as the first
known European residents of the Australian continent.

In conclusion, the entire episode of the journey of the Batavia and events in the Abrolhos is
an intensely theatrical, tragic drama with characters, landscape and legacies that invite
comparison with more clichéd fictional creations, but remains superior due to its material and
geographical reality. In the next section I examine how the story and its environmental,
historical and archaeological contexts were embraced as the heritage of Western Australia,
and of the nation itself. How did this journey proceed from obscurity to the status of
foundation myth, attracting a National Heritage Listing? Why do artists consider it to be such
an important resource for the exploration and elucidation of fundamental truth? And finally,
how does this lead us to a broader understanding of how archaeological knowledge inspires
transformation in the development of personal and national identity?

'...also the remaining of it on the Abrolhos of Frederick Houtman...' discovery, acculturation, transformation
Located 90 km north west of Geraldton in the Indian Ocean, the Houtman Abrolhos are a
complex of islands and a reef that form the archipelago comprising the land mass of the
Abrolhos System.The Batavia material is located in the Wallabi group – the most northern of
the group of islands also containing the Pelsart and Easter groups (figure 2.5). Some suggest
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Figure 2.5 Map of Wallabi Group, Abrolhos Islands showing 2007 archaeological survey
and excavation areas. Reproduced with permission from Souter et al 2007, p. 5.

that the name for the treacherous archipelago comes from a Portuguese sailing term - abri
vossos olhos or ‘open your eyes!’ – designed as a cautionary sign to others, the resulting term
abrolhos being a modification of the earlier Portuguese warning. From 1613, the west coast
of Australia became a far more common sight to the Dutch as they followed Brouwer’s Route
from the Cape of Good Hope on their way to Java. Discovered and named in 1619 by
Frederick de Houtman (Houtman 1619 in Heeres 1899, p.15, Drake-Brockman 1963, p.33),
the Abrolhos Group was regularly visited once the Dutch had established a trading route to
the Indies by way of the Cape. Due to the undeveloped nature of navigational equipment in
the early 17th century, the coast of Australia elicited many detailed observations by accidental
travellers who strayed too far east on the journey (Vermeulen 1990, p.42). The archipelago
was first graphically mapped in 1622 by official cartographer of the VOC, Hessel Gerritsz
(Godard 1993, p.91) and included representations of all that was known about the southern
land from Dutch voyages between 1616 to 1619. The Abrolhos were well-known to sailors,
although the Batavia’s fate was possibly sealed by the combination of darkness, inaccurate
navigational instruments and human error.

The whole Abrolhos Islands System is seen as an important and unique economic,
recreational and scientific resource (Fisheries WA 1998, Department of Fisheries 2007),
being the location of a significant commercial fishing industry, a developing and highly
popular eco-tourism concern, and with flora, fauna and historical wreck sites of interest to
national and international scientific communities. In addition to these general values, it is of
specific social and historical importance to the current Western Australian community, as for
over 90 years, generations of rock lobster fishermen have inhabited the islands. These
fishermen have played an important role in the discovery of much of the material associated
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with the Batavia, particularly of the skeletal remains of several individuals and the initial
identification of the wreck itself. The importance of the Batavia to the contemporary identity
of the state is due to persistent efforts by many local West Australians to take ownership of
what they considered to be part of their heritage and identity, and to impress on museum and
government their associated custodial responsibility. This was formalised by the eventual
passing of protective legislation in 1964 (Museum Amendment Act 1964), the establishment
of a state museum and the development of a maritime archaeology program.

Artistic production is also an inspired expression of identity. The catalyst is the archaeology
and history of the story, supported by the long term development of local involvement and
attachment, and the eventual ascription of the material and sites to the National Heritage List.
This is predicated on the notion that archaeological material and knowledge, and its inherent
symbolism stimulates the imagination, which then designs ways to better understand and
assimilate the meaning of the knowledge and material. The story was provocative for local
West Australians, and eventually for the artists because aspects of the Batavia episode are
deeply affecting on a number of levels. The historical accounts evoke images of the people
involved in the tragedy, and encourage an imaginative re-creation of the shipwreck, then
overwhelm us with the subsequent outcomes, reminiscent of the imagined narratives
discussed in Chapter One. We are astounded and moved by Pelsaert’s altruism and
exhaustingly disbelieving of the fortitude required following his return to the Abrolhos to
subsequently try and punish the accused. The accounts are bookended by the archaeological
discovery of tangible and aesthetic objects that are tantalisingly suggestive, and corroborate
the story.
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Shipwrecks, objects, history – local connections and the importance of
landscape and memory
The archaeology of shipwrecks is characterised by the quality of the data obtained, often due
to the meticulous and complete nature of the excavation and post-excavational work (Gibbins
and Adams 2001,p.285). Shipwrecks can provide some of the most complete and integral
assemblages known to archaeology, as through space and time they are commonly
microcosmic examples of a particular social context. Unlike many other assemblages, they
contain material not intended for discard and firmly demonstrate association in one
depositional event (Gibbins and Adams 2001, p.280). This increases the relevance of these
particular sites and assemblages to complementary areas of research and is conducive to
building convincing arguments for social, historical and national significance, thereby
ensuring preservation and ongoing research support. Examples internationally of research
areas that have benefitted from shipwreck archaeology include late Bronze Age Aegean and
Levantine trade and society (for example, Gale 1991) and national history in the Americas
(Bass 1988).

The shipwreck can be variously interpreted as event, place, graveyard and metaphor for a
range of moral and social issues (Gibbs 2005, pp.54-57) thereby enabling a multidimensional
analytical framework. The sites and objects dramatically expand this context in the Batavia
case through the authentication of a timeline - rather than retaining the characteristics of a
'Pompeii' excavation, there is momentum created by the validation of a chronology of events
that importantly allows the construction of a story. The sites and objects support the written
record and timelines, but there is also room to consider alternative scenarios - essentially
creating spaces for the imagination and thereby heightening the impact of the story.
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Pelsaert’s journal contains substantial detail, but with collaborative physical evidence, the
shipwreck event and its aftermath is more fully comprehensible, as is what may have
occurred during Pelsaert's absence. The synchronicity of historical detail and marine and
terrestrial sites that contain archaeological material, including structures, allows a far broader
picture to be constructed. The landscape of the Abrolhos has a powerful maritime history of
its own which increases the longevity of its influence on the national psyche. From the
evidence, it is apparent the archaeological material and sites have often initially been
discovered by people whose lives are entwined with the local environment, giving a proximal
insight into the lives and experiences of others who have shared the landscape, albeit for a
brief period. In sharing the landscape, multiple expectations can arise concerning
custodianship of the material, which becomes extremely meaningful at a very local level.

The archaeology of the Batavia event has a long history of discovery involving informal and
formal methods of recovery and recording. I will outline the history of local interest and
involvement in bringing the story to light, as the curiosity of individuals and their search for
remains from the 19th century is foundational for the evolution of the shipwreck site and
survivor camps area into a place of outstanding national heritage value. The early recognition
of the symbiotic relationship between the material and Western Australia's history and
heritage, and the pursuit of its recovery and protection, came from people whose
determination was more antiquarian in nature than formally archaeological. It was a result of
a meaningful personal and parochial relationship with the past, rather than a scientific one,
although the recognition of the importance of professional support was well understood.
During the 1970s, this local value was complemented by an associated institutional response
to recovering and protecting the archaeological material when the Western Australian
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government initiated the provision of generous funding for excavation and preservation. It
was during this time that the Department of Maritime Archaeology conducted a major series
of excavations on the underwater wreck site, recovering for display the oak ribs and hull of
the vessel, and the stone portico, first noticed by lobster fishermen on Morning Reef in 1957
(Godard 1993, p.223). These objects now form a major permanent exhibition in the Western
Australian Maritime Museum in Fremantle. The history of archaeology also owes a specific
debt to the Batavia as the opening of a new museum for the display of shipwreck material
and the appointment of a marine archaeologist to develop a program of excavation resulted in
the establishment of the Western Australian Maritime Museum Department of Maritime
Archaeology.

Public discovery
Amongst the fifty-four shipwreck sites in the archipelago are the sites of two Dutch East
India Company vessels. Like the Batavia, the Zeewijk was a VOC vessel that ran aground in
1727 after attempting to sail around Gun Island in the Pelsart Group, both so named during
the exploration and survey of the Abrolhos by HMS Beagle in 1840. The first record of the
Zeewijk's demise came to light during this expedition, the surveyors discovering a quantity of
material from what appeared to be an extended stay on Gun Island by the survivors of the
wreck (Edwards 21/11/92, p.2). Skeletal remains were discovered on Pelsaert and Mangrove
Islands, and during a preliminary survey for the granting of guano leases on the Wallabi
Islands, surveyor John Forrest recorded seeing the remains of huts (Bevacqua 1974, p.4) later
to be identified as those related to the Batavia. The mining and construction activities of the
guano industry in the Abrolhos led to the recovery of a great deal of material from the end of
the 19th century, particularly by Florance Broadhurst. His father Charles had played a
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pioneering role in the establishment of the Abrolhos industry, but it was Florance who was
inspired by the discoveries and developed an interest in the maritime history of the islands.
He eventually donated his collection of material from the Zeewijk to the Western Australian
Museum and the Public Library, where it was displayed for many years. In London in 1893,
Florance purchased an original copy of Ongeluckige Voyagie, van’t Schip Batavia, published
in 1647 by the Dutch publisher Jan Jansz, and based on Pelsaert’s journals of the events. The
volume contains 15 engravings, regarded as the earliest known depictions of the Australian
landscape (Australian National Maritime Museum 1994, p.xxi; figures 2.6 and 2.7). On
returning to Australia, Broadhurst had the book translated into English by William
Siebenhaar in Perth, whereupon extracts of the story were published in The Western Mail
newspaper in their Christmas edition of 1897.

Over time, public interest was additionally stimulated by further discovery and display of
objects, and the proximity of the shipwreck landscape to the Western Australian coast. The
Western Mail speculated that the Batavia wreck was situated in the Pelsart Group, the most
southern of the three groups of islands in the archipelago (Australian National Maritime
Museum 1994, pp.70-72), in all likelihood due to the fact that many of the Broadhurst relics
on display were from Pelsaert Island, but provenanced to the Batavia (Edwards 21/11/92,
p.3). Two authors, Malcolm Uren (Uren 1940) and Frank Goldsmith (Goldsmith 1946) had
expressed their opinion that the historical accounts more aptly described the islands of the
northern Wallabi Group, as did Ken Wallace-Crabbe in Melbourne in the 1940s (Edwards
21/11/92, p.3), noting that this is the only place inhabited by wallabies, or ‘cats’ as Pelsaert
and the Batavia survivors had described them.
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Figure 2.6 Engraving of the 'Massacre on Batavia's Graveyard'.
Reproduced from Jan Jansz 1647, Ongeluckige Voyagie van’t Schip Batavia, Plate 3.

Figure 2.7 Engraving of 'The Hangings'.
Reproduced from Jan Jansz 1647, Ongeluckige Voyagie van’t Schip Batavia, Plate 6.
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Hugh Edwards noted that during the 1950s, the exploration of underwater wreck sites was
revolutionised by the advent of SCUBA equipment (Edwards 21/11/92, p.4) and as a young
journalist, Edwards used some of his diving adventures to create news stories for various
West Australian newspapers. Edwards was encouraged to look for the Batavia by family
friend Henrietta Drake-Brockman, author of Vayage to Disaster as she had developed a
theory based on extensive research that the shipwreck and land sites were located in the
Wallabi Group of islands (Drake-Brockman 1957, 1963; figure 2.8). Drake-Brockman’s
family also had a connection to the Broadhurst family, stimulating her interest in the
shipwreck from an early age. Edwards contemplated searching the northern area, as lobster
fishermen Alf France and Johnny Gliddon had described seeing stone blocks and an iron
chest underwater at Morning Reef near Beacon Island in 1957. Not knowing the story fully
they had not reported the find, unaware that the stone blocks were pieces of the decorative
stone portico designed for the citadel of the port of Batavia and part of the ship's cargo.

Developing out of the popularity of lobster harvested for food during the second world war,
the rock lobster industry had taken advantage of the extensive natural resources of the
Abrolhos. Small settlements had been established on the islands, and were occupied most of
the year. Edwards had related the story to several fishermen on Beacon Island hoping for
further discoveries - their intimacy with the environment and their observations proved an
important resource in locating the ship and the terrestrial sites. In 1960, the first evidence of a
massacre was revealed by fisherman Pop Marten on Beacon Island when he discovered a
skeleton while excavating a trench in his garden (figure 2.9). Reports of an anchor found on
Morning Reef and a further find by Marten of a Dutch lamp base dated to 1627 led to
Edwards funding a small but unsuccessful expedition to search for the wreck site. After
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Figure 2.8 Henrietta Drake-Brockman aboard a boat
near the Batavia wreck site, 1963.
Photograph courtesy of The West Australian.

Figure 2.9 Expedition members uncovering a shallow grave
on Beacon Island near the Batavia wreck site, 1963.
Photograph courtesy of The West Australian.

hearing another skeleton had been found on Beacon Island by fisherman Dave Johnson, and
that Johnson had also spotted guns and anchors on Morning Reef, a diving colleague, Max
Cramer took over the search in 1963. On the 334th anniversary of the grounding of the
Batavia on June 4 1629, the remains of the ship were discovered (figure 2.10).

Funding for recovery
Edwards tried to convince potential funding bodies that the exploration of the wreck site and
the recovery of archaeological material was paramount, but was unable to elicit any federal
or state funding for the project. What piqued his concern was that plundering and destruction
of the ships and their material was common and expected, and at the time there was no
legislation protecting pre-colonial wrecks (Edwards 21/11/92, p.6) so government
intervention was not possible. Donations of equipment were sourced, and the army and navy
supplied some boats and divers (figure 2.11). There was however an alarming proviso from
the navy that all material would be retained by them and 'distributed as directed by the proper
authorities' (Edwards 21/11/92, p.8). In making a request to the West Australian Museum and
the Geraldton Council for intercession, Edwards was informed that it would be dependent on
the acceptable division of items recovered. Although there was some comprehension of the
importance of the material in historic and ownership terms, no-one was willing to provide
money up-front for its recovery (figures 2.12 and 2.13).

The personal concern by Edwards also extended to the fact that the Western Australian
Museum was not structured to house or conserve material from several shipwreck sites that
had been explored, nor did it have any formal expertise in maritime archaeology. In 1964
however, the Western Australian government passed the Museum Amendment Act which was
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Figure 2.10 Diver Merv Brown examining bronze canon with an
Amsterdam coat-of-arms and date 1603 at Batavia wreck site,
August 1963.
Photograph courtesy of The West Australian.

Figure 2.11 Hugh Edwards and Lieutenant H. Donohue inspect one
of the navy support craft for the Batavia expedition, 1963.
Photograph courtesy of The West Australian.
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Figure 2.12 Henrietta Drake-Brockman and diver preparing
to enter the water to explore the Batavia wreck site, 1963.
Photograph courtesy of The West Australian.

Figure 2.13 Hugh Edwards and Henrietta DrakeBrockman examine a cut in a skull from a skeleton
recovered from the Batavia episode, 17/8/1963.
Photograph courtesy of The West Australian.

designed to vest ownership and responsibility in the Museum for the recovery, preservation
and display of historic wrecks, particularly those pre-1900 – the Batavia was one of four
ships listed in the schedule to the Act (Luxford 2006, p.303). Although this legislation went
some way to protecting the wrecks, the institution of a formal archaeological program of
investigation was not commenced until 1971, when the British marine archaeologist Jeremy
Green was appointed to the Museum. Prior to this, the senior science teacher at Aquinas
College in Perth, Mark O’Loughlin, conducted three expeditions with students to the
Abrolhos (O’Loughlin 1965, 1966, 1969), carrying out excavations around the structures on
West Wallabi Island, and recovering material related to Weibbe Haijes' occupation
(Bevacqua 1974, pp. 3-5, Souter 2007, p.4).

The archaeology
The Western Australian Museum is currently the primary administrative body for all material
relating to the Batavia. The Museum holds all archaeological artefacts and data, and are
responsible for administering the Western Australian Maritime Archaeology Act 1973 and the
Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976 which protect the maritime sites and material, and the
terrestrial structures and associated material respectively. In order to determine the origin of
the stone structures on West Wallabi island, in 1967 the Museum sponsored the first largescale survey and excavation of sites and material possibly related to the Batavia, but a report
of the results was not forthcoming (Bevacqua 1974, pp.3, 5). Since this survey and the
underwater excavations by the Museum between 1972 and 1976 (figure 2.14). there have
been a large number of expeditions focused on the associated land sites (see for example,
Green 1975, Ingelman-Sundberg 1975, Baker and Green 1976, Green 1983,1989, Green et al
2001), the most recent carried out in 2007 by the Western Australian Museum’s Department
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Figure 2.14 Excavating the Batavia timbers, 1975.
Photograph courtesy of the West Australian Museum. Jeremy Green@WAMuseum.

of Maritime Archaeology (Souter 2007; figure 2.5). This fieldwork was funded by the
Australian Government as part of the ‘Gift to the Nation’ initiative, celebrating Heritage
Places and assisting the telling of stories of national heritage significance (Souter 2007, pp.
v-vi).

There are essentially four areas where formal archaeological work has been undertaken - the
underwater shipwreck and associated artefacts (Western Australian Museum 1972-76),
Batavia’s Graveyard (later Beacon Island) where skeletal remains and artefacts have been
found (Franklin 2001, Franklin and Freedman 2003, Gibbs 1992, 1994, Godfrey 2000,
Hunneybun 1995, Pasveer, Buck and van Huystee 1998, Pasveer 2000, Paterson and Franklin
2005, Stanbury 2000), Seal’s Island (later Long Island) where the executions are believed to
have taken place (Souter 2007) and the limestone structures on High Island (O’ Loughlin
1965, 1966, Bevacqua 1974, Souter 2007), later determined to be the island of West Wallabi.
As Myra Stanbury notes in the report of the Abrolhos Islands Project (Stanbury 2000, p.1),
due to uncontrolled access over time to the Wallabi Island group of sites, the archaeology of
the Batavia episode has been fragmented, removed and destroyed in some cases by those
interested in coveting a piece of the well-known story.

The significance of the Batavia site to Western Australia
The accessibility of the landscape and objects that authenticate the story of the Batavia
makes it a powerful, consistent and continuous focus of connection and meaning for many
people. The history of public interest, discovery and attachment and the marine and terrestrial
sites associated with the ship means the location is now described as ‘an extremely important
component of the Western Australian environment’ and of high value to the people of
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Western Australia. The Batavia is not the only ship that has come to grief in the Abrolhos.
Zeewijk (1727), Ocean Queen (1842), Hadda (1877), Ben Ledi (1879), Marten (1879) and
Windsor (1908) are gazetted as Historic Shipwrecks under the Commonwealth Historic
Shipwrecks Act 1976 (Department of Fisheries 2007, p.27). The presence of these ships and
their associated land sites gives the Abrolhos significant archaeological, cultural, heritage and
historical values on a national and international level with the islands having been listed on
the Register of the National Estate since 1976 and in 2006, the Batavia shipwreck site and
survivor camps were given aforementioned National Heritage Listing.

As a result of a government inquiry in 1992 to sort out a dispute involving custodianship, the
display of material from the Batavia is currently divided between the Shipwreck Galleries of
the Maritime Museum in Fremantle and in the Western Australian Museum in Geraldton.
The museum in Geraldton was originally established by the council in 1973, but was taken
over by the Western Australian Museum in 1980. Arising from the need for protective
conservation measures, the material recovered in the Museum excavations during the 1970s
was housed in the main museum in Fremantle, and subsequently put on display.
Demonstrating how important the material had become to the history and heritage of the
local community, in 1992 a Select Committee on Batavia Relics was set up in response to
concerns raised by diver Max Cramer and the people of Geraldton that the artefacts and other
material had not yet been returned to the area from whence they came (Legislative Council of
Western Australia 1992). The terms of reference were to investigate the historical accuracy
of claims in the 1960s that promised the return of recovered relics to the people of Geraldton,
and if the claim was validated, how the city and the mid-west region could be given adequate
access to some or all of the material (LCWA 1992, pp.8, 14). The summary of conclusions
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and recommendations fell into two broad areas. The Select Committee acknowledged that the
relics from the Batavia were of great importance to the Geraldton area and that there should
be an equitable distribution of the material between the museums at Fremantle and
Geraldton. In order to house the material, the Committee recommended that the Federal
Government be approached to fund the building of a new facility in Geraldton as a
Commonwealth project, and that there should be rotation of the relics between the two cities.
The timbers and hull of the ship would remain in Fremantle for conservation purposes but
Geraldton would get the portico and a greater share of the material from a variety of wrecks
that lie close to the coast in the area.

As well as recognising the importance of the artefacts to the communities, the Committee
also acknowledged the significant personal efforts of Hugh Edwards, Henrietta DrakeBrockman, Dave Johnson and Max Cramer in the recovery of the Batavia material – their
research and interest, the initial discovery and personal financial outlay, and their concern for
the safety and conservation of the material was crucial to what had become by 1992 a
significant part of the state and national heritage. It is also due to these individuals and the
local community that the archaeological investigation of the area is ongoing and well-funded.

National identity and heritage value
As noted, the Batavia is important to Western Australia for a number of local reasons, but it
has had a significant impact at a national level. The story is claimed to have influenced a
number of fictional and non-fictional novels in the 20th century – William Golding's Lord of
the Flies (1954), Arabella Edge's The Company (2001) and from the same year, Batavia's
Graveyard by Mike Dash. In response to the appeal of the tragic story, the Dutch master
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shipwright, Willem Vos, chose the Batavia as the model for a replica 'retourship' in Lelystad
in the Netherlands – a project that took 15 years at a cost of 14 million guilders (Godard
1993, p.265). As part of the Olympic Games commemoration, a reconstructed Dutch East
India vessel was sailed to Sydney (Shaw and Terry 2000), residing at the Australian National
Maritime Museum at Darling Harbour. This evidently struck a chord with the organisers,
possibly arising from the connection of the Olympic Games with the metaphorical 'journey'
of nations to Australia for the event, as it was stated at the time that the Batavia and its
journey was considered to be 'one of the most astounding episodes in Dutch and Australian
history' (Shaw and Terry 2000, p.3). Our foundational 'maritime story' has nuanced the
expression of national character and identity for an international audience. As part of another
celebration - the 1988 Bicentenary - the Australian National Maritime Museum opened in
1991 as Australia’s first national institution concerned with maritime heritage (Mellefont
2002, p. 2).

This gives credence to the fact that meanings and values of tangible and intangible heritage –
the past as landscape, historical and archaeological material and sites, memory, myth,
cultural traditions – are ascribed and constructed in multiple and diverse ways, and utilised as
a resource for cultural, political and economic action in the present (for example, Ruggles
and Silverman 2009, p.1, Graham and Howard 2008, p.2, Tunbridge and Ashworth 1996,
Smith 2006, Smith and Akagawa 2009, p.1, Yoffee 2007, p.1). The mythic quality of heritage
can lead to the control and regulation of discourse and contexts by dominant ideologies and
interests (Cassirer 1944, Ireland 1996, Smith 2006, pp.4 – 5), though personal and local
heritages can also be influential on a number of other levels (Harvey 2008, p.20). Although it
has been stated that the ownership of heritages can be unilateral (Graham and Howard 2008,
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p.3, Tunbridge and Ashworth 1996, p. 21), heritages can be symbols of identification on
many levels simultaneously. This complies with the notion that identities can be fluid and
polysemic in nature and, being subject to multiple manifestations related in time and space,
they may exist simultaneously in different guises (Casella and Fowler 2004, p.2, DíazAndreu et al 2005, p.2, Gelder and Jacobs 1998, MacClancy 1997, Tacey 1995). Heritage
and identity are inextricably entwined and interact on many levels, from an individual
biographical connection to the cultural affiliations of groups, societies and nations (Fowler
1987, Hamilakis 1996, Hassan 1998, Ireland and Lydon 2005, multiple essays in Kohl and
Fawcett 1995, Knapp and Antoniadou 1998, Meskell 1998, Trigger 1984) - the process of
identity construction and transmogrification can be ongoing and unpredictable.

The criteria for inclusion on the Commonwealth and National Heritage lists are identical,
with the distinction lying in the level of significance accorded to a recommendation. To be
considered for inclusion on the Commonwealth List, heritage value must be judged as being
‘significant’ as opposed to the National List which requires that a recommendation embodies
‘outstanding’ heritage worth to the entire nation. The area of the Abrolhos Islands site is
approximately 5400 hectares, taking in Morning Reef, Beacon Island, Long Island, Traitors’
Island and East and West Wallabi Island (figure 2.15). The wreck of the Batavia and its
associated artefacts on Morning Reef, the skeletal remains and survivor camps on Beacon
Island and the limestone enclosures on West Wallabi Island are now registered on the
National Heritage List. As already noted, the material recovered by professional and amateur
exploration and investigation is housed in two separate arms of the Western Australian
Museum, in Fremantle and Geraldton. The objects are an essential part of the lure of the story
– they provide the 'shiver of contact', the crucial dimension of authenticity that enables us to
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Figure 2.15 Map of Batavia National Heritage Listed area, Wallabi Group, Abrolhos Islands.
Reproduced with permission from Souter et al 2007, p.1.

believe in the veracity of the story and in its substance (Ireland 2005, p. 43). The criteria
against which any material is measured for inclusion on the National List is necessarily
general, but brought into sharp focus through a particular object which primarily embodies
the reasons for its inclusion. Historical context is significant, but the object's physical
existence is of ongoing importance to the nation.

There are aspects of the archaeology and history of the Batavia site that are important in the
statements of national heritage significance – it is the oldest of the VOC vessels known to be
wrecked off the Western Australian coast and the artefacts recovered provide a significant
insight into the economic and social context of Dutch life in the first half of the 17th century,
and of life in the Dutch port of Batavia. The discovery of the wreck has elucidated
shipbuilding techniques of the time and osteological evidence from the recovered skeletons is
of great importance to comparative research for other 17th and 18th century Dutch burials.
There is the aforementioned aspect of maritime exploration and discovery that is inherent in
our history as an island nation – ships and their journeys are a strong characteristic of
European-based foundation myths that concern pre-colonisation and colonisation, and the
difficulties that accompanied travel from the other side of the world in such conditions
(Gibbs 2005, pp. 51-52).

The site also importantly gives us an insight into human behaviour under stress. The physical
evidence not only provides a static illustration of the place and time, but enables the
construction of a story with history, context and human interaction. An understanding of the
hardships endured by the passengers and crew after becoming shipwrecked in an
extraordinarily isolated location is sharply illustrated by the physical evidence. For example,
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the wreck site on Morning Reef, the positioning of the skeletal material and evidence of
violence on the remains, and the enclosures discovered on West Wallabi Island enable a
sequential recreation of events in the time period between June and September 1629. It
represents the process and progress of human behaviour in crisis (Gibbs 2002, 2003,
Marwick 1999).

The reasons for inclusion of the Batavia site and its associated remains however is not
confined to its contribution to scientific and sociological ends. They are also attributed for
their role as a source of inspiration in Australia’s cultural history. In the statement of
significance for the site, there are a number of national heritage value criteria outlined. The
criterion

(a) the place has outstanding heritage value to the nation because of the place’s importance in
the course, or pattern, of Australia’s natural or cultural history.

is supported by the identification of the earliest European-built structures – designated the
‘survivor camps’ where Webbe Haijes and his companions sheltered on West Wallabi Island.
As noted, Wouter Loos and Jan Pelgrom de Bye, deposited on the mainland by Pelsaert on
the return journey, are regarded as the first known European residents of the Australian
continent.

The Batavia also has extra credentials as having 'fired public imagination' like no other
Australian shipwreck. The connection between the objects and sites of the Batavia episode,
the artistic imagination and national identity is articulated thus:
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(g) the place has outstanding heritage value to the nation because of the place’s strong or
special association with a particular community or cultural group for social, cultural or spiritual
reasons.

The story defines the archetypal Australian shipwreck story containing elements of lengthy
and dangerous travel, and is directly related to

Australian cultural traditions, expressed through books like Hugh Edwards’ Island of Angry
Ghosts and Henrietta Drake-Brockman’s Voyage to Disaster and music, such as Richard Mills’
opera ‘Batavia'.

There have been a number of other publications that show the story continues to fire the
imagination (for example, Godard 1993, Dash 2003). However, the translation of the
shipwreck story to opera is a unique presentation, primarily because unlike the other (mostly)
literary works, it transcends a simple narration of the story by transforming it into a
metaphorical and allegorical work based on universal themes. In this singular interpretation,
we can learn more about the deeper symbolic content of history and archaeology, and how it
assists the creative expression of identity. When expressed creatively, the symbiotic
relationship between history and archaeology, and identity can be transformational.

Material culture, sites and landscape
...how human beings, both now and in the past, engage with the material worlds of nature and
their own creation is a central issue for our understanding of what it means to be human. This
is the subject matter of archaeology...
(Renfrew 2003 in Brodie and Hills 2004, p.vii)
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In Chapter One, I discussed why the understanding of how we engage with the material
world of the past in the present is an important and ongoing focus of research in
archaeology. 5 I also noted that in ascribing meaning and value to the material, it is evident
that a deep empathic engagement is invoked by their physical actuality. Recalling symbolist
philosopher Ernst Cassirer, we are not surrounded by ‘dead-stuff’ but construct meanings that
can derive their motivation from an emotional as well as an intellectual apperception of
reality (Cassirer 1942, pp.170-171) - stuff is changed into meaningful stuff. In the case of the
Batavia, as the history of discovery of the wreck, artefacts, structures and skeletal remains is
strongly nuanced by personal association and subsequently meaning, heritage becomes
entwined with identity. The active engagement in the restitution of the material by some
members of the Western Australian community contributed to this association and
precipitated a sense of ownership. Often the discourse surrounding heritage either implicitly
or explicitly includes memory as an intrinsic contextual component in the reality of
experience and in discussion (for example, McDowell 2008, Schama 1995, Yoffee 2007).
Memories can be attached to objects and to landscapes – the lieux de mémoire described by
Pierre Nora (Nora 1989). The phenomenon of postmemory exists when the memories
personally experienced within one generation are then passed on to others (McDowell 2008,
p.41). The Batavia case demonstrates that heritage and identity are not dependant on direct or
postmemory, as the events occurred nearly 150 years before the settlement of Australia by
Europeans. I suggest that the narrative of experience in Pelsaert's journals associated with
archaeological material and landscape compensated for the absence of memory - there is a
tangibility that has developed from the community experiencing the event through vicarious
relationships inspired and developed within this context. The importance of the
archaeological material associated with the marine and terrestrial sites of this shipwreck, and
5

See Chapter One, pp. 20-23
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its survivors, is primary and straightforward – it demonstrates that the event happened, that
the story is true. The artefacts are deeply symbolic remnants of an extraordinary and
appalling episode of human experience in the Australian landscape.

Landscape and identity
Landscape and identity are similarly entwined. A central theme in cultural geography (Wylie
2007), the reading of landscape has become increasingly relevant and important to
archaeology (Johnson 2007, Yoffee 2007, p.2) as the focused analysis of sites becomes
restrictive in broader sociological context. Sites and artefacts are inescapably about
landscape, and landscape is a powerful focus for the creation of meaning and identity
(Vanclay 2008, pp.1-5) being a repository of human experience and memory (Knapp and
Ashmore 1999, p.4; Schama 1995). Schama makes a point about national identity being
forged within landscape:

National identity...would lose much of its ferocious enchantment without the mystique of
a particular landscape tradition: its topography mapped, elaborated, and enriched as a
homeland.
(Schama 1995, p.15)

Cosgrove and Daniels have explored the resonance between the study of the cultural
construction of landscape and iconographic analysis, which has its origins in the Renaissance
as the interpretation of symbolic imagery in art (Cosgrove and Daniels 1988). The layers of
meaning encoded in the painted images correlate with the nature of the cultural construction
of landscape, leading to the transformation of 'space' into 'place' (Bender 1993, Hirsch and
O’Hanlon 1995, Vanclay, Higgins and Blackshaw 2008) that occurs as materials from the
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past within the landscape are garnered as potent symbols of identity in the present (Smith
2004, p.2). This has a parallel with what Cameron has described as a 'poetics of place' - the
metaphorical dimension that arises from coming into contact with the traumatic experiences
of others in a landscape (Cameron 2010, p.174). He suggests that the emotional resonances
('affective') in physical places ('concrete') develop symbolically and eventually give rise to
metaphor (Cameron 2010, p.175). Such attachment arises out of a mythical and archetypal
engagement with the landscape and the vestiges of human experience it contains. As Morphy
has described ‘(L)andscape is a frame for discourse that encourages metaphors…subjected to
poetic and hermeneutic interpretation, a place where value and emotion coincide’ (Morphy
1993, p.205).

Places in a generic sense are sites of human narrative and experience which when entangled
with landscape develop the fundamental qualities of myth (Cosgrove 1993). Schama’s
characterisation of landscape described as a 'homeland' evokes an inescapably mythical
quality – the exploits of humans and gods are inconsiderable without the context of
landscape. This notion is useful in understanding why the Batavia story has become so
meaningful. On one level, we can analyse and interpret individual locations, specific
activities and material, but if we consider the associations holistically, they can evoke an
imagery that at a deep emotional level is comprehended through symbolism and myth.

Symbolism and myth
But myth does not acknowledge such permanent characters. It does not interpret nature
in terms of our usual empirical thought or in terms of physics; it interprets it rather in
terms of our physiognomic experience. And nothing seems to be more unstable and
fluctuating than this experience. Mythical thought expands this experience over the
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whole universe. Nothing has a definite and permanent shape; everything is liable to
sudden transformations and transfigurations. We know all these mythical metamorphoses
and we remember their poetical description in the work of Ovid. A human being may at
every moment be changed into a new form. Niobe becomes a stone, Daphne becomes a
laurel, Arachne becomes a spider, and so on.
(Cassirer 1942, p.174)

Writing in 1942, philosopher Ernst Cassirer argued that the world of culture is constructed
through a progressive process of objectification - human experience can only be organised,
articulated and understood using the symbolism of language, myth, religion, art and science
(Cassirer 1942, pp.166-167). A pioneer in the philosophy of symbolism (Langer 1941, p.xiii),
Cassirer’s discussions of the importance of symbolic thinking as the basis of myth, religion
and art have been furthered by others interested in the relationship between this and the
construction and development of meaning (for example, Eliade 1992, Mach 1993, p.22,
Stevens 1998, pp.62-65). Increasing our understanding of the relationship between meaning
and the construction of identity has currency in archaeology, specifically as it relates to
heritage as material and archaeological culture, sites and landscape (for example, Casella and
Fowler 2004, Díaz-Andreu et al 2005, Lydon and Ireland 2005, Smith 2004, 2006, Yoffee
2007).

The meaning and importance of objects, sites and landscapes is easily and readily articulated
in artistic expression as there is a fundamental association between our cultural worlds, the
language of symbolism, and identity. Art is a symbolic language that takes life and
experience and frames it in the amaranthine structures of archetype and myth, while enabling
an immediate and deeply personal connection. Colin Renfrew has demonstrated that
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archaeology can learn from the perspectives of artists as both are engaged in the elucidation
of our interaction with the world and our experience of it (Renfrew 2003 in Brodie and Hills
2004, pp.vii – viii). Opera is a unique artform that encapsulates myth, archetype and
symbolism in presentation.

The poet – the true poet – does not live and cannot live in a world of dead things – of
physical and material objects... Myth and art are living in a personal world, not in a
physical world.
(Cassirer 1942, p.188)

The mythical potential imaginatively provoked by the entanglement of human experience,
material objects and landscape is writ large in the case of the Batavia. The interaction of
these components forms an entity that is still active – it cannot be wholly relegated to the past
as it still has a very strong presence in the present. As memory or ancestral attachment to this
episode is not an experience of either the communities who considered the Batavia amalgam
as their heritage, or of the creators of the opera, its effect must be deciphered within another
context. Cassirer makes the observation that 'humans first approach nature by mythical
thought' (Cassirer 1942, p.172) as opposed to using a mathematical or scientific language to
describe reality. In using this notion as a thought device, we could extrapolate that a creative
interpretation of the episode and its material was constructed through a filter of deeper
recognition of its symbolic importance – a recognition of the universality of the underlying
narrative structures and in essence a conception of the existential significance of the story.
Recalling the ‘shiver of contact’ mentioned earlier as effected by archaeological remains
(Ireland 2005, p.43), this correlates with the Greek concept of phrike which describes the
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spine-tingling shudder, the excitement and awe that one experiences when presented with
archetypal patterns and the symbolism associated with high art (Stevens 1998, p.65).

The numinosity that accompanies coming into contact with the experience of others is, to
varying degrees, symbolically nuanced in both arenas which is unsurprising when
considering that it has been suggested that art and religion are interchangeable in a search for
the sacred (Stevens 1998, p.64). In her analysis of the passage of a story to its status as myth
within a community, Susanne Langer suggests that 'before a symbolic form is put to public
religious use – before it serves the difficult art of presenting really profound ideas – it has
probably had a long career in a much homelier capacity' (Langer 1951, p.155). In considering
the (homely) history of the story, discovery and engagement of people with the Batavia, this
observation is epitomised in light of the long career of its transition to 'public religious use',
interpreted in this context as the performance of the opera. It also aptly describes the
juxtaposing but not contradictory nature of symbolism and myth, and reality. The relaying of
this particular story in dramatic form is not unlike the perception and presentation of myth in
ancient Greece – the story is historic and tells of real events in the past (March 2008, p.1).
'Myth recounts a sacred story; it relates an event that took place in primordial times, during
the legendary era when things began' (Eliade 1963 in Brunel 1996, p. x). The symbolic worth
of landscape and archaeological material is linked to intangible heritage of myths and legends
(Logan 2000, p.261 in Graham and Howard 2008, p.4) - this quality is the drawcard for a
creative interpretation and rendering.

Works of art are expressions of identity, primarily defined by cultural and national affiliation
(Burke and Bury 2008, Corn 1999, pp.xiv-xxiii, Hanson and Hanson 1990, Martinez 1994,
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MacClancy 1997, p. 2, McDonald 2008, Megaw 1990, Willis 1993, p.9) and can embody a
number of identities that define the artist or exist as alternate views of the same material (see
for example a discussion by Adams (1998) of the work of Fiona Foley and Sidney Nolan
inspired by the story of Eliza Fraser). Archaeological knowledge and material have provided
inspiration for Australian artists in the production of other works (see for example, Bracken
2000, Ferran 1995, Jose 1997, Maddock 1993-98). Aside from the aesthetic pleasure the
objects provide, they can be a powerful focus for political expression (Foley 1996, 2002, Hall
1995) and can act as touchstones, in providing an authentication of the myths that arise in the
context of our history and heritage (Ireland 2005, p.43).

In contributing to cultural capital and leaving aside notions of aesthetic worth, art in the
broadest sense as a marker of cultural and/or national identity may exist as, or become,
heritage (Graham and Howard 2008, p.6). Evidently there is a fundamental symbolic
dimension to this complex entanglement – especially so in the case of opera and its
mythological particularity (Conrad 1996, Donington 1963, 1990). The opera Batavia is art
considered as, and inspired by heritage and can be used to explore the synergy between a
common motivation or impetus underlying the meanings and values ascribed to heritage and
that embedded in the nature of artistic inspiration. The transformation of meaning of the
archaeological material, sites and landscape into a resource for an artistic expression is
explored here with the intention of expanding our understanding of some of the underlying
mechanisms that structure our identification with the past.
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Opera
Many elements of the Batavia story have inspired an artistic response. But it is the
relationship between the specific nature of opera and the symbolic capital contained in the
story and archaeology that makes this particular creative partnership so interesting, and why I
shall briefly discuss why this particular artform was the best artistic vehicle to present the
character of the Batavia episode and its material. It was a modern myth supported by material
and landscape with a well-developed symbolic credibility. Opera essentially deals with
symbolism, archetypal characters and situations, and the '..great generalities of human
passion and conflict' (Donington 1990, p.4). As a dramatic work that combines words, music
and staging, its long and significant appeal has derived from its role as a purveyor of
universal truths purposefully concealed beneath a theatrical storyline. Art as opera facilitates
the development of social and personal values and meanings. In reiterating the ideas of the
German philosopher Theodor Adorno, Richard Eldridge observes that '(t)he making of art
...exemplifies free meaning-making...attention to meaning-making for its own sake, in the
forming of wood, paint, clay, stone, sound, or words, is a defining aim of practice that can be
recognised as artistic' (Eldridge 2003, p.111). Opera's origins lie in the presentation of stories
primarily from Greek mythology of the exploits of gods through physical worlds ‘alive with
divine presences’ (March 2008, p.3), being quite particularly developed in the late 16th
century to present common themes of human experience deliberately veiled. These epic
themes are simultaneously real and allegorical in an operatic dramatisation, understanding
that the impact of any art form lies in its ability to appeal to the common recognition of
symbols behind the images - we can directly view one level while simultaneously
comprehending another.
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...have indeed wrapped as it were in their writings diverse and sundry meanings which
they call the senses or mysteries thereof...and these same senses that comprehend so
excellent a knowledge we call the Allegorie, which Plutarch defineth to be when one
thing is told and by that another is understood.
(Harrison 1591)

That the mythic characters and events were real was unquestioned by the Greeks (March
op.cit., p.3) but the stories also enveloped a sense of the supernatural and primordial (Brunel
1996, p.x). They were epitomised in the Renaissance by the Neoplatonists (Donington 1990,
p.23) who wished to revive interest in the ancient myths and recast Greek tragedy (Conrad
1987, p.25). Schopenhauer later describes tragedy specifically as having great metaphysical
significance as it portrays the suffering of humankind – in a sense this is close to the sublime,
particularly in poetry (Atwell 1996, pp.101-102). The psychological effect of the
transformative power of mimetic art, particularly poetry, was described by Plato in The
Republic (Halliwell 2002, p.73) as having the potency to 'command emotional surrender from
even the best of us' (Halliwell 2002, p.98). The beauty of the artform is that a cathartic and
intensely satisfying response is invoked by comprehending the complex interplay of layers of
myth, archetype and symbolism that underlie and structure the drama.

Although the myth of Dafne - which tells of tragic love being transcended (Giraud 1996,
p.272) - was the subject of the first libretto by Rinuccini set to music by Peri (Donington
1990, p. 27), it was the popular story of Orpheus and Eurydice that inspired what is
considered to be the first opera, Orfeo, written in 1607 by Monteverdi. The mythical hero
Orpheus was the central character of this restoration, which included an appreciation of the
preclassical Hymns of Orpheus - poetry which had provoked deeper consideration of the
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significance of how '...divine matters, when written at all, must be covered beneath enigmatic
veils and poetical dissimulations’(Donington 1990, pp.23-24). Opera's narrative and
underlying structure is saturated with symbolism and archetypal images, resonating with
philosophical observations by Paul Ricoeur of the character of symbols themselves – '..(they)
are opaque: the first literal patent meaning analogically intends a second meaning which is
not given otherwise than in the first. This opaqueness is the symbol’s very profoundity, an
inexhaustible depth' (Ricoeur 1974, p.290 in Mach 1993, p.29, Moore 1990, p.87). It has
been described as 'giving voice to the promptings of the underground unconscious' (Conrad
1987, p.12), as a form of high art not accessed by a lot of people, is considered to be
important in the formation of an identity (Turner 1986, p.15).

When the composer and librettist take a story and situate it within a very specific personal
context – for example, of history or location - then the relationship between the audience and
the opera becomes more absolute. In essence the story is already part of themselves, because
they share with the creators an emotional engagement with the characters and their physical
plight. In a particular socio-cultural environment, opera can be directly related to meaning
and therefore identity, and can be specifically and uniquely nationalistic in temperament,
while simultaneously conveying universally recognisable underlying narrative structures. As
the composer Richard Wagner pointed out '..in drama and in art generally, the way to make
an effect is not by arguing an opinion but by putting forward something instinctive' (Wagner,
25 January 1854, in Donington 1963, p.18).
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Batavia as opera

The earlier quote by librettist Peter Goldsworthy alluded to the mutually interchangeable
nature of myth and reality, and this particular story renders the two inseparable. Its structure
and dramatic content resembles that of myth - the story and its underlying, hidden meaning
are mirrored in each other. Having congruity with the statement by Cassirer that myth is the
organising language of reality at its most fundamental level (Cassirer 1942, pp.170-171), the
powerful relationship is evident in the association between universal themes, and the
meaning and value given to the objects, landscape and history. The story has a formidable
quality in its narrative dynamic and in its characters due to the mythical nature of these
elements – 'By myth we understand a dynamic system of symbols, archetypes and schemas, a
dynamic system that tends, when prompted by a schema, to take the form of a story' (Durand
1969 in Brunel 1996, p.x). Myths are sacred stories that relate to the beginning. They
narrate, they explain, they reveal (Brunel 1996, pp.x-xi). Replete with symbolic potential –
the journey, abandonment, tragedy, the confrontation of good and evil, and eventual rescue
and redemption – the story of the Batavia is appealing and appropriate as an operatic subject.
Recalling the potency contained within the Greek notions of tragedy and catharsis, it
contributes to understanding why it held significant inspirational and metaphorical worth for
Goldsworthy (figures 2.16 and 2.17).

In a discussion about why he chose to retell the tale of the Batavia in operatic form,
composer Richard Mills stated that the primary reason was that it was a great story (pers.
com. 2003), providing inspiration for an exploration of the relationship between opposites in
human nature. Following performances, the opera was described as having 'mythic
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Figure 2.16 Anke Höppner as Lucretia Jansz and Michael Lewis as Jeronimus Cornelisz
in Act 1 of Opera Australia’s Batavia, 2001.
Photograph courtesy of Opera Australia © Branco Gaica

Figure 2.17 Amelia Farrugia as Zwaantie Hendricx begs for mercy from her mistress
Anke Höppner (Lucretia Jansz) and Bruce Martn ( Francisco Pelsaert) in Opera Australia’s
production of Batavia, 2001.
Photograph courtesy of Opera Australia, © Branco Gaica
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resonance' (Ross 7/5/01) and that it engendered a response in participants, audience and
critics alike that Mills described as cathartic – 'It is not meant to be a nice night's
entertainment' (Mills 12/5/01).

The opera explores the relationship between good and evil and the possibility of faith
and redemption in the contexts of destructive fate, cruelty, suffering and the seeming
abandonment by a providential God.
(composer, Mills 2004, p.8)

'The border between good and evil' Solzhenitsyn has written, 'lies not between nations, or
between peoples, or even between individual humans – but runs down the middle of
every human heart.'
(librettist, Goldsworthy 2004, p.15)

Much more than a ripping yarn, the Batavia story is equally the stuff of dreams and
nightmares for its mythic, archetypal, allegorical and symbolic qualities.
(director, Hume 2004, p.10)

Mills also elaborated on the symbolic potency of good and evil as embodied by different
characters in the story, and as individual character traits. Translated into an operatic
narrative, the contemplation of greater truth can be metaphorically expanded (Mills 2004,
pp.8-9), observing that personal philosophical journeys we make through the contradictions
in ourselves are embodied by the story. Characterised as the nature of Eros and Agape in our
propensity for selfish and unselfish love, or the Apollonian and Dionysian traits of order and
chaos (Mills 2004, p.9), these juxtapositions were also extended to the external environment,
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or landscape of the drama. For example, the islands where Wiebbe Haijes sheltered and on
which Cornelisz murdered his colleagues represent opposites, acting simultaneously as
metaphors for the human 'predicament' itself. The journeying to an unknown land is strongly
symbolic, particularly in stories of colonisation, migration and settlement, and more currently
in a refugee context. Mills talks of the metaphorical journey from the Old World to the New,
the perception of the great ‘south land’ in the European consciousness as a place of possible
redemption and renewal (Mills 2004, p.8, pers.com. 2004). The character of maritime
exploration and discovery is inherent in aspects of our history as an island nation – ships and
their journeys form a strong aspect of European-based foundation myths that concern precolonisation and colonisation, and the difficulties that accompanied such travel from the
other side of the world in such conditions (Gibbs 2005, pp.51-52). It is the recognition of
these universal symbols, set within a culturally-specific context, that contributes to the
development of national identity.

Returning to Goldsworthy's plea for a mythic imperative in rewriting history, it will be
remembered that as punishment Pelsaert left two young offenders on the West Australian
coast. There was some suggestion that the men could 'become familiar' with the inhabitants
and possibly determine whether there was any trade advantage to be gained (Van Huystee
1994, p.79) although Pelsaert hoped they might be looked after and rescued by another ship
that may come that way. In this aspect, the opera departs most dramatically from the original
story in recasting the finale for two characters. Mills' and Goldsworthy's creative
interpretation transforms Loos and de Bye into the 'passive' associates of Cornelisz, cadet
Coenraat van Huyssen and the maid servant Zwaantie Hendricx, who are left behind as Adam
and Eve in the strange new land to find redemption (Mills 2004, p. 9). Andrew McCredie
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alternatively expands on Mills' notion of Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained, suggesting
banishment to the 'perhaps idyllic' Arcadia (McCredie 2004, p. 22). Forgiveness and the
potential for redemption existed not just in the symbolic sense for the composer and librettist,
but that the inspiration for this notion is contained in the story itself. Zwaantie and van
Huyssen sing in the final stages of the opera :

Zwaantie

In this desert garden East of Eden
Make us innocent again and new.
Lord watch over us, thy poor lost children
In a desert garden, East of Eden

Van Huyssen In this desert garden, East of Eden
Lord, make us free from Sin
Raise us from our common Fall.
Make us innocent and new
And thus redeem us all.
We cling to prayer as to a raft.

(Batavia, Act 3)

Conclusion
I have argued that the story of the Batavia has inspired people at a personal, communal and
national level to develop a deep attachment to the past. This has been stimulated and
maintained by an inherent symbolism and metaphorical potency arising from a combination
of human experience, landscape, and archaeological sites and material. Supported by
historical detail, the tangibility of landscape and physical remains engages the imagination
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and sensually enhances our experience - there is a high level of emotional participation,
leading to the evolution of meaning and identity on several levels. The underlying symbolism
that lead to the incorporation of the Batavia amalgam into folklore and heritage also inspired
artistic expression. As an episode based in demonstrable truth, and containing elements of
catharsis and tragedy, the Batavia story could not have been a more apt vehicle for operatic
expression.

There is an inherent symbolism that allows for and inspires a number of interpretative
narratives - opera is one of these. It is entertaining but has another purpose, being designed to
invoke an intellectual response in the composer, the participants and their audience, leading
to self-reflection and ultimately greater self-awareness. I have demonstrated the journey of a
story from the archaeology and history of our place, into the domain of the arts culminating
in an expression of national identity. It is an example of the very direct contribution
archaeology makes to the cultural capital and how it can effect transformation, both as a
provocateur of empathy between the present and the past, and as a catalyst for the artistic
creation of new ways of seeing our engagement with the past.

The example of Batavia has allowed an examination of how the past can stimulate
contemporary creative understandings of the present - the underlying universal themes are a
catalyst for alternative expressions of identity and meaning. The process of symbolic
awareness, inspiration and creative expression leading to transformation is further explored
in the next chapter, Corroboree. In music and dance, John Antill attempted to creatively
express an alternative understanding of the relationship between Indigenous and nonIndigenous Australians at a time when the pervasive view of Aboriginal people was one of
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cultural and evolutionary demise. In drawing on anthropological and archaeological
knowledge to inform his work, he recognised in Aboriginal history and culture a deep
symbolic familiarity which had a transformative effect, inspiring a metaphorical response
that presented to non-Indigenous audiences a new way of seeing.
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Figure 3.1 Title page of the score of Corroboree, illustrated by John Antill.
Reproduced with permission Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales,
MLMSS 7072: a1458001
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Chapter Three
Corroboree
Antill’s “Corroboree” is one of the rare works which, although making no concessions
whatever to popular taste, was received with immediate and enthusiastic applause at all its
“first” performances. From the time Eugene Goossens led Antill on to the Town Hall
platform to receive one of the biggest ovations Sydney has heard, it has met with almost
unanimous approval; twice in London, three times in Cincinatti, U.S.A., and recently again in
Sydney.

The immediate acceptance seems to be due neither to the gullibility of musicians nor to
sudden insight on the part of the public, but rather to the unusual and brilliantly executed
design of the music. For “Corroboree” is neither abstract music nor wholly programme
music. It is rather a reconstruction for a large symphony orchestra of the music and the
atmosphere of some of the twenty thousand years old dancing ceremonies of the Australian
aborigines.
(Barnett, 1948, p. 5)

The symphonic suite Corroboree by John Antill was performed for the first time on August
18, 1946 in the Sydney Town Hall. Played by the recently formed Sydney Symphony
Orchestra with their new conductor Eugene Goossens, the acceptance and enthusiasm for the
work by the public and press was unprecedented for an Australian work in the symphonic
repertoire. Goossens said that in his view Corroboree was the most important musical event
in the history of Australia (Anonymous 22/9/46, Figures 3.2, 3.3). Antill said he was inspired
during a childhood visit to the Aboriginal ceremonies at La Perouse, but was very firm in
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Figure 3.2 John Antill.
Australia News and Information Bureau, NLA PIC - an22665443.

Figure 3.3 John Antill with Dr. Eugene and Mrs. Goossens, 195-?
NLA PIC - an22761758.
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stating that Corroboree was not Aboriginal music but music written in an Aboriginal idiom
(Anonymous 9/5/51). Lamenting the dearth of Australian music in symphonic concerts for
children (Anonymous 30/1/51), he originally wrote the work for a young audience, believing
that Aboriginal melodies provided a 'mine of rich material ... on which to base a most original
and fascinating idiom' (Anonymous 21/9/46). The music was choreographed and performed
as a ballet in 1950, when through the efforts of the president and founder of the Arts Council
of Australia, Dorothy Helmrich, Corroboree premiered at the Tivoli Theatre in Sydney.
Some compared Corroboree to the Stravinsky ballet Rite of Spring (B.C.P. 19/8/46, Barnett
1948, p.11), first staged in 1913 by the Ballet Russes with director Serge Diaghilev with
brilliant costumes designed by Nicholas Roerich. Roerich was a Russian painter with an
archaeological research interest in the ancient past of his country, but unlike others of the
early 20th century Modernist movement inspired by Primitivism, his inspiration was drawn
from pagan Russia rather than museum ethnographic collections or African Gabon masks.
The comparison was 'flatly opposed' by Goossens, who praised the original direction Antill
had taken, but said a comparison with Stravinsky was based only on the similarity of 'new
and imaginative thinking' (Timewell 1947).

When the Corroboree suite premiered in 1946, Stravinsky’s 1910 orchestral suite from The
Firebird was also on the program. Three decades on from Rite, Australian audiences were
becoming increasingly sophisticated in their assimilation of contemporary music due to rich
cultural offerings by local and international artists since the end of World War I. There had
also been a short but significant recent history of cultural resurgence through art and
literature, as artists sought to counteract the traditional cultural dominance of Britain which
was no longer adequate for an expression of uniquely Australian identity (Allen 2001, p.13,
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Clunies-Ross 1979, pp.62-80, Dixon and Dysart 1986, Haese 1981, Smith 1962, pp.232234).The increasing awareness of Aboriginal culture and antiquity was inspiring not only
artists and writers but those with an antiquarian imagination (Griffiths 1996a), finding deeper
meaning in an Australian culture whose origins seemed more authentic than their own. A
number of organisations established during this time – for example, the Sydney Savages
(1934), the Bread and Cheese Club (1938) and the Jindyworobaks (1938) - drew on
Aboriginal themes to provide statements of purpose and philosophy for their activities.

In this context, Corroboree fell on fertile ground. As a classical work based on an Australian
theme, written by an Australian composer and performed by Australian musicians, it acted as
a lightning rod for national sentiment and identity. It galvanised public and individual interest
in Aboriginal society and provided momentum for discussions of increased funding for the
arts in Australia, and for other artists to lobby for more support by the Government of local
work. Prominent composer Alfred Hill fronted the Parliamentary Broadcasting Committee
and recommended that a living wage be granted to Australian composers (Anonymous
10/2/48), with particular reference to John Antill (Anonymous15/2/48). Its success in
national and international spheres led to Antill and Dorothy Helmrich putting extra pressure
on the Government to encourage the view that support for the arts was crucial to Australian
identity and self-confidence (for example, Chifley to Cosgrove 1949, Arts Council of
Australia, Anonymous 1/5/49, Anonymous 5/50, various documents in Dorothy Helmrich
Papers MLMSS 4332). Although adhering to the ‘cultural cringe’ (Phillips 1950) that was
characteristically Australian, there was evident pride in the positive judgment and approval of
the music by critics who were familiar with the international scene.
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Corroboree also arose within a context of ongoing political agitation surrounding the
treatment of Aboriginal people, exacerbated by the British Government's proposal to
establish a rocket range in Northern Australia (see for example, Anonymous 16/7/46,
23/10/46, 25/10/46, 4/11/46? 21/11/1946, Crawford 1947) which involved the removal of
Aboriginal people from their lands. One press article following the performance of
Corroboree in London mentioned the 'plight of the Australian aborigines' and contrasted this
with Antill's opinion of Aboriginal people as 'a truly great people, with perfect musical
rhythm and pitch, and an uncanny aptitude for memorising' (Anonymous 10/46). There had
been ongoing public concern about employment conditions for Aboriginal workers, with
anthropologists Donald Thomson and A.P. Elkin creating a focus on political inaction with
regard to Aboriginal lives, although there is some debate as to the level and commitment of
professional involvement (Gray 2007, Sutton 2009). Since the first decade of the 20th
century, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal individuals and groups had been politically and
socially active in bringing Aboriginal disadvantage, exclusion and ill-treatment to the
attention of the Government and the public (Attwood and Markus 2007, pp.6-24). The
demand for the Government to take responsibility for Aboriginal affairs, and the conferment
of citizenship with associated rights to Aboriginal people was first called for in 1938 by the
Australian

Aborigines’

League

and

the

Aborigines

Progressive

Society

during

sesquicentennial celebrations. Elkin’s book of 1938, The Australian Aborigines - How to
understand them, was described as being useful in giving ‘much practical advice in
administration’ (Banks 1939, p.194) and in 1944, Elkin proposed that the Federal
Government – as opposed to the states - assume financial responsibility and control of
Aboriginal affairs (Attwood and Markus 2007, p.11). The end of the Second World War
brought race relations and human rights into sharper focus and in the following years the
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Australian Government, as well as other colonialist governments, came under criticism quite
publically for their treatment of Indigenous people. Donald Thomson's accusations of
'deplorable treatment' of Aboriginal people was supported by Russia in a United Nations
committee meeting in 1949, leading to articles in the Australian press (for example,
Anonymous 21/10/49, Anonymous 13/10/49). Since the dissemination of ethnographic
information on Aboriginal people and culture from the late 19th century, alternative social
and political contexts continued to evolve, influenced by both internal and external
observations of the effect of Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians on each other.
Antill's work was a unique and significant attempt to express an alternative interpretation of
Indigenous people and culture. He created a different connection between white and black
Australians in a social and political environment nuanced by a lack of personal interaction,
and objective, as opposed to subjective, understanding.

Notions of Aboriginal antiquity, cultural development and change
In recognising the richness of Aboriginal culture as a creative source, Antill eschewed the
well-worn themes that had influenced much of Australian music to this point – he was not
alone among artists in remonstrating about the thematic narrowness that defined Australian
identity. In many interviews given about his work, Antill openly indicated a belief that the
standard themes such as bushrangers and early explorers had been overdone (for example,
Moses 1/10/52). He 'wanted to rise above the Ned Kelly stuff' (Anonymous 15/2/48) when
writing new works. He stressed that the extensive anthropological research he had undertaken
in the twenty years since visiting La Perouse was crucial to the writing of the suite, which
appears to be a stimulant designed to appeal in the contemporary intellectual climate with
regard to Aboriginal people and culture. Apparent scientific validity bestowed a degree of
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integrity on the work, encouraging access and most importantly acceptability, by nonIndigenous Australians whom Antill professed were his audience. In turn, the rhythmically
and instrumentally challenging nature of the music and its strongly Australian theme led to
the print media becoming fascinated with the intricacies of Aboriginal ceremony and culture.
Antill encouraged the interest, describing Aboriginal people as the world’s oldest race
(Anonymous 21/9/46), leading to a number of statements concerning the antiquity of
Aboriginal occupation, despite no firmly dated archaeological evidence.

One highly publicised episode in the history of archaeology before 1950 may have provided
inspirational momentum for the composition and provoked the connection between
Aboriginal culture and age prosecuted by Antill during the publicity surrounding the first
performances of the work. The antiquity of Aboriginal people was proposed, then
demonstrated by variously legitimate means early in the twentieth century and would have
attracted enormous public interest at the time when Antill was entering his teens in Sydney.
The Talgai skull was discovered in 1886 in an erosion channel by William Naish in
Queensland and put on public display in Sydney in the late 1890s. It then disappeared from
view, only to surface again in August 1914 and branded as a 'new discovery' by Professor of
Anatomy at Sydney University, J.T.Wilson and T.W. Edgeworth David, Professor of
Geology, at a meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science in Sydney.
It attracted significant national and international coverage, and without elaborating too much
on the intriguing story that surrounds the double discovery - well-covered by Jim Allen
(2010) and drawn on here - the Talgai skull provoked direct comparisons with the Piltdown
skull, which had been so recently discovered in 1912. Given the proposed Pleistocene context
of Piltdown, Edgeworth David applied the similar connection of age, human existence and
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extinct megafauna to Talgai, posing the distinct probability that man had some geological
antiquity in Australia. Anatomist and anthropologist Grafton Elliot Smith also attended the
Sydney meetings, and gave a public lecture in the Sydney Town Hall where he compared the
lives of the Tasmanian Aborigines with those at Piltdown. Edgeworth David went back to
East Talgai Station and confirmed the association of the stratigraphy from the skull site and
that of a nearby formation containing extinct megafauna, publishing the results with Wilson
later that year (Edgeworth David and Wilson 1914). When Antill undertook the twenty years
of research before writing Corroboree - despite the eventual revelation that the Piltdown
skull was a forgery - the legitimate demonstration of the connection between significant age,
and Aboriginal culture and ceremony would have been immensely stimulating for his notions
of writing an Australian composition.

The success of the performances of Corroboree lead Antill to regard his knowledge of
Aboriginal ceremony and culture robust enough to espouse his own theories on the origin and
development of the Aboriginal race. He believed strongly that there was great
anthropological merit in the adjunct study of Aboriginal music, advocating for the inclusion
of musicians on expeditions (Anonymous 20/8/51) – 'Music is often a vital clue to a race’s
age'. He argued that the study of Aboriginal music could provide clues into the origin and age
of the 'world’s oldest race' (Antill in Anonymous 20/8/51, Antill, n.d.) - a notion given some
contemporary validity due to the early archaeological work demonstrating the probable
antiquity of the Talgai skull. Antill also once argued against a current popular theory of
arrival of people from Malaya due to a lack of retention by Aboriginal culture of any
instrument that resembled that of their Indonesian neighbours (Antill 3/51). Around the time
of the Commonwealth Jubilee celebrations in 1951, Antill gave a talk entitled ‘ The
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Australian Aboriginal and his influence on Australian Art’ (Antill 1950-51a). Believing that
Aboriginal society was extremely old, he asked his audience to ponder on why they had the
most 'primitive' instruments if they migrated from the north, suggesting that the answer to
the conundrum may create 'an upheaval in our learned cloisters.' These papers include
analytical notes on Aboriginal harmony and rhythm, and notes on a debate with Elkin
concerning the occasional harmonic interval of a third in recent songs, which Antill
suspected was due to mission influence – a point on which they apparently differed (Antill
1950-51b) but which could potentially be defensible with closer study. He also proposed that
as mimicry was such a strong feature of Aboriginal aptitude, the repertoire may have
incorporated the calls of extinct animals and birds - potentially developed and retrievable
from contemporary song forms (Antill 3/51). Although not a professional anthropologist, by
proposing cultural and mission influence on the development of Aboriginal music, Antill
insinuated that contemporary Aboriginal culture had dimensions of cultural change and
history. Griffiths points out (1996b, pp.49-51) that during this period, the majority view of
both amateur collectors and new professional anthropologists was that Aboriginal history was
not worth studying. The primary aim was to collect as many artefacts and as much
information as possible on traditional Aboriginal culture before it disappeared.

Corroboree was reworked and staged as a ballet in 1950, with choreography by Rex Reid. In
the same year 'His Master's Voice' made a recording of the suite for commercial release – the
first major symphonic work by an Australian composer to be recorded in Australia
(Anonymous 2/51, Le Gallienne 6/11/50). It was again performed in 1951 as part of the
Commonwealth Jubilee celebration tour around Australia and redone for the visit of Queen
Elizabeth II in 1954 by choreographer and authority on ‘native and ethnic’ dance, Beth Dean.
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Dean spent six months in the Northern Territory visiting Aboriginal communities in order to
choreograph the ballet with as much authenticity as was perceived possible for the time, and
formed close relationships with a number of people who were interested in her work
including T.G.H. Strehlow, Elkin and Charles Mountford. Ruth Underhill, Professor of
Anthropology, University of Denver and Marie Wormington, Curator of Archaeology at the
Denver Museum of Natural History were also in contact, both writing letters of
recommendation for Dean towards her application for a Fulbright Grant in 1952
(Wormington 1952, Underhill 1952). This chapter shall not expand into the history of Beth
Dean's association with Corroboree, but it is worth noting the ongoing historical connection
between the work and its anthropological context.

The music for Corroboree is now rarely performed and the ballet has become an
anachronism, as the staging of such an interpretation or representation of Aboriginal culture
was wholly a product of context and history and would be unacceptable in contemporary
terms. Unlike a number of other Australian artists who wrote lengthily about their motivation
and thoughts on the development of an Australian identity, Antill was not expansive in this
aspect. Whether it was as a result of his shy and anxious personality, Antill has left few
personal writings on what he thought about Australian art, literature and painting during this
period. In an attempt at a chronological reorder and assessment of Antill’s works (Symons
2008), Symons has identified twenty works written by Antill (Symons 2008, p.37) with ten of
the works either lost, incomplete or existing only as fragments. Covell makes the point that a
listening assessment of Antill's previous work makes one think that Corroboree was almost
an accident (Covell 1967, p.154). In this sense, Antill and Corroboree are an intriguing
singularity. The historical context of the appearance of Corroboree is complex, but broadly
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and primarily involves the interaction of art and science, and how the relationship between
the two gave rise to the work. I examine the history of Corroboree prior its first performance,
then pan out to gather and discuss the threads of influence that contributed to what I argue
was a creative transformation of understanding between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
Australians, both by the artists involved in the projects and subsequently by its audience. I
also touch on the impact of primitivist thought in art, both defined in its earlier history as the
search by artists for an integrity of expression unrelated to the influence of 'primitive' people
and culture, and later as an inspirational impulse arising from an artistic interest in
indigenous art. The latter was a feature of the Modernist art movement of the early 20th
century and arose due to greater exposure to the cultural material of indigenous people,
recognising an intensely appealing purity of expression. I believe Corroboree differs in that it
is also as much a manifestation of the former. Antill saw symbolic depth in Aboriginal
people and culture in terms of a different and transformed Australian identity, not primarily
as a new way of expressing himself through art.

I argued in the previous chapter that the visual imagery and narrative presented to audiences
in the opera Batavia were designed to stimulate a deep emotional connection between
strangers, thereby opening up the possibility of empathy and increasing an attachment to
place. In this chapter, I discuss the impact of the visual and literary imagery in the works of
Spencer and Gillen, and how this helped inspire Antill and others to create an artistic
interpretation of Aboriginal culture and ceremony using the same measn of expression. I
include references to others in the arts who were inspired by Spencer and Gillen prior to
Corroboree. In the cases of Bernard O'Dowd and Mary Gilmore, they chose to express their
interpretation through poetic simile and metaphor. The same metaphorical process is invoked
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when the senses are confronted by the imagery and music in a theatrical performance. This
aspect is discussed in terms of the audience experience on the opening night of the ballet,
identifying that the response from audience and critics demonstrate that the stage setting and
costumes had a significant impact, stimulating them to imaginatively re-contemplate their
perception of Australia. Presenting a different idea about the country deepened an
understanding and attachment to place. Examining the whole context of Corroboree provides
an opportunity to observe how the symbolic and metaphorical nature of theatre and
performance enabled non-Indigenous Australians to discover and describe a different
relationship with Indigenous Australia.

John Antill and the conception of Corroboree

John Antill was born in Sydney in 1904 and wrote his first opera Ouida in 1915. After
studying composition with Alfred Hill at the NSW Conservatorium, he joined the Sydney
Symphony Orchestra as bass clarinettist, and several opera companies as a player, conductor
and stagehand, moving in 1936 to the ABC as assistant to the Federal Music Editor. Antill
started composing Corroboree in the late 1930s in response to a request from Bernard Heinz
(at this point, Ormond Professor of Music at the University of Melbourne, musical adviser to
the ABC and conductor of the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra) for original music that
would be performed in the recently established ABC schools concerts, held in the Sydney
Town Hall. This was the first presentation of the work to the public (Anonymous 5/7/50,
p.38), but it elicited little interest. In 1945, Antill submitted the work to ABC Director of
Music, W.G. James, for possible inclusion in an orchestral program, but was informed that
there was no place for it (James to Antill 1945a and b). While travelling Australia for the
ABC for twenty years, Antill claimed to have spent time researching Aboriginal life and
ceremonies – visiting libraries, collecting written material and investigating all possible
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sources of information, though stating they were few (Antill, n.d.). His personal documents
show he drew heavily on the texts of Spencer and Gillen (Dean and Carell 1987, p.85),
A.P.Elkin’s Australian Aborigines and Aboriginal Men of High Degree (Antill 15/12/47) and
The Passing of the Aborigines (1938) by Daisy Bates (Antill, 1950-51b).

Antill's stated aim was to adapt Aboriginal rhythms to a form that would make modern
choreography possible (Antill 1969), and make the music suitable for a western orchestra. He
compared his use of Aboriginal melodies and rhythms to that of composers who had taken
traditional folk material as inspiration – 'assimilating and modifying' in order to develop new
idioms (Antill 15/12/47). He wanted western audiences to experience something of
Aboriginal music and way of life, made highly atmospheric through the use of unusual
instrumentation in the form of trora sticks (two hard wood sticks struck together), and
bullroarer, and substantial use of percussion – ratchets, thunder sheets, tom toms, slap sticks
and Chinese temple blocks (Figure 3.4).

The original score of Corroboree had eight movements – Ceremony of Welcome, Dance to
the Evening Star, A Rain Dance, The Spirit of the Wind, Homage to the Rising Sun, the
Morning Star Dance, Procession of Totems and Final Fire Ceremony. Antill imagined before
the suite was actually choreographed that men of the Emu, Frog and Snake totems would
open the ballet, followed by dancing of the Fish Men, Bell Bird people and the Thippa
Thippa Bird – noted in the press as having been extinct for thousands of years (Timewell
1947). The climax of the performance was the raising of the Totems, followed by the grand
procession of Emblems of the Lace Lizard, Honey Ant, Wild Cat, Cockatoo and Small Fly
Totems, accompanied by bullroarer and leading to chaos and prostration at the conclusion of
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Figure 3.4 Orchestration for the musical suite, Corroboree.
Reproduced with permission from Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales.
MLMSS 7072/a1458003
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the work (Antill 15/12/47). In this particular description, Antill also tended to great detail
about the costumes and paint that adorned the dancers, and the setting within the Australian
landscape, thus heightening the sensual context for the music. In this regard, Baldwin
Spencer’s descriptions and photographs of the ceremonial dances and costumes of various
totems from his book, Wanderings in Wild Australia (1928, pp.308-344) were highly
influential. Many of the totemic dances bear titles taken from the book, and the lavish
personal illustrations in Antill’s original score of characters in the ballet show the influence
of Spencer's illustrations (Figures 3.5 and 3.6). Encouraged by librarian H.L. White of the
Commonwealth National Library, Antill eventually handed the original manuscript as a
gesture of national importance to the Library during the Queen’s visit to Australia in 1954
(White to Antill 1951, 1954).

Seeking another opening for an orchestral performance, Antill submitted Corroboree to an
ABC departmental symposium. Following this, the new conductor of the Sydney Symphony
Orchestra, Eugene Goossens, asked for submissions of an Australian work to which Antill
complied. Following his reading of Corroboree, in Antill’s words Goossens 'danced around
the table' (Antill 1969), later describing the idiom as new and vital (Anonymous 21/9/46). In
a concert arranged by the ABC, Goossens chose four movements to perform in a free matinee
performance with the Sydney Symphony Orchestra on August 18, 1946. According to
reports, the Town Hall was packed and hundreds were turned away (for example, B.C.P.
19/8/1946, Antill 1946-67).
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Figure 3.5 Illustrations by John Antill of characters and shields for the ballet
Corroboree, descriptions of gestures and choreography outline for the Welcome
Ceremony.
Reproduced from original score with permission from Mitchell Library, State
Library of New South Wales. MLMSS 7072/a1458007
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Figure 3.6 Illustrations by John Antill showing choreography for the procession
of Totems and extract from Wanderings in Wild Australia by Baldwin Spencer.
Reproduced from original score with permission from Mitchell Library, State
Library of New South Wales. MLMSS 7072/a1458011
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William Constable’s designs

Feeding on the momentum following the success of the first performance, the Sunday Sun
commissioned theatre artist William Constable to design costumes and stage settings for a
ballet that would eventually be set to Antill’s music (Anonymous 22/9/46). After studying
painting overseas for a number of years, Constable had returned to Australia in the early
1930s and designed his first professional theatre set for a production of Jonah and the Whale
in Melbourne in 1934 (Anonymous, 11/46), and from 1940, became a major designer for the
Borovansky Ballet (Australia Dancing). One of Constable’s earlier works, Design for an
aboriginal ballet, No. 1, had been included in the exhibition Art of Australia 1788-1941
sponsored by the Carnegie Corporation and shown in the USA and Canada in 1941 (Smith
1941, plate no. 117) and shows strong surrealist influence in its structure and design and
some similarity with the work of other Australian artists such as James Gleeson and Albert
Tucker (Figure 3.7). Also included in this group were Sidney Nolan, Russell Drysdale,
Arthur Boyd and Albert Tucker whose work and style were influenced by surrealism (Smith
2001, p. 232) which as a movement historically arose as an artistic response to the parlous
social conditions of war (Smith 1945, pp.206-209).

When the ballet later premiered in 1950, Constable was engaged to replicate his designs for
the stage. There had been strong speculation earlier in 1947 that Robert Helpman would stage
a production of Corroboree at Covent Garden, stimulating discussion of how Constable’s
designs would be incorporated (Anonymous 20/2/1947). Remembering comparisons with the
productions of the Ballet Russes, Goossens had earlier said that he imagined Diaghilev would
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have been ‘overjoyed’ by the designs ( Anonymous 22/9/46). It was suggested they could be

Figure 3.7 William Constable, Design for an aboriginal ballet no. 1.
Reproduced from catalogue, Art of Australia 1788-1941, Smith 1941, Plate 117

projected through the use of slides onto a cyclorama – a stage on which there would be a
huge white semi-circular wall – with a 40ft long, three dimensional synthetic rock as the
central feature. Constable stated that Corroboree presented an opportunity to revolutionise
stage settings, something he’d wanted to do for 13 years (Anonymous 20/2/1947). Artistic
risk had formerly been suppressed and captive to box-office success - this time dancers
would rise from the floor, as if over a hill - an experience never encountered before by
Australian audiences.
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Corroboree goes international

But the work was taken to London before Australian audiences had a chance to experience a
theatrical interpretation of an Aboriginal ceremony. The European premiere of Corroboree
took place in a Harold Holt concert at the Albert Hall on October 21, 1946 with Goossens
conducting the London Symphony Orchestra, followed by a performance in November in the
United States with the Cincinatti Symphony Orchestra. A fund was set up by the Sydney
Telegraph to help Antill get to the London performance to which the Minister for Tourist
Activities Clive Evatt contributed, calling Corroboree a landmark in Australian music
(Unreferenced article, (a)). Antill left for London on October 15, taking with him a goldplated corroboree music stick as a gift to Goossens from the Chairman of the ABC, Mr.
R.J.F. Boyer, (Anonymous 11/46). The music stick was one from a collection in the
Australian Museum, chosen as a token of appreciation for what Goossens was doing for
Australia and Australian musicians.

Corroboree was enthusiastically welcomed by London audiences, attracting a standing
ovation and favourable press (Anonymous 21/10/46). Attending was Professor at the Institute
of Archaeology, Australian archaeologist V.Gordon Childe, who wrote to Antill, suggesting a
meeting:

My dear Sir
As an anthropologist - & a fellow Australian – let me congratulate you on Corroboree that I
heard this afternoon.
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I should like to meet you while you are over. If you have time to lunch or dine one day please
phone me at above address. I’m generally there between 10 & 6 (but not on Wed or Thursday
morning this week)
Yours truly
V.G. Childe
(Childe to Antill, 1946)

An entry in Antill’s diary on Saturday December 7 suggests that the two men did meet up at
the Athenaeum Club (Antill, n.d.), but unfortunately there is no evidence that Antill kept any
further record of their meeting.

Following a ‘sensational premiere at Cincinatti’ (Bearup to Antill 1946), the press regularly
commented on progress of the work throughout the world. Arrangements for performances
with some of the world's most prominent conductors and orchestras were reported to have
been organised – with the London Symphony Orchestra under Sir Malcolm Sargent
(Anonymous 30/7/47), with the BBC Orchestra under Sir Adrian Boult (Anonymous 1520/3/47, Anonymous 22/3/47), Rafael Kubelik in Prague and Artur Rodzinski with the
Chicago Symphony (Anonymous 25/9/47). Recordings were sent to all subscribers to BBC’s
Transcription Service. Australia House deemed it so important that negatives of the score
were made in case the original was lost. Back in Australia, the acclaimed Aboriginal tenor
Harold Blair, having given his inaugural performance for the ABC in Sydney, was quoted as
saying that Antill’s work had, more than any other composer, caught the spirit of the
Aborigine (Anonymous 20/5/48).
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It appears that Corroboree became a flagship Australian work, imagined by many that finally
there was something creative and sophisticated that represented the character of Australia.
International acceptance played a large role – until Goossens took notice of the work, not
many were really interested. The response by the press, public and international audiences
created the momentum that propelled Corroboree to its iconic status at the time. In one sense,
it was the emergent contrast between Australia and the rest of the world that became the
focus of public confidence – Australia had cultural offerings that were on a par
internationally but different from them. As an example of the pride in a newly (re) discovered
quirkiness, on Australia Day 1946 the BBC broadcast the suite and at the request of the
Canadian Broadcasting Commission, a special Australian Christmas program was prepared
by the ABC using Corroboree as the theme music (Unreferenced article, (b)). The program
opened with Christmas Day on a station in outback Australia, where it may be the only place
'in the world where turkey and plum pudding are eaten in 120 degrees' (op.cit.).The use of
music written in an Aboriginal idiom juxtaposed with the quirky anomalies of nonIndigenous outback landholder culture may grate in contemporary terms, but would have
been more acceptable to western ears at the time because it wasn’t Aboriginal music.
Acknowledging a certain clumsiness in the attempt to meld cultural themes, I think one can
see the beginnings of the creative shaping of a new identity. It was unique, idiosyncratic and
exciting and quite obviously Australian.

Antill met with Australian dancer Robert Helpman a number of times while in London
(Antill 1942-47), as Helpman was interested in putting the all-Australian ballet on at Covent
Garden (Anonymous 11/1/47, Fabian 7/50) where he would dance the role of the Medicine
Man (Anonymous 5/7/50, p.39). Unfortunately, the production was never to come to fruition
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– one suggestion was that the theatres were not prepared to take the risk (Palmer 1951) while
another quoted Antill as saying he wasn’t sure why the possibility had disappeared
(Anonymous 5/7/50, p.39). It was speculated that Helpmann had second thoughts, and that
with such a complex ballet, more background knowledge was needed (Dean and Carell 1987,
p.100). It could be argued that following the war, there was a greater contextual awareness of
the political and racial sensitivities and complexities associated with any interpretive reading
of Aboriginal rites and ceremonies and their translation to theatre - it couldn't be done.

Corroboree the ballet

The work may have remained unchoreographed were it not for the determination of Dorothy
Helmrich, then president of the Council for the Encouragement of Music and the Arts
(CEMA). In 1943, Helmrich had an established career as a singer both in Australia and
internationally (Helmrich, ML MSS 4332) and had founded the organisation based on the
Arts Council of Great Britain. Becoming the Arts Council of Australia in 1945, its aims were
' to encourage existing and initiate new activities in all branches of the Arts and to support
existing movements with similar general or particular aims, having always the highest artistic
standards in view' (Arts Council of Australia brochure, n.d.). Helmrich wanted the world
premiere of Corroboree for Australia, knowing that with the enormous thirst for ballet by the
public, and the Australianness of the work, it was a perfect project for Arts Council
involvement. Helmrich also envisaged performances in all Australian capital cities and a tour
abroad, as well as performances for schoolchildren stating that she thought it was 'a milestone
in in Australian cultural development' (Anonymous 1/5/49). Helmrich was exceptionally
visionary when it came to arguing for support for arts in Australia, recognising that national
theatre and culture could only grow out of its own soil and needed great support to do so
(Anonymous 5/50).
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The popularity of ballet had burgeoned since Anna Pavlova's tour of Australasia in 1929.
Col. W. de Basil brought Monte Carlo Russian Ballet Company to Australia for a season
during 1936-37, returning with huge success in 1938 – 40 under the banner of Covent Garden
Ballet Company (Dean to Joel 1952). Founded in 1939 was the Polish-Australian Ballet, and
predecessor to the Australian Ballet, the Borovansky Ballet Company, while Helene Kirsova
started a ballet company in July 1940. Following the war, many ballet schools were
established by dancers and companies who had remained in Australia. The first group to tour
post war was British company Ballet Rambert, after which Joyce Graeme and Rex Reid
remained in Melbourne, helping to found the National Theatre Ballet Company (Dean to Joel
op.cit.). For the Australian premiere of Corroboree, the Empire Theatre in Sydney was the
only available venue (Helmrich 1975) allowing a preparation time of between six (Dean n.d.)
and eleven weeks (Fabian 7/50) from conception to performance – in contemporary terms, an
extraordinarily short time frame. Helmrich approached both Gertrud Bodenwieser and
Edouard Borovansky to offer them the opportunity to choreograph Corroboree. Both dancers
had settled in Australia in 1939, having established international reputations, and went on to
respectively found the Bodenwieser Ballet and the Borovansky Ballet companies.
Bodenwieser wrote that she felt heavy-hearted that her involvement in the first production of
Corroboree had not worked out (Bodenwieser to Antill 1950) but had accepted a tour to
South Africa (Fabian 7/50). Borovansky also declined the offer, stating that there was just not
enough time (Helmrich 1975). Helmrich then approached Gertrude Johnson who directed the
National Theatre Movement of Australia in Melbourne, which was associated with the
National Theatre Ballet Company. Ballet Rambert defectors Joyce Graeme and Rex Reid
agreed to take on the premiere season of the ballet, scheduled for the Empire Theatre in July,
1950.
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A shift in perception - Rex Reid and choreography
Rex Reid was only 27 years old when he took on the immense task of being the first to
choreograph Antill’s music. Immense not only in a production sense, but in having the
artistic responsibility of creating the visual dimension of a work that had by all accounts been
embraced as a significant new expression of an Australian identity. He himself described the
project as a colossal challenge (Dean and Carell 1987, p.107). Reid used the drawings from
Antill's score and his plans for dance sequences as inspiration (Fabian 7/50), and there is
some evidence that he used the books of Spencer and Gillen (Fabian op.cit.). Reid did raise
his concerns with Antill that neither could he pretend to be Aboriginal nor could he use
Aboriginal people in the production - 'In other words I must take the course of sheer
invention' (Reid 1986). In a 1986 interview, Reid confessed that he had never really come
into contact with Aboriginal dance at all, but had talked extensively with Charles Mountford,
and seen a number of his films and documentaries on Aboriginal dance (Reid 1986).
Mountford was a great populariser of Aboriginal culture, his leadership of the 1948
American-Australian Scientific Expedition to Arnhem Land organised partly due to the
interest shown by the Americans in Mountford’s colour films and lectures for the Department
of Information (Simpson 1951, p.5). As the National Geographic Society shared the costs of
the expedition with the Smithsonian and the Australian government, National Geographic
magazine published two articles immediately following the trip (May 2000, p.4). With the
broad publicity surrounding the expedition at the time, Mountford was a significant player in
bringing Aboriginal culture to a wide public audience.

There was some discussion as to the maturity of the eventual production, and that aspirations
for the ballet were unfortunately not fully realised (Gertrude Johnson in Dean and Carell
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1987, p.107). Beth Dean, who staged Corroboree for the Queen in 1954, was sympathetic to
Reid’s inexperienced portrayal of the Aborigines when he had never seen a traditional
corroboree. She described his assignment as almost impossible (Dean and Carell 1987,
p.110). She also attributed other criticisms of Reid’s work to Colin Simpson - documentary
writer with the ABC and author of Adam in Ochre (1951), an account of the 1948 AmericanAustralian Scientific Expedition to Arnhem Land. He made the point that although reticent to
bring Aboriginal people into mainstream society, there was still a naive enthusiasm to borrow
from Indigenous culture in order to create an Australian culture of their own (Dean and
Carell 1987, p.110). Simpson claims credit for bringing Constable and Antill together with
the idea of creating the ballet (Simpson 1951, pp.196-7) but he was extremely disappointed
with Reid’s version, describing the choreography and costumes as 'completely miss(ing) the
spirit of the real thing, in a riot of baseless representationalism, full of incongruous and
extraneous elements'.

Reid observed that being classically trained was a creative disadvantage (Reid in Dean and
Carell 1987, p.108, my emphasis,) as was the dearth of people involved who had any
significant knowledge of Aboriginal culture (Dean and Carell 1987, p.107). But as Antill
firmly and continuously stated (for example, Anonymous 9/5/51), it was a work created for
western classical dance - it was not an Aboriginal ceremony but the creative presentation of a
new idea that was a mix of cultural elements. Antill was trying to convey something of
Aboriginal life to a non-Indigenous audience with little direct personal experience - in this
sense it was a metaphorical adventure using a familiar theatrical vehicle, facilitating a
connection between disparate groups of Australians.
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Opening night - stage, choreography, costumes

Corroboree themes and colours were displayed by the major department stores in Sydney on
opening night, July 3 1950 (Reid 1986, Dean and Carell 1987, p.108). More than 15,000
people booked tickets in advance for the six performances – 2,000 people were turned away
(Anonymous 4/7/50a, Sinclair 6/7/50). Eucalyptus leaves burned in large urns in the foyer
and there was fifteen minutes of drumming prior to the curtain rising - described by one critic
as needless (Anonymous 4/7/50b). There were traffic jams and chaos as audience members
and the general public excitedly crowded in to the theatre (Reid 1986, Dean and Carell 1987,
p.108). According to several reports, the audience response was hugely theatrical in itself stamping, shouting, screaming, cheers and cooees, and standing ovations greeted the artists at
the conclusion (O’Neill 4/7/50, Reid 1986, De Boehme 20/7/50). Antill describes how
Aboriginal people danced on the steps of the Sydney Town Hall after the first performance
(Antill 1969). Despite a range of interpretations, the critics were generous and many made
reference to the significance of the work as an expression of Australian culture and
representing an important milestone in Australian cultural history. Josephine O’Neill wrote
of the 'evocation of a continent, not an anthropological study' (De Boehme 20/7/50).

The stage setting already existed before the ballet was constructed, remembering that
Constable's designs were conceived before Reid choreographed the work. John
Clugson on lighting completed the production team. Following the premiere in 1950,
the press embraced the landscape setting as quintessentially Australian – old, timeweathered, beautiful, vast. A representation of the Australian landscape was
comparatively and naturalistically straightforward, but extraordinary in the theatrical
context of the time - Constable’s design was without precedent in Australian theatre.
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This is an important point as the visual impact would have been extremely powerful,
heightening audience excitement and provoking participation from curtain-up. In
engaging Constable and his sets for the performance seasons, Reid already had a very
strong idea of the stage design but may have experienced some personal artistic conflict
in trying to marry choreography that was not designed to be a direct imitation of an
Aboriginal ceremony, with a stage setting that had been conceived with some ease by
the experienced artist in Constable. Following the premiere in Sydney, the press
relayed some idea of how evocative the setting must have been for Reid’s
interpretation, particularly during the production phase.

... a thing of spell-binding primitive beauty. This almost-overpowering sensation suddenly
gripped one’s mind as the curtain rose upon a scene of bewitching quality, wherein the lone
and level expanse of the aeons-old Australian land was unfolded with the inverted bowl of
mystic sky enveloping it. The whole is dominated by a time-fretted stone, rich in the pastels
of Central Australian coloring.

It was a triumph of stage art that all this was accomplished. The sky and land swept around
the stage uninterrupted, because the normal supply of wing entrances was abandoned. The
creation of atmosphere by these means was complete and authentic.
(Breen 4/7/50)

William Constable’s Australian desert setting, with its mass of pinkish rock against a streaked
sky, was highly impressive.
(O’Neill 4/7/50)
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...effect of William Constable’s decor with vast desert and towering timeworn rock sentinel is
awe-inspiring and even a little threatening.
(MH 7/50)

The ballet was a colourful spectacle, inciting a range of views about what Corroboree
represented in the context of Australian theatre. One described the scene as inspired by the
technicolor imagination of Samuel Goldwyn and '..a highly spectacular piece of stage
extravaganza and witches crew of tribal elders and an all-presiding medicine-man who
conjures up the totem people – and puts them through their paces like a somewhat demonical
Prospero' (Anonymous 12/7/50). Another said the authenticity of the costumes ' is a point of
interest only to anthropologists - in ballet they are only required to be theatrically effective
and appropriate' (MH 7/50). Others evidently believed theatre and reality to be much more
closely entwined – '...the simple dance-steps of the aborigine have been scored with
sympathetic accuracy...Giving greater reality to the native dance are the ritually correct
costumes of Robin Lovejoy and the masks of Clem Kennedy..' (Breen 4/7/50). E.A in the
Sydney Morning Herald saw it as the creators intended – 'It is not a real corroboree that we
see, but a boldly glamorised pattern of ceremonial dances inspired directly by the dynamic
Antill rhythms. The effect is artistically satisfying and often breath-taking' (E.A. 7/50).

The task of designing the costumes was Robin Lovejoy’s first professional theatre and ballet
engagement (Fabian 7/50) – like the others, his youth was remarkable (and perhaps an
advantage) in the creation of something so original in the history of Australian theatrical
production. Athough calling for all male characters in the ballet – in keeping with what an
Aboriginal ceremony would entail – the dancers were primarily women dressed in black
bodysuits, an aspect not lost on one press commentator:
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The extreme shapeliness of these black tight-clad tribesmen is a recurrent distraction
attributable to the insuperable difficulty in Australia, and perhaps anywhere, of finding a
sufficiency of male dancers to fill the cast.
(Anonymous 12/7/50)

Lovejoy talked about artistic license and though influenced by Aboriginal ceremony, his
costumes, headdresses, totem poles, boomerangs, masks and shields were purely theatrical:

I set out to solve four problems – to retain the essence of the aboriginal spirit, to make it
sufficiently theatrical to get across the footlights, to make the costumes ‘ danceable’; and
to get across to the audience the aboriginal motifs. In the correct corroboree, for
example, the aboriginal representing a cockatoo puts a little squiggle of clay on his chest
and the other aboriginals know he is a cockatoo – but an audience wouldn’t.

In places I have taken great liberties, since the ballet costumes are concentrated upon the
headdresses; I have emboldened and enlarged the patterns. But I have tried to stick to
aboriginal colorings – for an artist cannot improve on their muted tones; he can only
strengthen them.

I have used their various reds, from dark red ochre to pale pink, yellow ochre, dark
brown, and black, and added grey-green and grey-blue, since there is evidence that they
used these colors – if not often.
(Lovejoy 7/50)
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The Medicine Man played by Jack Manuel appeared on the front cover of The
Australian Monthly for July 1950 (Figure 3.8). It is worth reiterating that many people
at the time thought that there was some degree of accuracy in this representation of
Aboriginal dress. It is tempting to judge Manuel's blackened hands and highly
decorated bodysuit and mask as overtly kitsch and a display of colonialism in the
extreme, but that would diminish such a serious and innovative artistic expression for
the time - although a gauche presentation, this was a charting of new territory in
Australian art.

Following the recording by HMV in 1950, commentators described their perceptions of the
music then the ballet, and what Corroboree actually meant to Australian cultural history and
identity. An author in The Voice, writing on the memorability and unqualified acceptance of
the recording by the public, tells their readers that this is due to 'the fact that it chronicles for
the first time the music of a pre-historic era in this great continent of ours' (Anonymous
2/51). Like the authenticity imagined by some in the costumes and masks, the music was
similarly tinged with extra credibility. Recordings of Aboriginal music had been made and
heard by the public over a number of decades before 1950 (Davies 1932, Elkin 1949,
Mountford 1948, Spencer 1912). Spencer had held popular public lectures in Melbourne and
Adelaide, which included lantern slides, film and wax cylinder recordings (Morphy 2001,
p.46) while in 1942 Charles Mountford made two films about Aboriginal life and culture –
Tjurunga and Walkabout (May et al 2005, p.112). Whether aware or not of the existing
‘chronicles’ of Aboriginal music, the record company may have been reflecting a general
perception of the non-literate nature of the society and took upon itself an anthropological
responsibility of (creative) documentation. One could also argue that the visual impact of the
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Figure 3.8 Jack Manuel as the Medicine Man in the ballet Corroboree, 1950.
Reproduced from Australian Monthly, July 1950.
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ballet and its setting was so strong that it forced perceptions of the music itself in a particular
direction – John Antill wrote 'black music' (Anonymous 5/7/50).

Although still distancing themselves from direct imitation of Aboriginal ceremony, Reid and
Antill could not escape the impact that such powerful evocation of spirituality, age and
outback landscape had on an audience. Perhaps to counteract the broader perception that this
was an authentic rendering, the program for the second season of Corroboree in Sydney in
July held a disclaimer:

The Aborigine expresses a feeling of the bush in his dancing, and the birds and
animals, the skies, the plains and mountains are all an essential part of it. The
choreographer, Rex Reid, has made no attempt to imitate aboriginal dancing; rather
he has given us his interpretation of a corroboree in a stylized dance form, which
suits the requirements of the Theatre.
(Arts Council of Australia 1951)

Describing the performance as 'a suggestion of schoolboys dressed up for fun rather
than a vivid picture of savage warriors caught up in elemental emotion', Eunice
Gardner again connected the ballet with the 20,000 year-old gatherings of Aboriginal
people (Gardner 25/2/51) and from the Sydney Sun, 'One is vouchsafed the privileged
view of a corroboree set in the silent vastness of the Australian scene' (Anonymous
20/2/51). Following the 1951 performances, Antill received a number of letters written
by audience members who were keen to discuss the connection between Aboriginal
dance, ceremony and corroborees, and ancient religious rituals attached to Christianity
and Judaism, including the symbolic nature of the markings on the stage and the
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costumes (Antill 1950-51c). Like artists, members of the public recognised the
comparative symbolism in Aboriginal themes and were inspired by a new interpretive
expression of Australia. There is some cultural context for this response, both in the
history of art in Australia but also presaged in earlier art movements internationally. In
the next section, I explore the interaction over time between information about
Indigenous people and culture, and artists seeking to create new expressions of identity.

A cultural and historical context for Corroboree

…a sense of what I will broadly call “anthropological principle” may be permeating our own
century’s mentality. I mean by that a steady awareness that there are no natural scales of
better or worse on which we can range the varieties of men, culture and society, and that we
are dealing with individual integrities. By speaking of it as “anthropological” principle, I am
not suggesting that the academic discipline invented it. We were somewhat anticipated by
certain scholars 2,000 years ago, and at any moment the genius of a Sidney Nolan, or another
artist or writer or poet of his order will disclose facets of the aboriginal integrity which our

professional style can scarcely encompass.
(Stanner 1969, p.39)

I have chosen the quote from Stanner to head a broader discussion of Corroboree as it
encapsulates the catalytic effect of scientific information on artistic expression,
something which ties the following discussion together. Antill did not have the genius
of Nolan, but he was an artist who created a work such as that presaged by Stanner in
this Boyer lecture of 1968. Post-dating Corroboree by a couple of decades, Stanner
identified that it would not be through an anthropological but through an artistic
understanding and interpretation that the cultural depth or 'integrity' of Aboriginal
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society would be revealed and expressed. It is from this context that deep and empathic
connections between cultures will really be made. Scientific information was
inspirational at the outset, and although the language of science was expressively
inadequate, it presented concepts that were provocative and available to be translated
for easier consumption. In this sense, science would not be the direct facilitator of
understanding

between

Indigenous

and

non-Indigenous

people,

but

rather

understanding would be provoked by the metaphorical character of artistic expression.
The context of interaction and its inherent features were already present in Australia by
1946, but far more developed and complex by 1968. For Stanner, the antiquity of
Aboriginal occupation and consequently the notion of cultural depth and complexity
('integrity') was inspirational, but it is evident he recognises the limitations of science
for understanding. Antill had glimpsed the start of such a cultural transformation
aroused by scientific information and was similarly inspired.

I believe the foundations of the complex genetic background of Corroboree, and
therefore the seeds of transformation in the relationship between Indigenous and nonIndigenous Australians can be seen in a number of historic developments in science
and art. Increased ethnological and anthropological information about Aboriginal
Australia, the connection between art and the recording of scientific observations, and
the influence of Primitivism on art from the early 20th century all contributed to the
entity that is Corroboree. Although not well-developed at the time, yet of primary
importance, were the interrelated issues of an uncertain national identity and growing
awareness of an intrinsic Aboriginal presence. The desire by Australian artists to locate
a foundation for a unique and original identity was a significant component in the
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context from which Corroboree emerged. The strong positive reaction from audiences
and the press did not arise from a vacuum. I argue that by the time Corroboree was
written and performed, the appeal of Aboriginal people and culture to Australian artists
had already a broader history, influenced by earlier Australian and international
movements in art. Several artistic responses prior to Corroboree contain these
developmental elements and show that some were seeking alternate interpretive
pathways for understanding the entanglement of Australian cultures, nuanced by
glimpses of empathy and therefore of the notion of reconciliation.

Bernard Smith and the push for an inclusive Australian art critique
Although suggesting some influential congruence for artists before Antill, Corroboree really
has no direct antecedent in the history of music and dance in Australia. Australian art history
and criticism has evolved primarily through a focus on visual art, literature and poetry,
exceeding the attention applied to musical composition. Only a few researchers have
addressed Antill’s work as anything other than a passing curiosity (for example, Williams
14/4/05, Haebich and Taylor 2007). As opposed to musical or theatrical performance,
composition has not attracted the scrutiny or depth of commentary that exists in the visual
arts, where for example art historian Bernard Smith (for example, 1945, 1960, 1962, 2001)
and others have written extensively over time. I want to start with Smith, as my examination
has been greatly assisted by the clarity and perception in his critique of Australian art and in
discussions of the historical relationships between art and science. This is in the absence of
an equivalent critique of Australian music in which John Antill and Corroboree may be
allocated a contextual or developmental history. Antill's motivation to broaden the thematic
range and expression of an Australian identity is congruent with the sentiment in visual art
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during this period. The synchronicity of the publication of Smith's work Place, Taste and
Tradition in 1945 also provides a context from which to posit observations on the possible
environmental influence for Corroboree. Prior to Place,Taste and Tradition no-one had
tackled the task of writing any substantial history of Australian art apart from William
Moore's Story of Australian Art published in 1934.

The decade following 1934 was a turbulent one, and Smith reacted strongly in his 1945
analysis with a polemic that assisted a realignment of the nature and future direction of
Australian art. Significant art figures of the time, such as James MacDonald (previously
director of the National Galleries of New South Wales and Victoria) and Lionel Lindsay
were vehement in their criticism of modern painting (Haese 1981, p.51), and actively
perpetuated traditional Australian themes of the bucolic landscape, pioneer and bush as
logically derived from the British tradition. Smith railed against what he considered cultural
hegemony in the espousal of a narrow nationalistic conservatism, and argued for an
expansion of the terms of reference for any consideration of Australian art, either in its
contemporary form or in discussions of its historical foundations.

During the 1920s and 1930s, the ongoing persistency in painting of traditional Australian
subjects was embraced by the art-buying public (Smith 2001, pp. 223-225) while Australian
literature for example was shunned by the public, universities and critics (McQueen 1979,
pp.14-15, 124). Smith noted that art criticism in Australia suffered from a lack of attention to
the history and development of art in favour of aesthetic quality (Smith 1945, p.14). Writing
in 1945:
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The lack of an historical approach has led to apologetic criticism. In most cases the critic has
been an artist-associate of those about whom he has written. Such comment is not without
value, for it has helped to bring the Australian artist before a wider public than his less
fortunate literary brother. But the comment has been neither objective nor dispassionate. In
the Australian art world, always numerically small, fear of offending friends has led to critical
debility, fear of appraising opponents to uncritical fanaticism.
(Smith 1945, p.16).

Fervently anti-racist and anti-fascist due to the war, Smith was appalled by the views of
MacDonald and Lindsay, who denied the European (and particularly Jewish) influence on the
development and character of art in Australia, and its history as an art of colonisation.
Alluding to an historical hypocrisy, Smith wrote, 'English eighteenth century art was based
upon complacency and power, and those who found themselves in Australia were there
largely because they were neither complacent nor powerful.' (Smith 1945, p.18). Although an
appreciation of Aboriginal art was not an essential part of this rebuttal, the relationship that
was arising and developing in parallel between Indigenous and non-Indigenous cultures
through the association of art and scientific knowledge is historically relevant to this context.
Smith's view helped prevent the history of art at this time being hijacked by what he
characterised as racist and fascist views (Smith 1985, p.2), rightly arguing for a transparency
and inclusiveness in writing the history of Australian art. It is Smith who points out that
idealistic views of the racial purity of an art tradition are not based in actuality – in a sense he
opens the door to considerations of diversity in the origins of art, even if it does not at this
time extend to a fully stated consideration of an Aboriginal influence in this context. Smith
recognised the danger of a restriction on artistic expression and on the discussion of a nation's
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art history, and in a sense encouraged creative courage as Australian artists searched for their
own identity.

Australian identity and Modernism

During the late stages of the 19th century, the mythology from which a white Australian
identity arose was one primarily defined by the pioneering life in a harsh but inspiring and
beautiful landscape. Described as possibly the first authentic recording of the country by
artists (Smith 1945, p.136), and informed by ‘heroic or sentimental aspects of rural life'
(Hughes 1970, p.57), this imagining was initially writ large in the Impressionist paintings of
the Heidelberg school, the influence and history of which has been well discussed (see for
example, Hughes 1970, pp.35-73, Smith 1945, pp.102-135, Smith 2002a) although also
debated (see for example, McDonald 2008, Smith 2002a, chapters 2-3, Willis 1993, pp.6265). Similarly imbued with nationalistic values, the Bulletin was publishing writings and
poetry by traditionalists Henry Lawson and Banjo Paterson. This manner of representation in
painting was eventually challenged by a desire to differentiate the Australian environment
from a European landscape by locating a deeper spiritual quality in the bush. As seen in
former and subsequent stages in Australian history, self-awareness and the search for
inspiration led artists and writers to creatively imagine an identity that was home-grown, but
in contrast to the previous nationalistic endeavor, ties to Britain were problematical. They
desired and were motivated to reject the lexicon of their settler identity, and sought to
uncover what might be the essence of a possibly more authentic Australian identity. But they
also discerned that the extant void of philosophical and cultural depth and narrowness of
vision - as epitomised by MacDonald and Lindsay - would never sustain such a development.
Australian artists were not immune to developments internationally in the search for
expressions of identity that were more meaningful, and different in form. The Modernist art
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movement in France and Europe, emanating in Paris at the turn of the 20th century
encouraged this thinking, convinced of the need to move away from traditional figurative and
naturalistic representation and towards a more conceptual visual milieu. In championing
intellectual and emotional as opposed to imitative, alternative artistic visions were sought and
developed. It was partially characterised by a form of primitivism, as artists were inspired by
the colour, form and ‘fine plastic quality’ of the art of the indigenous people of the French
African colonies (Smith 1945, pp.187-188, Smith 2002b, pp.23-43). Starting with Rupert
Bunny’s ‘pleasure-machine paintings’ from 1906, Terry Smith has described Australian
Modernism as characterised by a number of personal transformations by artists over several
decades as they embraced new ways of thinking (Smith 2002b, p.39), including turning to
Indigenous Australia for originality and inspiration. The increasing exposure of Aboriginal
cultural material and information to the public from the end of the 19th century was
heightening an interest in knowledge about Aboriginal people and society, and compellingly
demonstrating the fundamental relationship they had with the land. In the early 20th century,
the landscape once again became a prime focus of inspiration and, nuanced by what Smith
describes as neo-romantic ‘poeticism’ (Smith 1945, p.161), painters were motivated to depict
the ‘soul’ of the country, which sat happily with the Modernist search for the 'essential' in
their subjects. Painters Norman Lindsay and Hugh McCrae of the ‘satyr and faun’ school
(Smith 1945, p.164) preceded the post-impressionists Norah Simpson, Grace CossingtonSmith and Roland Wakelin, who described their later style as ‘concentric feeling in the
design, the feeling of radiation from centres which is the basic truth of Life itself.’ (Hughes
1970, p.116).
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In presaging this development, Sidney Long had earlier criticised the Impressionists of the
late 19th century for staying too close to the settled edge of the land and for not being more
adventurous in reflecting ‘the primitive landscape of the country’ (Long 1905 in Smith 1975,
p.265). ‘This Australian feeling is not to be got by sticking in a gum tree. Even the universal
recipe of the inevitable swagman, given us by some of the critics, will not always answer.'
(Long 1905 op.cit., p.267). He advocated for a more imaginative school of Australian
painting that involved creating new symbols out of the surroundings, comparing it to the
processes of myth-making in Greece where the aesthetic beauty of the landscape encouraged
a deeper contemplation of life. Translated into an Australian context, Long emphasised
looking beyond the traditional ‘utilitarian’ juxtaposition of the country and drovers, shearers
and bushrangers (Long 1905 op.cit., p.266) to a nationalism in art which was ‘more personal,
intimate and subjective’ – a view that a local mythology should arise out of the emotional
importance of the Australian landscape, and one which later proved highly influential on
painters such as Drysdale, Boyd, Nolan and others throughout the first decades of the
twentieth century (Smith 1975, pp.235-236). In reverting to the local and subjective, Long
decried the populating of the bush with nymphs and naiades, as in the popular ‘Pans and
Centaurs’ mode of the time, and advocated an Aboriginal presence –

…he will bid the Aboriginal blossom out in all the graceful proportions of manly vigour;
when sufficient time has intervened to allow us to forget his failing. He will be depicted as an
heroic figure in his tribal fights. The lonely gullies will be awakened to life with graceful
pastorals of native children. The Bell Birds chime, the Curlew’s melancholy note will be
pictured forms in the dusky maiden’s love tragedy.
(Long 1905 op.cit, p.267)
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Inspiration and ethnography

This shift in the perception of landscape, which recently and historically had been empty and
in need of conquering by pioneers and bushrangers, was a significant change. To imagine a
landscape as a mythological place peopled with heroes is not an accidental thought, but was
coincident with and indicative of the influence of the knowledge being disseminated about
Indigenous people. Aboriginal culture and society, that in the former mythology played no
significant role, now provided inspiration that was both separate from previous traditions and
wholly of the Australian environment. Aboriginal life and culture was facilitating a deeper
connection with the country - a connection that had been illusive due to the pervasive British
purview of environment and culture. Although reflecting a colonialist perspective and the
contemporary social Darwinist view in the reference to Aboriginal ‘failing’, Long's words
suggest an amorphous recognition of a connection between Aboriginal society, depth of age
and contemporary philosophical development. Resembling the neo-classical view of the
‘primitive’ of the late 18th century, it differs in the respect that it was not an external
observation from a heirarchical and privileged viewpoint, but involved a far more subjective,
personal and emotional investment by the artist in a relationship that would contribute to a
reassessment and maturation of their own identity.

From the 1870s, collecting objects of natural history became a primary objective of
museums, and gradually a concomitant increase in employees trained in related disciplines in
Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney resulted in less material being sent overseas for analysis.
With increased disciplinary skill, museums were able to more confidently add Aboriginal
ceremonial items and artefacts to their collections and displays (Jones 1996, pp.22-24). The
growing interest in anthropology meant publications increased from the 1880s (for example,
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Fison and Howitt 1880, Howitt 1904, Spencer and Gillen 1899, 1904, 1912, 1927, Spencer
1914, 1928), as did funding support for major expeditions. The Horn Expedition of 1894, and
the resulting publication of four volumes, for example, were fundamental in bringing inland
Australia to scientific attention, and seminal in the development of subsequent related inquiry
(Morton and Mulvaney 1996, p.v). At the end of the 19th and early 20th centuries, the broader
non-Indigenous public began to acquire their knowledge about Indigenous society and
culture by exposure to the results of the scientific and antiquarian collection and
dissemination of information. Ethnographers, anthropologists and naturalists travelled to
northern and central Australia, some remaining and living with Aboriginal people while
others returned to their urban lives, giving public lectures and writing books and press
articles about their experiences. Much of it was stimulating due to the visual impact of the
accompanying artefactual and photographic material. This coincidence of science and art was
particularly notable in the books of Spencer and Gillen, which were highly influential in
bringing Aboriginal culture and life to the attention of broader Australian society from the
end of the 19th century (Morphy 2001, pp. 23, 46). The predominant use of photography
provided a pictorial representation, or 'reality transcript' (Peterson 2006, p. 20) of a culture
that was so unusual it defied formal description. The visual and aural impact was further
enhanced by the lantern slides, film and wax cylinder recordings included in the immensely
popular public lectures held by Spencer in Melbourne and Adelaide (Morphy 2001, p.46).

This particular way of communicating the dimensional breadth of scientific information
using visual means has historical precedence. It was during the Pacific explorations of the
17th and 18th centuries that illustration became the prime method of recording hitherto
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unknown people and culture (Smith 1960) 1. By the end of the 19th century photography had
become the significant tool of visual anthropology as it increased the availability of images,
and thereby information of Aboriginal societies to interested others (Edwards 1992). In
Spencer and Gillen’s case, this was enhanced by an extensive descriptive narrative that
elaborated ceremonial life on a far greater scale than before. The evocative and artistic use of
visual and verbal imagery - photography and narrative - provoked meaning and
understanding when other more formal languages such as science were not adequate. In light
of the relationship recognised by artists between Indigenous people and country, it is
unsurprising that an Aboriginal presence in the landscape was mythologised when such
impressionistic descriptions of their life were available.

The mythologising may have arisen due to the metaphorical effect of Spencer and Gillen's
images and prose. A creative understanding was facilitated through sensory provocation - the
vivid imagery of the photographs and verbiage stimulated an imaginative construction
between the rational structures of anthropology and the symbols of sensory thought processes
(Beck 1978, p.87). This increases the possibility of emotional resonance as it invokes an
empathic response. By opening people up to the experiences of others, they share a
connection (Cameron 2010, p.9). This was contradictory to the standard ways science had
previously described and distanced Aboriginal people, but can be aligned with other artistic
expression during this period that also arose from the effect of indigenous material culture on
western thought.

1

See broader discussion later in this chapter, pp. 172
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The primitivist impulse - the search for integrity and its relationship with
indigenous art and material culture
I have demonstrated that there is symbiosis between inspiration, art and science and that the
language of art can assist the explanation of scientific information that is difficult to convey
in standard ways. Information about Aboriginal people and culture to which artists were
exposed as a result of scientific endeavor was inspirational because it demonstrated there
were other Australians with a deep connection to the land. In the search for a unique identity,
this revelation was profound. There was a belief that through this connection, Aboriginal life
embodied something fundamental that was crucial to the development of a more integral
identity. This particular appeal of a connection to deeper, or more profound and less
embellished experience can be compared to the historic primitivist impulse which gave rise
to the association of indigenous people and 'primitivism', but had its origins in a less
culturally prescribed context. Primitivism is a historically repetitive phenomenon of western
art history and has been associated broadly over time with artworks from early Greek vases
through quattrocentro painting, to tribal art (Gombrich 2002, p.8) as artists rejected the new
for the old, or the old for the new. The primitivist influence in the visual arts was the
realisation of alternatives in expression, manifesting in different ways over time.

…how it is born of the constantly renewed endeavor of modern painting to create an art
which, by having its roots in fundamental and persuasive factors of experience, will be
both emotionally compelling to the individual and comprehensible to the many. …how
the relation of the modern painter (and sculptor) to the history of his own art, to his
immediate audience, and to the society in which he tries to assert his existence, all have
combined to make for the creation of primitivism.
(Goldwater 1938, p.xxv)
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Here Goldwater described the broader philosophy underpinning the primitivist impulse in
artistic expression, of which the appreciation of indigenous art and cultural material
eventually became one aspect. A Primitivist philosophy was embraced by artists advocating
for a less embellished and overt form of visual and spiritual aestheticism, and strongly
influenced by the art of cultures perceived to be different. The motivating force was a search
for an integrity and symbolism that would stimulate the imaginative expression of the
essence of life and meaning. Success in these pursuits could come from a fascination with a
range of cultural sources, both ancestral and exotic. Early primitivists such as ‘les
Primitifs’or ‘les Barbus’ were young artists and followers of Jacques-Louis David in the late
18th century and eschewing the excesses of their time, they chose to wear Greek clothing as
part of their ideals. The German Nazarenes adopted a much more austere demeanor by living
in a monastery at the beginning of the 19th century (Gombrich 2002, pp.82, 86, 117), only
painting images that derived from legends and other sacred subjects. They also became
stridently nationalistic once the artist Peter Von Cornelius joined their group, intending to
take the old German artistic ideals and by using them as a foundation, revive German art to
its former glory. The possibility of discovering a more integral form of expression by
appealing to ancestral and physical connection to place has some resonance with the
inspirational pull of Indigenous life and culture for Australian artists. Obviously they shared
no cultural or ancestral lineage, but in recognising a unique identity would arise from an
understanding of the landscape, the Aboriginal past held the threads of a connection.

Schools would arise as in times of old, which would infuse their truly great art with effective
power into the hearts of the nation and right into people’s life to adorn it, till the walls of
ancient cathedrals, silent chapels and lonely monasteries, of town halls, market halls, and
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even shops would be populated by figures from the old, familiar, national past, resuscitated to
the full vigour of life…
(Von Cornelius 1812)

In Goldwater’s 1938 analysis of the impact of ‘primitive’ cultures on the development of art
and art-historical debate in western culture at the start of the 20th century, he identifies the
origins of this particular form of primitivism in Europe as early as the 15th century when
African objects were acquired. The appreciation and collection of indigenous art primarily
from Oceania only developed from the mid 19th century when ethnological interest increased
competition for prehistoric and other items previously collected by museums. The expansion
in scientific and economic exploration also meant private collectors competed to amass
artefacts, objects and curiosities (Goldwater 1938, pp.4-5). As colonial empires expanded,
museums became theatres of display where average society could directly view objects from
exotic cultures and places, but these repositories did not overly enable exploration of function
or cultural identity, having been removed long ago from such contexts (Edwards, Peel and
Mimmochi 2005, p. 44).

An interest in and appreciation of indigenous art was not overwhelmingly shared by the
general European public who found the art unfamiliar and strange. Ethnological, scientific
and antiquarian interest preceded aesthetic appreciation, which required a long period of
gradually increasing familiarity before it was recognised by artists and sculptors (Goldwater
1938, p.xxii). For artists, the arts of 'primitive' peoples were not considered 'technically crude
and aesthetically unsubtle' but had a profound effect due to the confronting diversity of form
and function that the art embodied (Goldwater 1966, p. xvii). At the beginning of the 20th
century, Van Gogh and Gauguin advocated for an evolved expression of primitivism by
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rejecting art and technique that was ‘over-refined’ (Gombrich 1978, p.454). Gauguin remains
the most prominent figure in the exposition of the Modernist Primitivist influence, inspired
by artefacts held in museums in the late 19th century (Goldwater1966, pp.264-65). The early
20th century German art historian Wilhelm Worringer described how a visit to the Trocadéro
in Paris lead him to realise immediately that striving to master the imitation of nature acquiescing that mimesis was the central motivator behind the history of visual art - was
actually an exception in world art (Gombrich 2002, p.221, my emphasis). Picasso declared
that the ‘whole world’ of hitherto unknown expressive forms he encountered in objects in the
Trocadéro were ‘vitally important’ (Picasso in Gombrich 2002, p. 217).

…art was in danger of losing that intensity and passion through which alone the artist
can express his feeling to his fellow men. Gauguin, finally, was altogether dissatisfied
with life and art as he found them. He longed for something much simpler and more
direct and hoped to find it among the primitives. What we call modern art grew out of
these feelings of dissatisfaction; and the various solutions after which these three
painters had been groping became the ideals of three movements in modern art.
Cézanne’s solution ultimately led to Cubism, which originated in France; Van Gogh’s
to Expressionism, which found its main response in Germany; and Gauguin’s to the
various forms of Primitivism. However ‘mad’ these movements may have seemed at
first, today it is not difficult to show they were consistent attempts to escape from a
deadlock in which artists found themselves.
(Gombrich 1978, p.441)

This expression was characterised by a desire to shock, using bold and vibrant colours and
visual schemes, inspired by contact with African masks (Goldwater 1966, p.16, Gombrich
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2002, pp.15-17). It was particularly personified in the work of the Fauves or 'wild beasts' of
the modern art movement. In Paris after 1912, the ethnographic inspiration so embraced by
the Fauvists was dramatically and confrontingly influencing the palette and patterns of the
costumes of costume designer Léon Bakst (Edwards, Peel and Mimmochi 2005, p.38). Bakst
worked closely with Diaghilev and the Ballet Russes during the first two decades of the
twentieth century, designing for Stravinsky's Firebird (1910) and Rimsky-Korsakov's
Scheherazade (1912). Such bold expressiveness in costume was matched by the adventurous
and sensual blatancy of the music. Comparisons of Corroboree with Stravinsky's 1913
modernist work Rite of Spring was unsurprising as many parallels were there – a theme that
challenged traditional thinking, its expression through music and dance, and set designs and
costumes that conveyed an otherworldliness. The comparison also rested on similarities of
unusual and changing rhythms, orchestration using previously unconsidered instruments such
as the bullroarer and trora sticks, and scoring for multiple percussion. In a serious technical
and musical sense, one cannot really compare the works of Stravinsky with Corroboree as
the former are formidable compositions demonstrating a level of mastery that Antill’s work
only very superficially resembles. But Corroboree was adventurous in terms of the
Aboriginal theme, music written for the full symphony orchestra and the visual impact of
stage and costumes. The audience may have held various perceptions of Aboriginal culture
and society, and although the majority would have had no physical experience, they
embraced the theatrical concept.

Primitivism and Oceania
In a parochial sense, the appeal of Indigenous culture that manifested as 'primitivism' in
Modernist art can be identified within a more specific context of settler societies. As a result
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of the colonisation of the Oceania region, settler identity gradually became entangled in the
indigenous presence. In comparing the choice and use of indigenous cultural symbolism by
Australian and New Zealand settler society, Thomas makes the point that the designs and
objects of Maori culture were being extensively utilised by New Zealand settlers as early as
1860 (Thomas 1999a, pp.98-100) and suggests that it may be due to the fact that Maori
people were considered to be more anthropologically advanced than Aboriginal huntergatherers (Thomas 1999, p.100). Backgrounding this development, written records, artistic
documentation and the collection of ‘curiosities’ following the Pacific expeditions of Cook
and others since 1768 had enabled the categorisation of people of the Pacific predicated on a
variety of heirarchical understandings. These ranged from an initial neo-classic interpretation
to a romantic idealisation and sentimentalised primitivism of paradisical life epitomised by
the Tahitians (Smith 1960, pp.91-93, Ch.5). Indigenous people were also notionally divided
into those exhibiting tendencies of soft or hard primitivism, characteristically arising from an
environmental association. For example, the natural beauty of their islands led to the
depiction of Tahitians as ‘soft primitives of classical mythology’ (Smith 1960, p.25) – noble
savages who could be contrasted with those who lived a brutish life in harsh surroundings.
Although the ferocity of the Maori people was well documented, their art and carving
attracted increasingly favourable comment both on its design and execution (Smith 1960, p.
88, Thomas 1999a, pp.98-99). The Indigenous people of New Holland however, did not
provoke such intellectualisation. As Smith’s discussion notes,

In the field of natural philosophy and reflective thought the general tendency was to regard
the New Hollander as brutish rather than heroic : instead of fostering poetic parallels from
Theocritus to Virgil he stimulated thought concerning that aspect of the chain of being which
presupposed a link between the higher primates and man.
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(Smith 1960, p.127)

The artist Sydney Parkinson accompanied Joseph Banks as a drawer of botanical specimens
on Cook’s first voyage, but was also an exceptionally observant recorder of the carvings on
Maori canoes, as well as their elaborate costume and personal ornamentation (Smith 1992,
pp.43, 87-89). Unfortunately there is not an equivalent record for the Australian Aborigines,
as although Parkinson did travel to Australia, he made very few drawings (Smith 1992, p.89).
Morphy argued that the disinterest in Aboriginal art by the colonists was purposeful – that if
Aboriginal art was recognised as having some value, then the colonialist denial of their rights
would be more difficult (Morphy 1998, p.21). I would suggest this rejection was encouraged
by a socio-evolutionary view that Aboriginal people were representative of an earlier stage of
human development, and by minimal exposure to, or understanding and appreciation of
Aboriginal art. Considering Smith’s attestation that Europeans who voyaged to the Pacific
admired the indigenous art they encountered yet still shared similar socio-evolutionary views
concerning their ‘primitivism’, the disinterest could be attributed to historical, educational
and social differences over time. Sparse yet tense interaction with Aboriginal people across
the country, limited and uncomprehending exposure to much of their artistic culture, and a
focus on settlement and colonisation would have been influential in this regard. In light of the
serious appraisal of Maori design by the mid 19th century (Jones 1856 in Thomas 1999a, p.
99), comparable attention towards Australian Aboriginal art and design and a broad
appreciation of Aboriginal art did not begin to develop until the 1950s in Australia. In 1928,
art critic Basil Burdett made the observation:

…surprisingly little attempt has been made in the crafts … to adopt the existing corpus of
Aboriginal designs … the immediate problem seems to be intellectual.
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(Burdett 1928)

Different ways of seeing

I have discussed briefly the origins of primitivist thought and the relationship between this
motivation and its later characterisation as the influence of indigenous artistic production on
artists at the turn of the 20th century. Through exploration and eventually colonisation, the art
and other material of indigenous cultures had an impact on the broader settler group, not only
in the appropriation of cultural symbols but also in the development of localised scientific
pursuit. At end of the 19th and into the 20th centuries in Australia, the expression of the
relationship between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australia was being advanced from the
perspective of both visual and literary art, and science as ethnology and anthropology. The
approaches were not mutually exclusive as one had effected the other, particularly as nonwestern art became more available to artists in museum displays of the late 19th century and
information about Indigenous groups became more widely available. But since an
anthropological interest in ‘primitive’ culture and lifeways began to develop, analyses of
Australian Indigenous art were formulated within an epistemological framework
overwehelmingly informed by science 2. An understanding of art in practice was essentially
elementary and observational, even within, and particularly so, with regard to their own
western culture. This resulted in the comprehension of Aboriginal art as part of the structure
and function of an anthropological system (for example, Coote and Shelton 1992, p.3). For
many art historians and artists, analysis is informed by a personal affinity and understanding
of artistic motivation - a more democratic (or possibly singular) view of the commonality of
different societies results in alternative judgments of features and motivation - grappling with

2

For a more detailed discussion of later development of contradictory views of Aboriginal art in the scientific
community see Chapter 3 - Gallery of Aboriginal Art
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the perceived contradiction between an apparently simple society and the complexity of its
art and ceremony is unnecessary as the underlying structural and inspirational elements
between the art of different societies is similar.

Stanner identified that from the 1920s and 30s, anthropology was focused on examining
Aboriginal social structure and functional systems (Stanner 1969, p.14) rather than origins
and development. Making an assessment of Aboriginal art as part of a functional system, the
evident skill, imagination and complexity of the art may have been difficult to reconcile with
aspects that seemed crude and unsophisticated in other ways, particularly considering the
intellectual history and context of the time. For antiquarian collectors, stone artefacts were a
powerful and primary informant as to the nature of Aboriginal society. Given their primitive
appearance and without any archaeological context, recognition of cultural development
would have been limited. They were artefacts without any technical history – typological
classification was the most rigorous aspect of the antiquarian hobby, in order to deal with the
seemingly ‘confusing and inscrutable’ nature of the stone tools (Griffiths 1996b, p.48). With
an ethnographic interest in deciphering Aboriginal ritual and ceremony, for Spencer and
Gillen there was also a degree of inscrutability - '… for the life of me, I cannot get at the
meaning of the Ceremony…- This thing has worried me awfully and I have spent hours and
hours trying to solve it..' (Letter 29, Gillen to Spencer, Mulvaney et al 2001, p.167) - a
problem solved partly by Spencer and Gillen's use of elaborate description and photography
to convey the society’s complex cultural and intellectual tradition. Though not all researchers
shared this view - 'Horn states that they are entirely without traditions and yet there is not a
remarkable natural feature in the country without a special tradition - … - Why it is the very
breath of their nostrils - ..' (op.cit., p.168). Evidently they recognised the basic elements of
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ritual and ceremony and that there was possibly an associated philosophical context with
some degree of development. But the comprehension of Aboriginal life encompassing
ceremonial and spiritual culture of such depth and complexity would have directly
contradicted the dominant view of a society which apparently showed no cultural or
intellectual progress.

Art begins to reframe the relationship - Bernard O'Dowd and Mary Gilmore
Since Sid Long's appeal for a recognition of the depth of inspiration extant within Australia, a
similar philosophical connection with an Aboriginal presence that showed parallels with
painting was emerging around the turn of the century, as artists gathered again to eschew
British influence, creating a restless climate of artistic ennui and experimentation most
evident in visual art and literature. Unlike the ethnographers, there is no impression that the
artists found Aboriginal people and culture inscrutable - it appears that the overwhelming
feature of an artistic approach was a perception of the clarity of Aboriginal culture and life
and its symbolic relationship with the environment, demonstrating an understanding based in
art as opposed to science.

Bernard O’Dowd and Mary Gilmore have been described as forerunners to the
Jindyworobaks and John Antill in taking inspiration from Aboriginal culture (Elliot 1979,
p.xxi) . Both alluded to the need to discover a lengthy history for white Australians where
none existed and in O’Dowd’s case, drew on the familiarity of classical mythology to create
a connection to Aboriginal people and country. He too believed the Australian environment
was a neglected source of inspiration. Within a broader discussion of the appropriation by the
settler society of aspects of Aboriginal society and culture (for example, Byrne 1996),
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Bongiorno argues that O'Dowd's poem The Bush is an example of the use of Aboriginality in
‘the construction of a national culture for the settler colonies rather than an understanding of
Aboriginal society as a living presence’(Bongiorno 2000, p.42). I would suggest O'Dowd
was very much influenced by the living presence of Aboriginal society having found
inspiration in the works of Spencer and Gillen - as a poet he found a way through the
perceived inscrutability of contemporary Aboriginal culture by utilising the language of
metaphor and myth. From an art-historical perspective, there is some congruity in artistic
response to the portrayal of Aboriginal people by Spencer and Gillen in that rather than
appropriation for personal ends, and wearied by a jaundiced vision of traditional themes,
artists were inspired by the possibility of transformation.

Poets O’Dowd and Gilmore became acquaintances in the first decade of the twentieth century
and shared Celtic backgrounds strongly imbued with a sense of the power of mythology, and
a radical political sensibility that recognised rights for the oppressed and the environment
(Bongiorno 2000, p.41, Elliot 1979, p. xxii, Strauss 2005, p.xL). Bernard O’Dowd was
influenced by the report of the Horn Expedition (Bongiorno 2000, p.43) and by the
knowledge imparted through the works of Spencer and Gillen (Kennedy and Palmer 1954,
p.77), stating he thought they were 'as significant to the philosopher and as inspiring to the
poet as they are important to the scientific man' (O'Dowd in Tocsin, 7 September 1899,
reprinted in Bongiorno 2000, pp.41-42). Written by O'Dowd in 1912, The Bush is the first
poem by a non-Indigenous poet that makes reference to the Arunta, described in Spencer and
Gillen's The Native Tribes of Central Australia (1899) and its sequel, The Northern Tribes of
Central Australia (1904). As a substantial work of sixty-three verses, it is a manifesto in
verse of O’Dowd’s belief that a deep philosophical contemplation of place could form the
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basis of an understanding of Australia from within. Resonating with symbolist Cassirer’s
argument that people approach an understanding of nature firstly through mythical thought
(Cassirer 1942, p.172)3, O’Dowd recognised the significance of environmental inspiration,
and expressed it poetically using symbolism and metaphor. The poem is nuanced by the
aforementioned ‘Pans and Centaurs’ mode in painting from this period, where the bush is
populated by mystical beings. But the overwhelming character of the poem is his
construction of analogy between familiar myths and the Australian landscape, inserting
figures of historical and contemporary notoriety with those of ancient lore and in doing so,
imagining an Australia that also has an inspiring store of great foundation and creation
myths, and the capacity to generate more.

Jessie Mackay on Southern Highlands sees
The elves deploy in kem and gallowglass:
Our Gilbert Murray writes “Euripides”:
Pirani merges in Pythagoras:
Marsyas plunges into Lethe, flayed,
From Rhadamanthine Stephens’ steady blade:
While Benvenuto Morton, drunk with singing,
Sees salamanders in a bush-fire’s bed,
And Spencer sails from Alcheringa bringing
Intaglios, totems and Books of the Dead.
(O'Dowd, 1912, verse 9)

3

Refer to Chapter Two for a deeper discussion of Cassirer and the philosophy of symbolism
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Intaglios are created by engraving or carving into the flat surface of a material – in this case,
O’Dowd refers to bark carvings, shields and other items of material culture collected during
expeditions by Spencer and Gillen. Such a pervasive use of metaphorical language is a direct
indication of the significant influence of Spencer and Gillen's photographs and descriptions
of Aboriginal society and culture, and their relationship to the country, remembering the
search by artists for the foundation of an Australian identity for themselves. Here was
evidence of a substantial alternative human dimension in the landscape previously inhabited
by (impersonal and insubstantial) pioneers, bushrangers and explorers. It also enabled an
imaginative connection between Aboriginal society and other civilisations, seeing a
familiarity and some conformity in the intellectual foundation. Contemporary Aboriginal
material culture, lifeways, but most importantly history, facilitated a connection to the
country that had the referential authority artists were seeking.

O’Dowd weighs in politically by using both historical metaphor and direct expression to
allude to the oppressive and destructive treatment of Aboriginal people, drawing on the work
of poets Adam Lindsay Gordon, who committed suicide in 1870, Barcroft Boake, Where the
Dead Men Lie (1897) and Aeneas (Jeannie) Gunn, We of the Never Never (1902). In a sense,
the poem is also a lament for the destruction of people and environment:

A gun-shot startles dawn back from the sky,
And mourning tea-trees echo Gordon’s sigh:
Nardoo with Burke’s faint sweat is dank for ever:
Spectral a tribe round poisoned rations shrieks:
Till doomday Leichardt walks the Never Never:
Pensive, of Boake, the circling stock-whip speaks.
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The wraiths unseen of roadside crimes unnamed
About that old-time shanty’s ruins roam:
This squatter’s fenceless cares hide ashamed
The hearth and battered zinc of Naboth’s home 4
(O'Dowd 1912, verse 19 and part of verse 20)

And in later verses again showing the effect of Spencer and Gillen in O’Dowd’s
interpretation of the history of Aboriginal people and the landscape:

On Chambers’ Pillar 5 throned the Olympian hosts,
Heard in white sulphur-crested parrots’ screeches
Remorseful Peris vent their hopeless rage,
Atlantis’ borders traced on sunken beaches,
In Alcheringa found the Golden Age.
(O'Dowd 1912, verse 51)

As with the contradictory juxtapositions of views about Aboriginal people and society noted
earlier, there are tensions in The Bush - unsurprising as the dominant intellectual climate of
the time espoused an anthropological and Darwinist understanding of Aboriginal culture and
society (Griffiths 1996c, pp.15-16), but did not allow much room for a contemplation of
cultural philosophical or artistic complexity and depth within the same society. Drawing on
western foundational myths to enable such an expression is to be expected, as it would have
4

Naboth – a figure from the Old Testament who was put to death by Jezebel, wife of Ahab, the king of Israel,
for refusing to give his vineyard – a small inherited plot of land - to the king. This is an allegorical reference by
O'Dowd to the history and politics of Aboriginal displacement.
5
In Spencer and Gillen, 1899 and 1904, p. 119, a ceremony of the kangaroo totem is described as taking place
at 'a special spot marked by the presence of a great upstanding column of sandstone, called by white men
Chamber’s Pillar'. This is the only time in these descriptions a reference is made to a particular geographical
landmark.
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been one of a limited number of ways anyone at this time could expressed the glimmer of a
broader comprehension of Aboriginal culture and society. As I discussed in the previous
chapter, Cassirer identified that the language of myth was one of the initial ways people
sought to express an understanding of nature. As also noted particularly with reference to the
Batavia, the landscape is a strong component in the development of mythic resonance and
attachment, contributing to the ongoing formation of identity.

Mary Gilmore shared O’Dowd’s view that Aboriginal people had been treated extremely
badly and that culpability should be acknowledged and accepted, which with the politics of
women’s rights and conservation of the environment, was reflected in her poetry (Bradstock
2007, Strauss 2005, 2007). Like the later Jindyworobaks, she also experimented with
Aboriginal language and was familiar with the Arunta of Spencer and Gillen’s work.
Gilmore, like O’Dowd, used simile to juxtapose Aboriginal history with classical myth and
story to convey the impression of antiquity, and in using this technique rather than the
slightly more obtuse character of O’Dowd, her prose has a starker clarity :

Mark where, fallen, the tribes move in the shadow;
Dark are the silent places where Arunta walks –
Dark as the dim valleys of hades where stalk,
Grey-shaped, the Gods and Heroes of the Greeks.
These were the young; for even then Arunta was old.
Very old was Arunta when over Bethlehem
Was seen the star that told of the birth of Christ;
Old, old was Arunta when upward from the deep
Was swung the hammer-symbol of Poseidon.
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They rose and fell, but Arunta lived on.
Then was Arunta put out in a night.
(Gilmore, Australia. Reprinted from Elliot 1979, p.xxxvi)

Artistic tension and identity - 1930s and 40s
Moving into closer contact with the terrain of visual art potentially influencing Antill and
Corroboree, the aftermath of the second world war provided another catalyst for Australian
painters to vocalise the importance of cultural development independent of British tradition,
to whom many felt tied and which many found oppressive (Haese 1981, pp. vii-viii, Dysart
1986, p.9). The 1930s and 40s had been an extraordinarily turbulent and creative period in
the history of Australian painting, poetry and literature, as artists railed against the strictures
of British cultural domination. They sought to invigorate a national culture informed by
innovative and radical artistic developments in Europe, but adapted from within society
rather than from outside (Burdett 1938 in Dixon 1986, p.12, Nibbi 1939). Of influence at the
end of the 1930s were several European artists who fled to Australia (Gray 2002, p.14,
Pearce 2000, p.185), bringing with them stories of Nazi persecution and social upheaval. As
part of an Australian Modernism the Social Realist movement developed, inspired by the
darker side of Australian life where previously more benign subjects dominated. It included
painters Harry de Hartog, Yosl Berger, Noel Counihan and Albert Tucker, whose subject
matter was deemed disturbing and puzzling (Smith 2001, p.232, Dysart 1986, p. 9). Situated
mainly in Melbourne, the artists saw their role as communicating through visual means the
difficult social circumstances of many inner city inhabitants. Yosl Bergner was particularly
drawn to the plight of Aboriginal people living in Fitzroy, Richmond and Collingwood,
finding great resonance between their situation and that of the pre-war treatment of the
Jewish people. Like his contemporaries, Bergner was extremely disturbed by the unjust
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marginalisation of Aboriginal people on the outskirts of city life, and that they were not
running their own place in their own country (Bergner 2008). Painting and drawings from
1938-1942 portray Aboriginal people far removed from the images of people living a
traditional life in Northern and Central Australia.

In a more parochial context, the tussle for the high ground on identity led to the
establishment of the Australian Academy of Art by Robert Menzies in Sydney in 1937
counteracted in 1938 in Melbourne by George Bell, who set up the Contemporary Art
Society (Dysart 1986, p.5). The two organisations represented oppositionary forces that
epitomised the Australian art scene – one group desirous of maintaining and continuing the
tradition of figurative, portrait and landscape art, the other framing their support for the more
avante-garde as a need for a genuinely Australian voice. The public were not mute bystanders
in the cultural turmoil – they engaged with the Modernist movement in large numbers.
Between September and December 1939, 65,000 people in Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney
experienced first-hand the leading protagonists of the European movement in the Herald
Exhibition of French and British Contemporary Art. Organised by Keith Murdoch in
conjunction with the Melbourne newspaper, it has been described as a significant and farreaching event in Australian art history (Dixon 1986, p. 24, Murphy 1993).

Jindyworobaks
Coincident in the late 1930s with the Social Realist movement, the Jindyworobaks’ founders
- Rex Ingamells, Wilfred Flexmore Hudson and Ian Mudie – were idealistic poets seeking to
give impulse to the development of a uniquely Australian identity broadly through sympathy
with the landscape. They propounded that the philosophical and linguistic expression of such
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an identity through poetry would eventually supplant the dominance of British descriptive
traditions. In 1938, the Jindyworobak credo Conditional Culture appeared, in which Rex
Ingamells outlined three conditions of poetic expression that were necessary to the
development of such a milieu - the recognition of environmental values, the ‘debunking of
much nonsense’ and an understanding of Australia’s primeval, colonial and modern history
and traditions (Ingamells 1938, p.5). For poetry to be Australian, it had to be
environmentally, culturally and historically idiomatic. Ingamells was essentially directing
writers and poets to understand and express Australia, rather than an English or European
version of Australia. The ‘nonsense’ referred to the persistent use by poets and writers of
English and European descriptive idioms when a greater awareness of history and
surroundings could lead to a development of their own national cultural language - 'PseudoEuropeanism clogs the minds of most Australians’ (Ingamells 1938, p.5). Ingamells went as
far as to criticise Australian settler denial suggesting the convict past be brought out of the
cupboard and historically embraced (Ingamells 1938, p.15).

Much emphasis has been placed on the influence of Aboriginal culture in the development of
the Jindyworobak philosophy (for example, Elliot 1979), despite Ingamells stating that
‘Environmental Values’ was 'the most important of the three bases of Jindyworobak
endeavor' (Ingamells in Ingamells 1948, p.10). Ingamells urged the study of Aboriginal
culture by writers and painters, as one developed out of a close affinity with the Australian
environment, but did not go as far as Australian painter Margaret Preston in espousing to ‘be
aboriginal’ (Preston 1930). One could speculate that in choosing the name ‘Jindyworobak’,
this inevitably became a focal point for the discussion of their history and influence. Brian
Elliot suggests that Ingamells was enchanted by Aboriginal words such as Alchera and
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Alcheringa (Elliot 1979, p.xxxi) even though the meanings were not completely clear to him.
Correlative with inspiration drawn by Antill from Aboriginal ceremony and the photographs
of Spencer and Gillen, for Ingamells the Aboriginal language was exceptionally evocative.
Adopting the name ‘Jindyworobak’ from The Vanished Tribes (1929) - a collection of short
stories based on Aboriginal myths by poet and novelist James Devaney - Ingamells chose it
'because of its Aboriginality, its meaning, and its outlandishness to fashionable literary taste'
(Ingamells 1948, p.12). In a meeting with T.G.H. Strehlow at Hermannsburg, Ingamells was
struck by the beauty of the stories as Strehlow drew his attention to the meaning of the
Alchera and Aranda legends (Ingamells in Ingamells 1948, p.11). Citing Strehlow’s advice
that the legends of the Luritcha and Aranda tribes compare to those of ancient Greece
(Ingamells 1938, p.16), they also discussed the beauty of Aboriginal art and complexity of
social customs. Reminiscent of O'Dowd, a correlation is made between Aboriginal culture
and society, and Greece and Rome, which were possibly the most accessible évocateurs of
antiquity for Australians at the time. Though acknowledging complexity and sophistication,
Ingamells still qualified Aboriginal culture as simple and primitive (Ingamells 1938, p.17).

Bernard Smith was extremely critical of the movement, arguing that the Jindyworobaks
alienated all other cultural influences and suggested that as the only logical extension of their
creed, they wished to ‘return to yams and witchetty grubs, to the spear and the churinga and,
finally, to Alcheringa’ (Smith 1945, p.166). Smith likened the attempt at pseudo-national
culture as similar to that of the elevation of the Heidelberg paintings to ‘national symbols’, as
opposed to allowing the natural processes of absorption to take effect over time (Smith 1945,
p.167). The outlandishness Ingamells encouraged attracted derision and criticism for the
Jindys from various circles, openly discussed by Ingamells in Jindyworobak Review 1938159

1948 (Ingamells 1948, pp. 16-17). Elliot has described them as 'a generation of Australian
poets at school' (Elliot 1979, p. xvii). Although their intent and espousal of such intent seems
slightly puerile in a contemporary sense, the attempt by the Jindyworobaks to encourage an
exploration of the local environment, and draw on Indigenous culture and presence to help
define of a new Australian literary idiom, is of interest within the context of this study. I
agree with the characterisation of the Jindiworobaks as a more unsophisticated manifestation
of inspiration from Indigenous sources, put supportively yet succinctly by Dame Mary
Gilmore - 'I see the embers of a fire gone over, and not the young wood about to be brought
in' (Gilmore in Jindyworobak Review 1938-1948, p. 36). Unlike Corroboree - and Gilmore's
imagery - an absence of greater philosophical depth meant the efforts of the Jindyworobaks
were not radically transformative in metaphorical terms, but they did play a role in
encouraging creative transformation of non-Indigenous identity through Australian poetical
forms. Devaney defended their cause :

The Jindies, who want to make Australian poetry less an imported thing, more a distinctive
Australian thing, have chosen to make ‘aboriginalism’ a touchstone of Australianism, that’s
all. They draw largely upon aboriginal lore for their imagery and symbolism in verse.’
(Devaney in Ingamells 1948, p.5).

Music and Indigenous influence
For Antill, there was some musical ancestry for an Aboriginal influence on western forms. In
1920, composer Mirrie Hill arranged a rhythm song, collected by Charles Mountford from
Arnhem Land, as music for piano (Hill 1920) and inspired by Mountford's films, composed
the music for Three Aboriginal Dances (1950), Aborigines of the Sea Coast (1951), (a film
made by Film Australia and Charles Mountford following the 1948 expedition to Arnhem
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Land), and Symphony in A: Arnhem Land (1954) (Hill 2009). Composer Percy Grainger had
heard recordings of Aboriginal music made by Baldwin Spencer, and put forward the view
that contrary to the common view that such music was repetitive and restricted melodically,
he found the music ‘no less complex than many European tunes’(Grainger 1909). He made
transcriptions of three Arrernte (Arunta) songs but did not choose to incorporate any
Indigenous elements into his own compositions (Williams 2005).

A more interesting example are the Australian Bush Songs, a collection of 17 songs for
children written in 1936 by Georgette Peterson and Annie Rentoul (Peterson and Rentoul
1936). One of the songs titled ‘Corroboree’ is preceded by a note:

The words and music of this chant are taken from a real corroboree recorded by Sir Baldwin
Spencer on his visit to the Arunta Tribe of Central Australia. Sir Baldwin Spencer, who was
made a “blood brother” of the tribe and allowed to be present at its sacred rites, kindly lent
the record to the composer and approved of her musical representations of the original.

Although the music once again is written firmly in a western style, both in melody and
harmony, the chorus in the last four bars are interesting in their departure from this idiom.
Aboriginal words have been used with no translation and the melody is a series of repetitions
on single notes – in essence appearing to be much closer to a transcription of a pattern that is
idiomatic of the examples of Aboriginal music I have seen, and very different to a
conventional European melodic and rhythmic pattern.
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Terra Australis
Prior to 1946, Australian themes in music, theatre and dance were (unsurprisingly)
overwhelmingly non-Indigenous and traditional. Ned Kelly was popular - in 1940 Donald
Friend won a Colonel de Basil’s Original Ballet Russes company competition for design with
a ballet about Ned Kelly called Hold Up, and Douglas Stewart’s stage play Ned Kelly was
performed on radio in 1941 (Laffan n.d., p.3, Brisbane 1991, p.252). There was an important
exception to this culturally hermetic expression of identity, which creatively interpreted the
relationship between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australia and presented the notion of a
shared and interactive past. Based on the colonisation of Australia by white explorers,
Edouard Borovansky presented the one-act ballet Terra Australis in 1946 with music by
Esther Rofe (Figure 3.9, 3.10). The young virginal Spirit of Australia is wooed by her
Aboriginal lover, but drawn away by the white Explorer who attacks his rival, killing him.
The character of the timeless, maternal Earth lays the Aboriginal to rest, comforting the Spirit
and the Explorer as they feel remorse for their actions (Brisbane 1991, p. 260, Potter 2003).
Rofe stated she drew on Aboriginal influences when composing the music but I will not
assess this aspect here. Terra Australis is reminiscent of the Eliza Fraser-themed stories
mythologised from 1947 by Sidney Nolan in two series of paintings, and interpreted again by
Indigenous artist Fiona Foley in 1995, then described by some as distorted colonialist history
(for example, McNiven, Russell and Schaffer 1988). Librettist Tom Rothfield, in writing the
story for Borovansky to choreograph, described being motivated to stir the national
conscience with regard to white-black relations (Rothfield in Potter 2003, p.8).

Antill was not openly political when discussing the connection between the inspiration for his
work and the situation confronting Indigenous people, although he did quite obviously
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Figure 3.9 Terra Australis, 1946, with backdrop designed by Eve Harris.
NLA PIC - an23924450-v

Figure 3.10 Terra Australis - Borovansky Ballet, 1946.
Jean Stewart, NLA PIC - an11030051 - 2
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consider that increasing knowledge of Aboriginal people and their culture was important, and
seemed determined to create respect through knowledge. Antill was influenced by
anthropology and archaeology, as opposed to the history of colonisation that backgrounded
Borovansky’s production. There was resonance in the setting of both works using the
landscape as a grand thematic backdrop to the Australian story – one of the several
background cloths designed for Terra Australis by Eve Harris is similar to that designed by
William Constable for Corroboree in conveying the atmosphere of the sparse environment of
the outback. The cloth, as opposed to the panoramic constructed rock of Constable’s stage
design, lacks the three-dimensional grandeur but the same vast outback panorama is depicted.
As an interesting note, when Terra Australis was restaged in 1947, Constable designed the
new backcloth (Figure 3.11, Potter 2003, p.10). Both works share a metaphorical dimension one a mythic and political interpretation of colonisation as a contest between white and black
for the heart of the land, with remorse for the vanquished; the other using vivid imagery to
convey the verbally inexplicable to a non-Indigenous audience as an attempt to create a
transformative understanding between cultures.

Corroboree – anthropological and ethnographic references

Antill credits two primary sources of inspiration and knowledge as contributing to
Corroboree. One was the small fragments of melodies and rhythms he wrote down following
the trip to at La Perouse as a boy, the other was his extensive research into Aboriginal culture
and society that would give the work a veracity of spirit (John Antill Papers, NLA) - he was
'determined to make the work anthropologically authentic as well as musically emotional’
(Anonymous 5/7/50, p.36). Antill says his academic information came primarily from three
sources – Australian Aborigines and Aboriginal Men of High Degree by Elkin and The
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Figure 3.11 William Constable working on the set design for the
ballet Terra Australis, ca. 1947.
NLA PIC - an11030051-8-v

Arunta by Spencer and Gillen (Antill 15/12/47), though there is a reference in his papers to
The Passing of the Aborigines by Daisy Bates, first published in 1938 with the first
Australian edition published in 1944 (Antill 1950-51b). As noted, Antill also quoted from
Spencer's Wanderings in Wild Australia throughout the score of Corroboee. In time spent in
the Mitchell Library seeking out information about Aboriginal culture, it could be assumed
he had access to many archaeological and anthropological reports and references although it
is difficult to know comprehensively what books and other relevant documents were held
between the years of 1920 and 1945 due to categorisation strategies of the time (Mitchell
Library, pers. corr. 30/4/10). Aside from the episode of the Talgai skull and its Piltdown
connection, the discovery of the Cohuna and Jervois skulls attracted much public attention in
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1925 and 1929 respectively (Griffiths 1996a, pp.65-66), followed by the excavation in of the
less-publicised stratified site at Devon Downs by Tindale and Hale (Hale and Tindale 1930).
References to the age of Aboriginal society at this time vary from a few hundred years, to
one or two thousand, to the Pleistocene age discussed previously with regard to Talgai.
Although sequences of change had been identified at Devon Downs and comparisons made
between Aboriginal artefacts and those of older Asian cultures (Tindale 1937), before the
introduction of carbon dating, geological provenance and stratigraphic comparison were the
primary scientific indicators of the age of Aboriginal material and remains.

In touching on cultural comparisons in 'primitive' societies in Primitive Art (first edition
1940), ethnologist Leonhard Adam referred to the Upper Palaeolithic period giving rise to the
oldest works of art in the world, possibly dating from between 10,000 and 20,000 years
(Adam 1948, p.25). Reiterating that Eunice Gardner suggested 20,000 years (Gardner
25/2/51), and remembering that Antill proposed that the study of music could give clues to
the age of the Aboriginal race, it appears Antill’s thinking and theorising on the age and
origins of Aboriginal culture and society was stimulated by an amalgamation of ideas taken
from various sources. Incorporating a certain amount of mythology in the story is
unsurprising – as such a unique endeavor enables and demands. Looking closer at the music
and the ballet of Corroboree, there is direct evidence that information generally available to
Antill, to choreographer Rex Reid, set designer William Constable and costume designer
Robin Lovejoy was inspirational. Any structural basis for the music itself is more difficult to
discern beyond the immediate aural inspiration experienced at La Perouse, which lead to the
‘hurried notations on scraps of paper’ (Antill in Anonymous 5/7/50, p.36). In listening to the
music and reading the score, Corroboree is music written firmly in a western symphonic
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idiom. With expertise in the structures of Aboriginal music, a deeper comparison and
analysis may reveal the influence, but I would argue that it is evocative and derivative rather
than original in this context. Although Antill professes to the use of ‘Aboriginal’ rhythmic
patterns, there are no rhythmic patterns that could be described as uniquely ‘Aboriginal’
when compared to other patterns with which Antill may have been familiar. The use of trora
sticks highlights the rhythmic character of the work and provides an atmospheric focal point
for an audience, as would the sound of the bullroarer. Both instruments had not been used
before in orchestral symphonic music. The comparison noted earlier with Stravinsky's work
(and ballet) Rite of Spring is not unexpected as Rite would have been the outstanding
reference point for any work whose subject and artform were similar and Corroboree does
share with Rite a ‘primitive’ effectiveness. To be compared with Stravinsky, although
misguided, was a substantial accolade. Antill claimed never to have heard the work, although
conductor Verdon Williams suggested that Antill would have been very familiar with
Stravinsky (Manuel and Williams 1994) and it is documented that on at least a couple of
occasions he saw Petrushka performed by Ballets Russes during their 1936-37 season
(Australian Ballet 2007, p.3).

What other visual and aural influences could Antill have come into contact with? Recordings
of Aboriginal ceremonies both in sound and picture had been taken since the end of the 19th
century while A.C.Haddon, Spencer and Gillen, A. Radcliffe-Brown and T.G.H. Strehlow
had all made sound recordings within the first few decades of the 20th century. Prior to
recordings being carried out by Spencer and Gillen in their expeditions in 1901 and 1912,
Haddon had been the first to use movie photography in the field to record an ethnographic
subject, having done so in the expedition to Torres Strait in 1898 (Mulvaney and Calaby
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1985, p. 197). The first sound recording of Aboriginal songs was played in 1899 at the Royal
Society of Tasmania (Mulvaney and Calaby 1985, p.198). Charles Mountford had also
recorded Aboriginal life on film in Central Australia in 1940 and 1942, from which he made
the documentary film, Brown Men and Red Sand (Walkabout) which was publically screened
and may have been the recording referred to by Rex Reid as one he had seen prior to
choreographing the ballet. Jack Manuel (the Medicine Man, Corroboree, 1950) also related
that Rex Reid developed his choreography using the films of Charles Mountford (Manuel and
Williams 1994).

In discussing the intricacies of Aboriginal dance and traditional western ballet after viewing a
film of the original production of Corroboree, both Australian Ballet founder Colin Peasley
and Music Director Nicolette Fraillon suggest the choreographed movements resemble
‘theatre dance’ and not Aboriginal dance, which involves a completely different use of the
body and technique (pers.comm. 1/7/2010). The Australian Ballet has worked with Bangarra
Dance Theatre on a number of occasions, which led Fraillon to note that in a conversation
between Artistic Director David McAllister and Indigenous choreographer Stephen Page,
they discussed that the main difficulty classically-trained dancers have in adapting to
Aboriginal dance is that it is very 'earthed' - the dance steps are carried out close to the
ground. Classical ballet works in the opposite way – the dance is primarily effected up in the
air. In the final analysis, Corroboree was a work of significant thematic originality for the
time, but not outstanding in a musical or balletic sense. My opinion is that although
documentation of Antill's life and thoughts suggests that there were many literary and
scientific resources available - one should take Antill's statements of lengthy research at face
value - the inspiration for the music and ballet was instinctive and based on a few important
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references, rather than a culmination of ordered study. Corroboree was a work that owed its
creative origins to flashes of aesthetic insight and theatre, highly influenced by imagery and
narrative that were catalysts for an artistic imagination. Of its time and place, it was also
given historical momentum by the work of some non-Indigenous artists who preceded Antill,
and by the agitated and intense search in general for a local, robust and sustainable Australian
identity. In this sense, the motivation behind Corroboree resembled the primitivist impulse
that manifested initially centuries ago as the desire for integrity of expression and identity,
then later sought in the art of indigenous people, as in the Modernist movement. Antill used
the influence of Aboriginal culture and ceremony for a creative interpretation within western
musical and dance traditions. In doing this, he created access through metaphorical means to
an Aboriginal history and ongoing presence, and to the possibility of deepening cultural
engagement, which is the most important legacy of his work.

Influence of Spencer and Gillen - visual imagery and narrative

Though he laments there were few resources on Aboriginal culture at the time, Antill used
Spencer and Gillen, and Elkin as primary sources of knowledge and inspiration for
Corroboree. The work didn't arise from a musical tradition that increasingly drew on
Indigenous culture as an influence or as inspiration, and from Antill’s own accounts of the
genesis of the work, the publication of his artwork from the score, articles on Aboriginal
society commissioned by the press and published, the ballet in 1950, and from the scientific
context of the time, the appearance of Corroboree seems to have been largely unexpected.
Antill’s motivation was not completely aligned with that of his closest contemporaries,
Margaret Preston or the Jindyworobaks, though these manifestations arose from a similar
nfluence, and there is evidence Preston came into contact with the works of Spencer and
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Gillen, which I touch on later in this chapter. I would argue that both of these responses
produced a different artistic effect rather than something new in a metaphorical sense,
although some of Preston's later works (for example, Aboriginal Landscape, 1941) appeared
to move towards a representation that suggested an intellectual rather than superficial
transformation.

With poetry as their medium, O'Dowd and Gilmore used metaphor as a tool to creatively
interpret the Indigenous influence and convey this to others. I have shown that they too were
inspired to incorporate the Arunta into their imagery, once again derived from Spencer and
Gillen's work.The following discussion explores the connection between this strong visual
imagery and narrative, and how this was creatively translated by Antill and his colleagues in
Corroboree. There is a metaphorical dimension to both the ethnography and the ballet,
invoked by the capacity of visual imagery and elaborate narrative in the first instance to
convey the inexplicable to non-Indigenous readers, and use of aural and visual imagery in the
second to transform understanding for a non-Indigenous audience. The empathic connection
created momentum in the relationship, remembering that the Aboriginal people and culture
portrayed in the works of Spencer and Gillen were a contemporary society, although
perceived by many to be too different to understand from a non-scientific view. When the
effect of one contemporary culture on another results in a new expression, this is a dynamic
transformative response - it creates cultural and social momentum as soon as the influence is
perceived and the expression considered and produced. And contrary to the common
perception of Aboriginal society at the time, it most importantly demonstrates the perpetual
historical nature of interaction.
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This leads directly to a consideration of the photographs of Spencer and Gillen that presented
such an extraordinary picture of Aboriginal culture (see for example, Morphy 2001, pp. 4445, Peterson 2006) and from which Antill, Constable, Lovejoy and Kennedy drew so
prodigiously. Spencer authored two volumes of Wanderings in Wild Australia in 1928, which
contained a large amount of material already published by Spencer and Gillen following
expeditions to Northern and Central Australia at the end of the 19th century (Spencer and
Gillen 1899, 1927). Discussing the photography of The Native Tribes of Central Australia
(1899), Peterson argued that the lavish illustration enlarged and enriched the text, but were a
necessity, as in many cases a verbal explanation of Aboriginal life and ceremony was
inadequate due to the extraordinary nature of what they were seeing – ‘knowledge beyond
the grasp of words’(Peterson 2006, p.14). As Jones has identified, the contribution of both
Spencer and Gillen to the collection of published photographs was roughly equal (Jones
2005). What is so striking is the strong aesthetic sense that structured the manner of
observation and recording. The extraordinary plethora of photographs indicates the
exceptional appeal of the camera in enabling them to overindulge an eye for the artistic and
theatrical richness of Aboriginal ceremony and life. Morphy described the use of
photography as helping to convey through informality and intimacy the aesthetic and
atmosphere of Aboriginal ritual (Morphy 1996b, pp.142, 146) and to create an emotional
impact (p.143). In the two volumes of 1928, Spencer included 592 photographs, far
exceeding the 119 in the first ethnography, noted by Peterson as a substantial number
(Peterson 2006, p.15). Copious amounts of text illustrated the complexity of the totemic
system that prescribed much of the ceremonial aspect of Aboriginal life, and the associated
colour and movement. Both Peterson (2006, p.12) and Strehlow (Strehlow 1971, pp.xv-xvi)
suggest the great detail of the ceremonial description is lacking the crucial and
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complementary song texts due to their lack of understanding of the language, which would
allow a more rounded account of the ceremonies as they were witnessed.

The use of art as an illustrative and recording device in Spencer and Gillen's work accords
historically with the use of artists and illustration to construct a visual representation of the
indigenous people of the Pacific during the late 18th and early 19th centuries, described by
Bernard Smith and touched on earlier (Smith 1960, 1992). Smith states that the ‘opening of
the Pacific provided a new world for the philosophers of nature’ (Smith 1960, p.1) in that
neo-classical ideas of the islands as inhabited by men of nature in perfect form were
challenged by the information brought back from expeditions to the South Seas. As a result
of the increasing emphasis on accurately recording and classifying scientific data during the
second half of the 18th century, Cook took professional artists on voyages in the Endeavour
to record what they observed, rather than interpret visions of the exotic using traditional neoclassical forms (Smith 1960, pp.2-4). The rendition of Pacific life as a record in visual art
was the only way scientific observation could be conveyed to European society on their
return. The visual imagery and its challenging veracity had the effect of transforming the
western understanding of 'primitive' people and culture - in a sense, for the Europeans truth
was stranger (and more evocative) than fiction. I would argue that Spencer and then Antill
and his colleagues similarly nudged contemporary understanding of Aboriginal people and
culture in another intellectual direction. Spencer was an artist before he was a scientist, often
recording much of what he saw in paint and ink throughout his career. The obvious ease of
recording Aboriginal life with a camera as opposed to paint or ink would have been exciting,
but it is his overwhelming desire to record so much that indicates the degree to which he was
inspired artistically by the experience.
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Spencer and art
The visual and descriptive extravagance in the prose of Baldwin Spencer is unsurprising if
one considers his substantial historical and practical engagement with art. As Mulvaney and
Calaby have noted, in a letter to his wife in 1902, Spencer reminisced that art was possibly
his primary love (Mulvaney and Calaby 1985,p.336). Spencer attended Manchester School of
Art for a year immediately after completing his secondary education, and in his later teens his
accomplishment as a sketcher and painter can be seen in books filled with observations
rendered in various materials (Mulvaney and Calaby 1985, plates 6-9, pp. 28-29).
Contemporary associates describe illustration and painting as intrinsic to Spencer's character
and fundamental to life (Mulvaney and Calaby 1985, pp. 28-29) – on the last voyage to South
America, one of his letters included a sketch of Fernando Noronba Island (Mulvaney and
Calaby 1985, p. 418). His lifelong commentary on the Australian environment was informed
by an artist's visual appreciation of beauty in all its aspects (Mulvaney and Calaby 1985,
pp.336-337). Included in articles Spencer wrote for the Centennial Magazine in 1888 were
his own illustrations, placing him in group of contributors that included Arthur Streeton,
Julian Ashton, Fred McCubbin, Charles Conder and Tom Roberts (Mulvaney and Calaby
1985, pp.113, 337). He was also an advocate for, among others, Streeton and Roberts
(Museum Victoria 2010) with whom he was personally acquainted and with whom he shared
conversation concerning Aboriginal culture and society (McQueen 1996, pp.276, 458-59).

Not only was Antill moved by Spencer and Gillen's photography and description, but there
are a number of examples in Corroboree where one can see how directly these tools of
observation and recording influenced his imagination and therefore the creative expression.
Antill consistently disclaimed that he intended an authentic portrayal of an Aboriginal
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ceremony, but much of his audience received it as such, possibly having never witnessed the
real thing. Although the music for Corroboree was at the core of Antill’s work, the dance
was encased in a visual panorama of stage setting, costumes and cultural props, giving the
whole experience an anthropological dimension - although to current observation
exceedingly theatrical rather than authentic. This was an important factor in its success as a
spectacle for a primarily non-Indigenous audience. In confronting the senses through aural
and visual stimulation, it activated the imagination. It has been suggested that the Aboriginal
corroboree was viewed by Europeans as a form of theatre, regardless of the deeper
ceremonial significance of the event, demonstrated by a comparison of paintings of the
corroboree in the 19th century by German naturalist William Blandowski - who depicts the
Aboriginal dancers as if on a stage - and Aboriginal artists William Barak and Tommy
McCrae, who put minimal emphasis on the setting (Sayers 1994, p.6). Spencer and Gillen's
descriptions and pictures of Aboriginal ceremonial life portray an extensive degree of
performance preparation – costumes, makeup, ‘staging’- giving the strong impression that the
ceremonies did involve a significant theatrical dimension. For Corroboree audiences, the
connection of unfamiliar (though theatrical) Aboriginal ceremony with the familiarity of
western theatre, music and dance enabled bridge-building, helping diminish the mysterious
nature of Aboriginal people and lives.

Artistic collaboration - drawing directly on illustration and text
There was a close and direct relationship between the images and narrative Antill created for
the music and ballet, and the influence of The Arunta (Spencer and Gillen 1927), and
Wanderings in Wild Australia (Spencer 1928). The latter was published by Spencer in two
volumes as a popular rewrite of previous publications following Frank Gillen’s death in
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1912. Within the musical score of Corroboree, Antill reproduced several paragraphs from
both works (Antill 194-?). He also incorporated the text from Elkin's The Australian
Aborigines when writing for the public, which I touched on earlier and to which I refer.

There are two illustrated versions of Antill's score for Corroboree - the original with
drawings by Antill was previously shown in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.12 shows the illustrated
front page of another score of the music of the ballet, published by Boosey and Hawkes in
1953, only three years after the first performance of the ballet. As yet, I have not been able to
confirm who the artist is, but some interesting observations may be made. The design
includes 'arrows', which appear to be an (incorrect) interpretation of emu prints, and bear a
strong resemblance to the decoration on a wooden hafted stone knife from Spencer and
Gillen 1969. There is also a similarity in the stylistic execution of the 'arrows', where a
pattern of a solid core with a paler outline appear to be influenced by the ‘native rock
drawings at Ayers Rock and Reedy Creek’, (Spencer 1928, Plate 1, p. 64) and replicated as a
body decoration (Figure 3.13; Spencer 1928, figure 240, facing p.406). Another comparison
can be made between the designs used by the Boosey and Hawkes illustrator, and an earlier
work of Margaret Preston. As an intriguing parallel, the fish drawn on the score show a high
degree of similarity with those from a 1940 Preston woodcut, Fish, Aboriginal design (Figure
3.14).

The illustrations by Antill in the original score were reproduced in articles about Corroboree.
In 1948, the magazine of the University of Sydney, Hermes, contained a fairly extensive
analysis of Corroboree by Dene Barnett (Barnett 1948, pp. 5-12). On the front cover was a
reproduction of one of Antill’s drawings, described as one of ‘the many authentic sketches of
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Figure 3.12 Front page from the Boosey and Hawkes 1953
publication of the score of Corroboree (above) and (right)
decoration on wooden hafted stone knife, Warramunga tribe.
Score image reproduced with permission from the Australian
Music Centre; Spencer and Gillen, 1969, figure 193, p. 652.

Figure 3.13 'Native rock drawings at Ayers Rock and Reedy Creek' (above), and
(below) chest decoration on Aboriginal performer (3rd gentleman from right, front
row) in the ceremony of the emu totem, Kaitisha tribe.
Reproduced from Spencer 1928, Plate 1, facing p.64; Spencer 1928, figure 240, facing
p. 406
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Figure 3.14 Depiction of fish in detail from Corroboree score, 1953
(above) and (below) Margaret Preston, Fish, Aboriginal Design, 1940.
Reproduced from Edwards 2005, p.164
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aborigine totem design and ceremonial dresses’ (Figure 3.15). Another example comes from
June 1951, in an article on Antill written for The Broadcaster and containing illustrations
reproduced by Clive Gordon (Figure 3.16, Gordon 16/6/51). In a comparison of the original
drawings with a diagram of totemic objects and photographs from Spencer 1928, the
influence is evident. Figure 3.17 shows that for objects to be used in the ballet, Antill has
drawn directly from Spencer's photographs showing a waninga from the ceremony of the
water totem, and nurtunja from an ant totem ceremony (Figure 3.18). In a comparison of
Antill's drawings in Figure 3.19, and Spencer's diagram in Figure 3.20, we can see Antill has
reproduced some of the objects used for totemic ceremonies (Spencer 1928, Plate VII, facing
p. 344). On closer observation, the reproductions slightly misrepresent separate objects from
the photograph. For example, items numbered 1 and 12 from Spencer are respectively a
ceremonial tablet used 'during the performance of a rain ceremony' and 'an object
representing the limp body of a dead kangaroo, worn on the head-dress during a kangaroo
ceremony'. Antill has drawn 1 and 12 as one object titled 'bell bird'. Similarly, numbered
items 9 and 21 from Spencer - 'head-dress worn during totemic ceremonies' and nurtunja
used during the performance of a kangaroo ceremony' - are drawn by Antill as a single object
titled 'kangaroo'.

Before the ballet was realised in 1950, within the score Antill had already mapped out the
narrative of the ballet as it would unfold (Antill 194-?). Using information about the totemic
and ceremonial aspects of Aboriginal culture from the work of Spencer and Gillen, and
Elkin, he put together a sequence of dances and characters designed to present a semblance
of Aboriginal life to a western audience and it is from these references that Antill shared his
knowledge with the public through the press. Paralleling his words in the score, in an article
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Figure 3.15 Front cover of Hermes, 1948.
Reproduced from Neville Jowett Kemp, 'Scrapbook
relating to Corroboree by John Antill'. MLMSS 7489, 1
(1)

Figure 3.16 Clive Gordon illustrates John Antill.
The Broadcaster, June 15, 1951.
Reproduced from John Antill, NAA: SP1007/1, 32

Figure 3.17 Illustrations of ceremonial totems (ant and 'to induce rain') from
the original score of Corroboree by John Antill. These objects show the influence
of those depicted in photographs from Spencer 1928 (Figure 3.18).
Reproduced with permission from the Mitchell Library, State Library of Sydney.
MLMSS 7072/a1458004
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Figure 3.18 Waninga for the ceremony of the water totem
(above) and (right) a nurtunja from the ant totem ceremony,
depicted by Antill in Figure 3.17.
Reproduced from Spencer 1928, Figures 174 and 175, facing p.
328.

Figure 3.19 Illustrations by John Antill of ceremonial totems. Many of these items and their
positioning have been influenced by the totemic objects from Spencer 1928 (Figure 3.19).
Reproduced with permission from the Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales.
MLMSS 7072/a1458005
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Figure 3.20 Objects used in totemic ceremonies (above) and tissue
overlay (right) showing separate objects as described by Spencer.
Reproduced from Spencer 1928, Vol. I, plate VII, facing p. 344.
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for The New Citizen, Antill condenses the information he has collected from Spencer and
Gillen, and from The Australian Aborigines by Elkin (Antill 15/12/47), first published in
1938. As he describes it, the corroboree is at the centre of Aboriginal life, particularly when
associated with the initiation rites of an Aboriginal boy. He directly quotes Elkin when he
describes the ‘ aboriginal outlook … animistic, totemistic and historical’ (after Elkin 1945,
p.186). It goes on :

Antill - 'because of the activity of some hero who lived in the creative era of the dreamtime' –
'if the hero were connected with the kangaroo… it is a channel from the creative and eternal
dreamtime' (Elkin, p.177).

Antill – 'the stories of the deeds of the heroes of the dreamtime are preserved in myths' –
“even if the hero be pictured in the myth as an animal… ritual of increase' (Elkin, p.177).
Antill - 'ritual which will preserve human and natural life and provide for their increase' 'there are ceremonies for the increase of mankind of exactly same type as those for increase
of natural species…' (Elkin, p.178) '…the aboriginals think of the life and increase of man
and nature in the same way' (p.179)

In Antill’s own words –

A corroboree may be held for any of the transition rites which take place in a man’s mystic
journey along life’s path of progress or at ceremonies held to ensure the increases of a natural
species or to provide rain. It is an occasion of much greater significance for both the
participants and audience than any ballet held in our theatres. Here is a store of folk lore and
folk music, the end product of one of the most primitive and possibly one of the most ancient
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of the world’s cultures. I have endeavored to give a complete picture in “Corroboree”
representative not only of corroboree and aboriginal music generally, but conveying also
something of the aboriginal attitude to life.
(Antill 15/12/47)

Antill then described how the eight dances form a narrative that unfolds throughout the
ballet. As I outlined earlier, Men of the Emu, Frog and Snake totems begin, followed by
dancing of the Fish Men, Bell Bird people and the Thippa Thippa Bird. Then follows the
raising of the Totems, procession of the Emblems accompanied by bull-roarer and an
intensely theatrical finale. References to the totems and dances used by Antill can be found in
Spencer and Gillen 1899, and reproduced in Spencer 1928. Chapters 4-6 and 8 in this latter
volume, contain references to all the totems used by Antill but consistent with a motive of
inspiration not authenticity, the collaboration Antill portrays in Corroboree between different
totemic groups was not a feature of actual Aboriginal ceremonies as described by Spencer.
Much like the costumes and other accoutrements of the production, artistic license was
understandably employed to increase the flow of the work and its impact. Chapter 16 in
Spencer discusses the role of the medicine man and also contains a reference to the evening
star (Spencer 1928, p. 565).

'… an evocation of a continent…'

Following the commission from the Sunday Sun in 1946 to design the stage for the ballet, set
designer William Constable also drew inspiration from the same works. The drawings in the
Sun supplement (Figure 3.21) are described as portraying the
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Figure 3.21 Designs for Corroboree by William Constable, commissioned by Sunday Sun,
22/9/46.
Reproduced from Kemp, 1948-1950, MLMSS 7489 1(1)
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strange Stone Age ‘everlastingness’ of vast and lonely Central Australia, with an aboriginal
grave pole and (foreground) the totemic pattern of a Wollunqua ceremonial. On this setting,
which creates the mood of Antill’s music, the curtain would rise.
(Anonymous 22/9/46)

The panoramic rock built as a backdrop to the movement looks remarkably like the
photograph of Burial Rock at Oenpelli in Figure 3.22.
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The decision to stage the ballet in this setting shows influence from a description of a real
Aboriginal ceremony:

the Quabara Okira of Idracowra, which means a ceremony of the kangaroo totem of a place
called Idracowra on the Finke River, or, so to speak more correctly, of a special spot marked
by the presence of a great upstanding column of sandstone, called by white men Chamber’s
Pillar, of the native name for which, Idracowra is a corruption.
(Spencer and Gillen 1899, p. 119, my emphasis)

Constable copied in exact detail the ground design from the final ceremony in connection
with the Wollunqua totem (Figure 3.23), produced both in illustration and photograph in
Spencer 1928 (Vol. II, facing pp.473, 474). Figure 3.24 shows the stage setting during a
performance in 1950. For an interesting comparison, Figure 3.25 shows Margaret Preston’s
Gecko and Aboriginal motifs 1949 (reproduced in Edwards, Peel and Mimmochi 2005,
p.234). Although later than Constable’s commission and earlier than the first performance of
the ballet, Preston has evidently been inspired by the same ground design in Spencer (1928,
p.473) and created her own interpretation. The reproduction of this particular design is
striking and consistent with the appeal and potential of Aboriginal design that Preston
prosecuted in her writing (for example, Preston 1924, 1925, 1927, 1928).

The Sydney artists Robin Lovejoy and Clem Kennedy were asked to design the 47 costumes,
shields, 32 headdresses and other props for the ballet. Some of the shields carry patterns
copied directly from Spencer (Figure 3.26), as do a number of the 30-odd tall decorated poles
and other objects used in the ballet (Figure 3.27). Many of these appear to be designed from
the photograph that Antill used for his own score drawings - for example, the performer on
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Figure 3.23 Ground drawing associated with final ceremony,Wollunqua Totem (top
and middle) in comparison with detail of stage setting by William Constable (bottom).
Photographs reproduced from Spencer 1928, Vol. 2, facing pp. 474, 473.
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Figure 3.24 Stage setting of Corroboree during performance showing ceremonial rock
and ground design, 1950.
Photograph by W.Brindle, NAA Series A1200 L13374 1950

Figure 3.25 Margaret Preston, Gecko and Aboriginal
motifs, 1949.
Reproduced from Edwards, Peel and Mimmochi 2005, p.
234.
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Figure 3.26 (left) The right hand image of this shield corresponds with the
decoration on the shield on the far left in a performance of Corroboree (above).
Spencer described the shield as being decorated with a frog totem design – a
frog mask can be seen peering around the shield in the performance
photograph.
Spencer 1928, Vol. 1, p.299; photograph by W.Brindle, NAA Series A1200
L13370
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Figure 3.27 Corroboree in rehearsal. Costumes and props
by Robin Lovejoy and Clem Kennedy.
Photographs reproduced from Pix Magazine, 12/8/50, pp.
8,7.

the far left in the left-hand photograph is carrying a prop designed from an amalgamation of
the totemic ceremonial tablet and kangaroo head-dress (see Figures 3.19, 3.20). but others are
created from the imagination.

The masks were designed to resemble animals familiar to a western audience rather than
facsimiles of real Aboriginal facial coverings. Lovejoy described his thoughts on the process
of his costume design:

I set out to solve four problems – to retain the essence of the aboriginal spirit, to make it
sufficiently theatrical to get across the footlights, to make the costumes ‘danceable’ and to get
across to the audience the aboriginal motifs. In the correct corroboree, for example, the
aboriginal representing a cockatoo puts a little squiggle of clay on his chest and the other
aboriginals know he is a cockatoo – but an audience wouldn’t.
(Lovejoy in Fabian 1950; Figures 3.28, 3.29, 3.30)

To help strengthen and structure the narrative, Antill made the medicine man a powerful
presence throughout the ballet (Figure 3.8). Lovejoy went on to say, 'In places I have taken
great liberties since the ballet costumes are concentrated upon the headdresses. I have
emboldened and enlarged the patterns. But I have tried to stick to aboriginal colourings – for
an artist cannot improve on their muted tones, he can only strengthen them.' Judging from the
creative licence Lovejoy took with the costumes, his notion of emboldening colours and
enlarging patterns was soundly based in theatre.
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Figure 3.28 Costume design with shield for the Cockatoo
totem by Robin Lovejoy (above) and corresponding shield
in rehearsal (right).
Reproduced from Fabian 7/50; Pix Magazine 12/8/50, p. 6.
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Figure 3.29 Photograph of Emu totem ceremonial dress
(left) and Lovejoy design for Emu Men costume in
Corroboree, (below)
Reproduced from Spencer 1928, Fig 176, p.330; Fabian
7/50.

Figure 3.30 Corroboree in performance : (above) Emu and Frog totems in The
Rain Dance and (below) 'Incantations to the morning star. The Kangaroo Men are
paying homage to the rising sun.'
Photographs by William Brindle, NAA: Series A1200, L13368, L13369, 1950
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Conclusion

Dame Margaret Scott danced the Bell Bird in the original 1950 production (Figure 3.31) but
told me that at the time, no-one knew much about Aboriginal culture at all. In her words,
much of what was known came from 'designs on teatowels' (pers.comm.16/4/2010). It is
apparent that all the artists involved in bringing Corroboree to the stage as a ballet worked
extremely hard to create an extraordinary work using a source of inspiration that had not been
used in such a way ever before in Australian performance. It was informed creativity arising
from a genuine need to communicate through art, and used the sensual impact of visual and
literary images to create stage design, costumes and props that were designed to be intensely
evocative. The music was similarly motivated. Australian artists were seeking something
with which to develop a new vision of Australian identity and due to a heightened sensitivity
to the literary and visual imagery of Spencer and Gillen's photography, found an expression
of place that had arisen from a long history of connection to the land. They recognised the
foundations of an identity that was more integral than their own experience of Australia and
the associated symbolic depth that develops with this connection. As with O'Dowd and
Gilmore's expression through poetry, they used tools of music, dance and theatre to express
an interpretation of the significance of Aboriginal people and culture for a different
understanding of Australian identity. Anthropology and archaeology were crucial in
stimulating this expression, but did not provide the metaphorical language to emotionally
challenge a wider non-Indigenous audience, or more broadly transform notions of identity.
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Figure 3.31 Margaret Scott (Bell Bird) and Jack Manuel (The Medicine Man)
In rehearsal for Corroboree, 1950
Pix Magazine, 12/8/1950, p. 9

In the next chapter, I examine an episode from a decade later than Corroboree. The
juxtaposition of proposals for a Gallery of Aboriginal Art in Canberra and an Australian
Institute of Aboriginal Studies came during a time when a greater general awareness was
developing of Indigenous Australia, supported by the increasing interest and appreciation of
Aboriginal art brought back from anthropological expeditions and the beginnings of a
professional response to the archaeology of Australian prehistory. These resources again
inspired an artistic reaction, expressed as the suggested incorporation of the Gallery into the
symbolic heart of Australia. It was a notion that arose from a similar motivation as
Corroboree, but indicated transformation at a different level and required a Government to
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seriously consider how they were going to manage the ongoing presence and persistence of
Aboriginal people and culture. It was also an indication that this knowledge was continuing
to inspire new visions of Australian identity.
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Chapter Four
A Gallery of Aboriginal Art

The National Museum of Australia (NMA) opened in 2001 as the centrepiece of the
Centenary of Federation celebrations. A commemoration of national unity gave momentum
to the Centenary but for the NMA as the primary cultural institution in a nation's capital, the
journey towards a credible and coherent representation of Australian life and identity has
been a challenge (Gore 2002, p. 68). In the current age, museums have a responsibility to
acknowledge, negotiate and accomodate social, cultural and political diversity. They are
predominantly museums of social history 1. Finding a way to present multiple histories and
identities within an overarching conceptual framework has been the central theme in the
ongoing development of the NMA as relationships between Australians of Indigenous and
non-Indigenous background continue to evolve. Pinponting the beginning of the history of
the NMA requires a careful exploration of various threads in the shared histories of
Australians, in order to discern when the notion of the engagement of non-Indigenous
identity with an Aboriginal past began to encroach on the national political, social and
cultural consciousness, and when this history of interaction became important to the identity
of the nation. It is an understatement that the outcomes of the impact of Aboriginal history on
settler society over the last five decades have been exceptionally significant for both cultures.

1

The role of museums in settler/Indigenous contexts has been discussed by a number of authors - see for
example Dean and Rider 2005, Gore 2002, 2003, McIntyre and Wehner 2001, Sculthorpe 2001, Veracini and
Muckle 2002
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Making the point in a letter to Bill Stanner in 1968 after his Boyer lectures, Elkin commented
that despite earlier views, it was evident in the 1950s that Aboriginal people were not going
to die out, and that changing opinion and policies were leading towards making citizenship a
reality (Elkin to Stanner 1/11/68). The impact of anthropological research, knowledge of the
present situation of Aboriginal society, and political action from the end of the second world
war and through the 1960s, meant that the Aboriginal past became Australia’s past and the
social and political imperatives of human, citizenship and land rights became an issue for
governments to manage (Attwood 2005,p. 25). The dimension of deep time and the antiquity
of Aboriginal society was knowledge uncovered during ‘the golden years’ of Australian
archaeology (Mulvaney 1986 in Griffiths 1996, p.92) when from 1962 to the 1980s, the
length of occupation of the continent expanded from 13,000 to 40,000 years. Added to this
was the increasing appreciation of Aboriginal art which previously categorised as
ethnological material, was making its way into mainstream gallery collections. These factors
continued to increase the symbolic appeal of Aboriginal culture and society for Australian
society, effecting change at the deepest levels of Australian identity.

The synchronicity of science, art and history, and the importance of Indigenous people and
culture to the foundational concepts and success of an Australian national museum by
'creating mutual understanding' was recognised with the introduction of the proposal for a
Gallery of Aboriginal Australia in the Pigott Report, Museums in Australia 1975
(Commonwealth of Australia 1975, p.1). The recommendations by the Planning Committee
for a Gallery to be incorporated into a national museum arose for several reasons. The first
recommendation stated that a Gallery of Aboriginal Australia would 'constitute a symbolic
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acknowledgement of the uniqueness and quality of Aboriginal culture' (p.1), and embraced
the need for scientific and artistic synchronicity in combining research, conservation and
education with its role as a focus for Aboriginal culture and performing arts. Asserting that
the inclusion of ethnographic material was implicit in any national museum in Canberra, the
Committee noted that material collected over many years required a proper facility for
storage, conservation and display (C of A 1975, pp.1-4). The Australian Institute of Anatomy
and the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies (since its initial manifestation in 1961) had
been responsible for the material over many years but could no longer effectively manage it.
The report also made reference to the influence of Stanner's idea put forward in 1965 for a
Gallery of Southern Man, which was envisaged as a 'living cultural centre' and subsequently
translated into a focus for a centre of Aboriginal culture and performing arts (C of A, p.1).
The Report also recognised that Indigenous and non-Indigenous interaction was a significant
aspect of Australian foundational history :

This Planning Committee is aware that Aboriginal orientations represent only part
of Australian history, and that post-1788 developments may merit a national record.
However, despite the neglect of the subject by historians until recently, one of the most
significant themes of that history is the racial contact which resulted when originally
separate people, with unlike cultures, value systems or symbolic world views, suddenly
became linked.
(Museums in Australia 1975, pp.11-12)
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This was the first formal statement at a government institutional level that any forum
presenting a narrative of Australian identity had to be inclusive of a strong Indigenous
presence and of the mutual history of Indigenous and non-Indigenous interaction. It indicated
a significant conceptual change in the form of the traditional museum, established and
maintained prior to this as an institution of education and display, primarily of ethnographic
material and natural history. The physical location of the Gallery was also deemed important
and based on two main axioms - that it be symbolically located in Canberra but that it not be
disturbed by urban intrusion. The geographical location and its open vista were considered to
be 'integral to the shaping of the mentality of visitors to the Gallery' (C of A 1975, p. 8).

The study of Corroboree in the previous chapter demonstrated that from the early 20th
century, some non-Indigenous artists understood that Aboriginal people and society should
be an intrinsic part of an Australian identity, and sought alternative ways to creatively
express this understanding, leading to a personal transformation. This chapter examines an
episode from the late 1950s when the Federal Government was challenged to support the idea
of a Gallery of Aboriginal Art, which eventually proved unsuccessful. The idea was preeminent as an attempt to position Aboriginal art in the nation’s symbolic centre, and
contained the origin of the tri-thematic notion that has characterised the planning of the
National Museum from the recommendations of the Pigott Report. It is an important moment
in the history of the NMA, as when the Government was considering the ramifications of
prioritising Aboriginal art over the scientific study of Aboriginal people and culture, it
brought into sharp focus the complexity of the developing relationship between white and
black Australia - a context that continues to inform the National Museum.
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The study

The late 1950s and early 60s were a time of major development for Canberra. Walter Burley
Griffin's original 1912 vision informed an ongoing commitment to Camp Hill as the
symbolic central point of the nation. A cultural centre was envisaged and, looking over
Parliament House below, would be a focal point for the presentation of Australian life to
Australians and the world. As cultural advisor to the supervisory organisation, the National
Capital Development

Commission (NCDC), Daryl Lindsay was personally and

professionally well connected in Australian art circles and had some interest in Aboriginal
society and culture. As Director of the National Gallery of Victoria (NGV), Lindsay helped
curate an exhibition of 'primitive' art in 1943, and as early as 1952, sought bark paintings for
display. In 1959, Lindsay proposed a gallery for the national cultural centre in Canberra to
house the collection of Aboriginal art being kept at the University of Melbourne by
anthropologist Donald Thomson.

In this chapter I argue that Lindsay's proposal for a strong Aboriginal presence within the
nation's capital was an attempt - albeit undeveloped - to create a new understanding of how
Australian society should see itself, inspired and informed by knowledge of the antiquity,
complexity and ongoing presence of Aboriginal culture and society that was seeping into the
national consciousness. As an artist, former National Gallery director and Commonwealth
Arts Advisory Board member, Lindsay's stock-in-trade and skill was the recognition of the
deep universal symbolism that structures the language of art. By imagining a gallery of
Aboriginal art amongst other buildings housing traditional Australian art and culture, he was
creating and describing a metaphorical image of a different Australia. I have already argued
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Figure 4.1 Daryl Lindsay, 1943.
Photograph by Julian Smith, NLA PIC 24 LOCQ61

that Corroboree was an example of the earlier creation of new intellectual space. Similarly,
the proposed Gallery of Aboriginal Art was a transformative expression of the gradual effect
by Aboriginal Australia on the fundamental nature of the way non-Indigenous Australia
perceived and understood itself. A new intellectual regime was being recognised by some
individuals who informed governments on the direction of Australian cultural life. They were
nascent yet creative developments in thought as a future of the nation was imagined,
unsurprisingly manifesting within an artistic context. In one sense they were participaitng in
the creation a new language that no-one yet spoke with any degree of familiarity.
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An Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies

On May 7, 1964, Senator John Gorton introduced a Bill to the Senate to seek approval for the
establishment of an Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies (Gorton 1964a). In his second
reading speech, after a brief outline of the history of the Government’s decision to establish a
permanent body for Aboriginal studies, Gorton clarified that the Institute would only be
concerned with scientific and anthropological collection, and work of an academic nature
(Gorton 1964b). The 'evanescent' nature of the material meant it was being lost to science, so
the core of the Institute’s responsibility would be the collection, processing and preservation
of material for further studies into the history and development of the Australian Aborigines.
It would operate in conjunction with other major institutions and bodies which were involved
in such anthropological work already. The Government firmly drew the line on the Institute's
responsibility for working with contemporary Aboriginal society:

The permanent Institute will not be concerned with current problems as they affect the
Australian Aborigines. The work will be scientific and anthropological...I think it is important
to stress the academic nature of the work of the Institute.
(Gorton 1964b, p.2)

Gorton went on to say:

It follows that the Government does not envisage the Institute employing a research staff of
any size and that the staff it engages will be devoted mainly to collecting and organising
material for the use of scholars. The work of documentation is proceeding and the Institute
should in time become a focal point for material necessary to further studies on the history
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and development of the Australian aborigines. This work of collecting, processing and
preservation is seen by us as the core of the Institute’s work.
(Gorton 1964b, p. 3, my emphasis)

With a modest program of research, a limited number of members and a firm direction that
the Institute be subordinate to other institutions, the Government was clearly setting out a
restricted and politically expedient brief, with the past and present being firmly separated. In
essence, it was a vision for Aboriginal people that allowed science to observe and record but
not to engage, thereby imposing an intellectual boundary on members or associates of the
organisation and discouraging any potential for contemporary politicking. Gorton’s speech
for the bill was returned from the House of Representatives without amendment on 21 May
1964.

Earlier days

The Interim Council of the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies had been operating
since January 1962, chaired by Professor A.D. Trendall. In August, the Council presented a
report to the Government, following discussions concerning the final structure of the
permanent body (Trendall to Menzies 14/8/62). Comparing the Gorton submission with the
earlier Interim Council report, there were a number of aspects in Gorton’s outline of the
nature, function, research scope and structure of the institute that differed. In describing the
permanent institute, Trendall suggested that their work would be of a scientific,
anthropological and cultural nature, and that although assisting other projects, it would be a
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research body ‘in its own right’ (Trendall to Menzies 14/8/62, p. 1) – ‘(t)he Interim body is
seized with the need for the Institute to be developed as an independent body.’
As to its scope :

While it is not possible to define with precision the scope of the future Institute, we believe
these general principles are sound and should serve as a guide to its working.
(Trendall to Menzies 14/8/62, p.2)

The principles concerned those of affiliation with other research bodies, acting as a
‘stimulant and an addition to the work they perform’, but also maintaining the national
character and status of the organisation, pointing out that this function could not be carried
out by existing bodies such as the universities. As part of an earlier discussion with a Cabinet
Sub-Committee, it had been decided that as it had an established School of Anthropology, the
Australian National University (ANU) should be invited to participate in determining the
institute's size and scope. Trendall, as Deputy Vice-Chancellor, had expressed interest in
being involved (Foxcroft to Menzies 6/4/60), the suggestion being that his help might be
enlisted. Trendall later stressed that the institute should not in any way usurp goverment
funds destined for other organisations involved in Aboriginal studies, and reiterated that it
should engage in and foster cultural in addition to scientific and anthropological research.
The third recommendation read:

c) to establish and conduct a museum of aboriginal art and material culture, and a library of
books, manuscripts, films and recordings relevant to Aboriginal studies, both for the use of
scholars and for public displays and education
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(Trendall to Menzies 14/8/62, p.3)

During the planning of Canberra in the late 1950s, Trendall had been a cultural advisor on the
NCDC Planning Committee. In the covering letter to the report, Trendall touched on the
location of the permanent institute in the scheme of ongoing development of the capital, and
mentioned that the council had been in discussion with the NCDC about a suitable building
(Trendall to Menzies 14/8/62, p.1), hastening to add that the discussions had only been
preliminary.

It was not until nearly a year later in June 1963 that Menzies submitted to Cabinet his
thoughts on the proposed structure and function of a permanent institute (Cabinet Submission
No.711, 1/1/63). He noted that the Interim Council suggested that eventually the headquarters
and museum of the institute would occupy a ‘prestige building on Capital Hill’, (Cabinet
Submission No.711, p. 2), but expressed reserve at the projected costs and the fact that there
was a conceptual difference in the function of the institute between the original government
proposals for a body engaged in a modest programme of research, and the suggestions in the
Council's report. Menzies made clear his inclination that the institute should be primarily
engaged in co-ordinating and sponsoring a ‘modest scheme of aboriginal studies...seems to
me to be a practicable and preferable alternative to the more elaborate concept suggested by
the Interim Council’(Cabinet Submission No.711, p. 3), placing at an undefined moment in
the future the admittance of the institute into research and training fields, and the
establishment of a museum. In later conveying the results of a Cabinet discussion to Trendall
(Bunting to Trendall 27/6/63), Sir John Bunting (Secretary to Menzies) informed him that
Council proposals with regard to research autonomy and the establishment of a museum
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were, as they stood, unacceptable to government. There was evident concern that the ideas of
the Council were too grandiose.

It did not, for instance, think that the Institute should engage in research in its own right, nor
again that it should at this point, at any rate in a major way, seek to centralise special research
collections in Canberra.
(Bunting to Trendall 27/6/63, p, 2)

Following discussions with government representatives, the Interim Council acted on
Bunting’s advice and redrafted the earlier document (Trendall to Menzies 14/8/63). P.J.
Lawler in the Prime Minister’s Department informed Menzies that it appeared the Council
had met the earlier reservations of the Cabinet in agreeing to a definition of its responsibility
and ‘safeguards against unwarranted expansion’(Lawler to Menzies 30/10/63). In later
correspondence surrounding the ensuing submission from John Gorton to Cabinet in 1964
(Cabinet Submission No. 45, n.d.), the Government's reservations were detailed further:

The draft constitution envisaged that the Institute would have a research programme in its
own right and would be headed by a Director who was seen as a scholar engaging on his own
research and directing a research team within the Institute. The statement of functions also
suggested that the Institute might conduct a museum of aboriginal artefacts in Canberra.

The reservations on the functions assigned to the Institute were mainly that these appeared to
be an invitation to empire-building and in due course the Institute might tower over
Departments of Anthropology, Museum, etc. already in existence in Australia. This concept
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did not accord with the original idea that the Institute should be concerned with a modest
programme of aboriginal studies.
(McCusker (Dept of the Prime Minister) to Gorton, n.d., 1964)

In their redraft, Trendall and the Interim Council maintained a reference to encouraging
research of a cultural nature, but it was clear they had heeded the Government’s message and
removed any reference to the Institute acting in any capacity as a museum.

When the proposals for a museum were included in our earlier draft we felt (erroneously as it
turns out) that these were in line with Cabinet wishes...the question of ultimate disposal or
display of those (some objects) is entirely open. If cabinet feels in the future that such
material should form part of a national collection in Canberra it will be available.
(Interim Council of the AIAS 1962, p.2)

The redrafted document is conciliatory in nature, reassuring the Government that ‘(a)t no
time have members of the Council envisaged an institution in Canberra growing at the
expense of state institutions, or in competition with them...the Council feels that the
Institute’s tasks should be to supplement and enrich the research work already being done’
(Interim Council of the AIAS 1962, p.1). This is quite different to the original vision of an
independent and separate research body with an established headquarters on Capital Hill that,
in an earlier discussion with Menzies and W.E.H. Stanner, Trendall predicted would become
a centre for work concerned with anthropological and scientific knowledge about Aborigines
without parallel in Australia (Note for File (b) 1961). In that discussion, Menzies had made
the point that the permanent institute would not be concerned with the contemporary social
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welfare of the Aborigines, but that considering the international criticism levelled at Australia
with regard to their treatment, the organisation would show that Australia had a great deal of
interest in these people (Note for File (b) 1961, p. 2). Through to 1964, the evidence points to
the belief that Menzies felt he could control the Aboriginal situation by drawing boundaries
around information about Aboriginal people and society. He would have been aware of the
history of dissent within the anthropological community over recent treatment of Aboriginal
people - approving funding and autonomy to an independent body such as the Institute would
mean a serious lack of political control. It is worth remembering also that the pervasive view
was that real Aboriginal communities belonged to the past, and Menzies knew of the
importance of keeping contemporary Aboriginal issues separate from anthropological, and
recently

archaeological

understandings

of

Aboriginal

society

and

culture.

By

compartmentalising the past and the present, the scientific study of Aboriginal society and
culture would appease the critics and allow the Government to deal separately with the
contemporary socio-political environment surrounding Aboriginal issues. The point to be
made here is that anthropology and archaeology were glimpsing a new space opening up in
the relationship between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians, which was immensely
exciting to Trendall and his associates. For the government, it was a signal to formally curtail
what was perceived as a potential threat to the social and political fabric.

Politics meets Aboriginal history and presence

It is unsurprising that the potential influence of anthropological and archaeological research
on the politics of Aboriginal relations was well understood by the Government just two years
later. As the Interim Council presented a concilatory redraft of recommendations to Menzies,
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on August 14 and August 28 of 1963 the Yolngu people of North East Arnhem Land,
Northern Territory, presented documents in English and in the Yirrkala dialect of Gumatj
(Schwarz 1999, p.54) to appeal to the Government to alter the decision allowing bauxite
mining on the Gove Peninsula within the Arnhem Aboriginal Reserve. The documents were
in the form of two bark panels, the texts bordered by traditional designs painted by various
Yolngu clan leaders and members, demonstrating ownership of the land according to
ancestral connections and Yolngu law, and acting as a political communication in a crosscultural exchange (Schwarz 1999, pp.53-94). When the Government announced that it was
intending to mine near Yirrkala, John Mulvaney and Jack Golson visited the area and
investigated sacred sites as part of a survey initiated by the Interim Council with a goal to
obtain knowledge of the area and its people (Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies 1963,
p.14). The juxtaposition of the archaeological investigation of sites demonstrating prior and
potentially lengthy occupation, and the artwork and declarations of elders on the bark
petitions was a significant contemporary political statement demonstrating a historical and
ongoing Aboriginal presence. This was a manifestation of the threat to the socio-political
environment the Government had perceived earlier, influencing their decision to artificially,
(yet unsurprisingly), disconnect the study of the residuals of a finite Aboriginal society from
the contemporary social context of cultural and political entanglement. In a sense, the
Government had been thwarted by the natural and essentially inevitable alliance between
science, art and politics surrounding Aboriginal issues during this period. In this chapter, I
examine an earlier attempt to create new possibilities for the future of relations between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians when Daryl Lindsay proposed that a Gallery of
Aboriginal Art be built in Canberra on Capital Hill.
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The Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies and the National Cultural
Centre, Canberra

The agreement by the Government to formally establish a permanent Institute of Aboriginal
Studies was a significant step, despite the conceptual frailty of their vision for Indigenous and
non-Indigenous Australia and their fear of the volatile influence of the past on the present.
Although an acknowledgement at an institutional level of the need to address an ongoing
Aboriginal presence, it was not the first attempt at this level to shift the dynamic and
understanding of Indigenous and non-Indigenous interaction and provide the potential to
creatively transform its future direction. Prior to 1964, the first proposal for an institute
concerned with the scientific study of the Australian Aborigines was put to Cabinet in August
1959 by the member for Mackellar, William Wentworth. Gaining advice from various
anthropologists working in the field of Aboriginal studies, he backed his idea with a
document outlining the urgency for an organised effort to collect as much information as
possible about Aboriginal society as it was rapidly disappearing and would soon be lost to the
nation forever (Wentworth to Menzies 8/59). However, in the twelve months prior to this,
recommendations for the development of a National Cultural Centre including a Gallery of
Aboriginal Art on Capital Hill in Canberra were also presented in a report to the
Commonwealth Government (NCDC 1958). These had been developed with help from
Commonwealth Arts Advisory Board member Daryl Lindsay, brother of artist Norman and
former Director of the National Gallery of Victoria, and (future AIAS Interim Council
member) eminent classical scholar, first Master of University House at the Australian
National University and current Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Professor A.D.Trendall. As cultural
advisors to the National Capital Development Commission (NCDC), their advice had been
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considered by Commissioner John Overall and incorporated initially into a report of June
1958 (NCDC 1958), then developed further in the five year development plan for Canberra
presented to the Government in 1959 (NCDC 1959).

Although it was Lindsay and the NCDC who proposed a Gallery of Aboriginal Art, it was
primarily anthropologists such as Fred McCarthy, Charles Mountford, Bill Stanner, Donald
Thomson and A.P. Elkin who had been involved in the collection, study and publication of
research into Aboriginal art work over several decades preceding the late 1950s. While it was
argued that Aboriginal studies and the proposed institute’s research goals should primarily be
anthropological, and therefore scientifically based, it is evident that as well as the collection
of physical and economic data about Aboriginal people, a major aspect of acquisition policy
since the early 20th century had been the collection and study of artistic works including rock
and bark paintings, ceremonial activities and the song cycles of various Aboriginal groups.
Due to items returning with expeditions, accessibility to Aboriginal art, artefacts and
information for non-Indigenous Australians increased through publicity and display,
inspiring many articles, books and exhibitions held in Australia throughout the decades from
the 1920s. Information about Aboriginal art and artefacts predominantly made their way into
the public realm prescribed from within anthropological and ethnographic contexts.
Historically, this is an important point with regard to the influence of what became an
enduring and authoritative bond between science as ethnography and anthropology, and
Aboriginal art. Apparent expertise in Aboriginal art remained notionally and practically in
the domain of the scientists and antiquarians, despite some intense activity on the broader
non-Indigenous Australian contemporary visual art front, and a history of the influence of
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'primitive' art in art history on a broader scale 2. The lack of the development of effective and
convincing analytical tools was reflected later in the 1950s, where there was a gradual
decline in the acceptance by the anthropological community of the validity or relevance of
research into Aboriginal art (Barwick, Beckett and Reay 1985, p.28, Beckett 2001, p.88, Gell
1999, p.40).

Although the aesthetic of the art was appreciated, its analysis was limited and consistently
informed by and coupled with the 'primitive' and simple nature of Aboriginal society and
people (see for example, Adam 1940). In contrast, some had a perception that the context of
Aboriginal art was far more multidimensional than the simplistic comparisons and
associations with economy and ritual that science provided 3. Hence a complex relationship
existed between those who had primary initial access and authority over the repository of
artistic endeavour at their disposal. It could be argued that a limited disciplinary
understanding resulted in the art exerting a form of enchantment over the collectors, as is the
way of such technology (after Gell 1992, 1999), restricting a more objective analysis
informed by a broader knowledge of art.

In the following exploration of concomitant proposals for the establishment of an Australian
Institute of Aboriginal Studies and a Gallery of Aboriginal Art, I examine the tussle between
artistic, scientific and political visions of the place of Aboriginal art in the national arena. I
argue that this episode demonstrates an attempt to create a new and interactive interpretation
of the relationship between Aboriginal and settler society which was rejected in favour of a
2

See discussion of the connection between science and art in previous chapter, Corroboree
See discussion however of aesthetic appreciation by some anthropologists in for example, Berndt 1964, p.xi,
Cochrane 1995, McConnel 1935, Sutton 1988, pp. 171-172
3
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traditional continuance of cultural separateness and the retention of knowledge within clearly
defined, and momentarily safe, scientific and political boundaries.

The National Capital Development Commission

By 1954, Menzies was frustrated by the hiatus in the development of the national capital, and
sought to reinvigorate the process. A Senate Committee released a report in 1955 which was
highly critical of the lack of progress made over forty years (Senate Select Committee of
Inquiry1955), particularly with relation to the implementation of Walter Burley Griffin’s
original vision for the city. Submitted for a competition in 1912, Burley Griffin's design
exploited the unique geography of the site, imagining Canberra as 'surrounded at its apex by
a Capitol - ‘the sentimental and spiritual head’ of the nation - overlooking a Parliament
building on Camp Hill and government buildings on terraces leading down to the impounded
lakes. In essence Capital Hill was imagined as the place for a symbolic national centre
(Sparke 1988, p.3). With the Parliamentary Triangle at its heart, the Capitol was envisaged as
‘a place of popular assembly, a repository of the national archives and an institution
commemorating national achievements’ (Weirick 2010). The Committee supported Griffin’s
original ideas, envisaging the nation’s capital as a centre for culture, education and tourism
‘with a national gallery, theatre and museum, a school of drama, conservatorium of music
and opera house’ (Senate Select Committee of Inquiry 1955). An Artistic Standards
Committee comprised of artists, architects and eminent citizens would be set up to advise on
any major development (Sparke 1988, p.48).
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Invited by Menzies, British architect Sir William Holford arrived in Canberra in 1957 to
review the Griffin plan and advise on the planning of the capital. Holford presented his report
to the Government in 1958 (Holford 1957) proposing for Capital Hill a Royal Pavilion as the
headquarters of the Crown in Australia - an idea which received a polite but lukewarm
reception (Sparke 1988, p.59). Holford strongly suggested the establishment of an
independent body to control the planning and development of Canberra, and agreed to by
Menzies, the National Capital Development Commission was successfully implemented in
1957 (NCDC Act 1957). The new Commission’s brief was to plan, develop and construct
Canberra as Australia’s national capital, advised by a National Capital Planning Committee
on matters of planning, development and construction, and counselled by two persons 'with
special knowledge and experience in artistic and cultural matters' (National Capital
Development Act 1957, p.25). Projects planned included the design and construction of the
National Gallery of Australia, the National Library and the National Science and Technology
Centre.

With Menzies' support (Martin 1999, p.388) John Overall was appointed in 1957 as inaugural
Commissioner of the NCDC, joined in 1958 by town planner and architect Grenfell Rudduck
as statutory Associate Commissioner (Figure 4.2, 4.3). The Planning Committee with cultural
advisors Lindsay and Trendall met for the first time in April 1958, sending an assurance to
the Government ‘that the growth of the capital would proceed on lines which were
technically sound and aesthetically worthy of the nation’(Sparke 1988, p.77). The NCDC
report of 1958 rejected Holford's proposal for a Royal Pavilion and following Griffin’s
original idea, recommended the development of Capital Hill as a National Centre. The Centre
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Figure 4.2 John Overall, National Capital Development
Commission, 1958
Reproduced with permission, NAA: A1200, L25003

Figure 4.3 Grenfell Rudduck, National Capital
Development Commission, 1958
Reproduced with permission, NAA: A1200, L18308
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would encompass themes of Australian development and contribution to civilisation, fittingly
situated in counterbalance opposite the War Memorial. The report described :

an assembly area around which there could be a series of pavilions, each dedicated to some
particular aspect of Australian culture, illustrating for example the history, national resources
and economic development of the country and its territories, native life and customs,
literature and fine arts, and other significant features of the Australian way of life. It would
provide a fitting centre for the commemoration of the achievements of the great figures in our
history, as well as an appropriate setting for out-of-door ceremonies.
(NCDC 1958)

Daryl Lindsay, contemporary Australian art and ethnology

From 1953, former National Gallery of Victoria Director Daryl Lindsay had sat on the
Commonwealth Arts Advisory Board 4 with colleagues and artists Robert Campbell
Richmond, Sir William Dargie and Douglas Fieldew Pratt. Sir William Ashton was
Chairman and Frank McKenna, Deputy Secretary of the Prime Minister’s Department, acted
as the government representative. As individuals and CAAB members, understanding the
representation of Australia through art was their ongoing primary consideration, and although
possibly conservative and imperial, they did have some understanding of the fundamental
symbolism of art and its importance to a national identity. Appointed as cultural advisor to
the Planning Committee, Lindsay had a significant personal and career background in visual
art. As younger brother of artists Lionel and Norman, and following a period as an artist
4

The CAAB was established in 1912 to advise the Government on official art matters such as commissioning of
portraits, procurement of works for national exhibitions and overseas posts, and a redesign of Australia's coatof-arms among other tasks.
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employed to record surgery carried out on soldiers disfigured in war, Lindsay was persuaded
by Australian plastic surgeon Henry Newland to consider pursuing a career in art. Returning
to Australia from Europe in 1919 he initially made a living as an illustrator, but continued to
develop as a watercolourist, painting scenes from the de Basil Ballet, (later the Borovansky
Company) which toured Australia in the 1930s. Though a career artist, Lindsay’s influence in
the Australian art world was mostly realised through his achievements and authority at an
institutional level rather than as a creator.

In 1939, Lindsay was appointed to the position of Keeper of the Prints at the National Gallery
of Victoria, succeeding James MacDonald as Director in 1941. MacDonald had not been
reappointed following disagreements with Sir Keith Murdoch and the Trustees of the Gallery
over his outspoken condemnation of Australian modern art. MacDonald was considered to
have been conservative nationalism’s most outspoken champion (Haese 1981, p.52), having
described modern art as ‘products not of artists or painters, but a species of shadows... and
their puzzles...are fatuous and without point. This gangrened stuff attracts the human
blowflies of the world who thrive only on putrid fare’ (MacDonald 1940 in MacDonald 1958,
p.142). The 1930s and 40s were described by Richard Haese (1981) as years 'of unparalleled
intellectual and artistic ferment...that art above all else was a deep and pervasive concern for
realism, the reality of social and psychological experience at a time of unremitting crisis and
intense intellectual struggle' (Haese 1981, p.vii) 5. Following the Depression and second
world war, and in the context of the larger struggle to develop a unique national identity,
some painters felt a sense of responsibility to present the difficult reality of Australian life

5

See Chapter Three for a more extended discussion of tension in the Australian art environment during the
1930s and 40s.
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and turned to socially realistic images for inspiration (see for example, Allen, T. 2001, pp.
12-13, Haese 1981, pp. vii-viii, 294-295, Smith 1945, pp. 210- 218, Smith 2002b, p. 15) .
Angry Penguins Albert Tucker, Arthur Boyd, Noel Counihan and John Perceval were among
artists who yearned to bring Australia out of its turgid obeisance (primarily) to Britain and to
rigidly conservative templates in art and thought (Allen 2001, p. 13). Although taking an
opposite stance to his conservative-leaning brother Lionel in the battle from 1938-1941
between the Sydney based Academy of Art and the Contemporary Art Society of Melbourne
(Dixon and Dysart 1986), Lindsay was considered to be less of a modernist than some of his
colleagues, but was still judged by many to have been firmly on the conservative side of
Australian art appreciation and critique until the end of his life. As NGV Director between
1944 to 1948, he was accused of neglecting the work of contemporary Australian artists such
as Tucker, Perceval and Boyd (Cumming to Lindsay, 2/7/69) in favour of Impressionists
Withers, Streeton and Roberts (Haese 1981, p.266). Some believed he was overtly
demonstrating not only a strong sense of an aesthetic particular, but also motivated to use a
public state art gallery as a forum for the display of a heritage philosophy rather than the
contemporary state of Australian art.

In 1943, the NGV and the National Museum of Victoria organised Primitive Art - an
exhibition of indigenous work from all continents, including Aboriginal art. Having spent
many years sketching and drawing in the Northern Territory and Central Australia while a
young drover, Lindsay had later returned to paint scenes of the outback and its Aboriginal
workers (Newland 1964, pp.1-7; Lindsay Papers). Lindsay expressed his admiration of the
drawings of ‘our own Australian natives’ also stressing that the exhibition had genuine
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artistic value, '(A)part from its powerful appeal from an ethnological point of view' (Lindsay
1943, p. iii). Lindsay and University of Melbourne ethnologist, Leonhard Adam were
responsible for the catalogue and in light of the tussle 17 years later that is the subject of this
examination, it is worth briefly comparing perceptions of Aboriginal art expressed at the time
by the scientist and the artist:

But, generally speaking, a really ‘primitive’ artist will never intentionally devise a new style,
or brood over a new technique, or vision, just to arouse a sensation among his fellowtribesmen. He may be a genius, but of a naïve, unsophisticated type, endowed with a marked
sense of tradition and thus devoid of any revolutionary tendency in regard to his style.
(Adam 1943, p.2, my emphasis)

As a practising painter of to-day, I am deeply interested, and not a little humbled, at the scope
and variety of this exhibition of primitive art….Many of the exhibits have an inherent grace
and sureness of attack that places them in the category of works of art in any country or
period of time…in their powers of inventing a convention or symbol to explain that object. It
is when this power to invent comes into play that real art begins.
(Lindsay 1943, p.iii, my emphasis)

In the art of 'primitive' people, Adam saw naivety and stasis, while Lindsay recognised grace,
sureness and invention. I would argue this supports the point made earlier: that as authority
of expertise in Aboriginal art was vested in science due to a primary association with objects
collected by various expeditioners from the late 19th century, the dominant anthropological
view was that as Indigenous life was simple and static, so too was their art and by
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extrapolation, their cultural evolution. Lindsay's approach gives us a glimpse of something
different - that as the art was evidently sophisticated and inventive there was room to
consider dynamism and development in Aboriginal culture. It supports the view that some
non-Indigenous Australians perceived a contradiction between the dominant and accepted
knowledge of Aboriginal people and an alternative interpretation of the relationship between
white and black Australians - a point touched on in the previous chapter.

The National Cultural Centre, Capital Hill and the Donald Thomson
Collection

In an inaugural report written for the Government in 1958 (Note for File 1959b, p.1), the
NCDC outlined a five year plan that included proposals for a National Cultural Centre to be
established on Capital Hill, with a focus on illustrating various aspects of Australia’s history
and cultural development (Figure 4.4). Advised by Trendall and Lindsay, it was proposed
that three pavilions be constructed around the themes of Aboriginal Art, Australian History
and a National Art Gallery to house collections and exhibitions of material of national
significance.

Working at the University of Melbourne, anthropologist Donald Thomson was approached
by Lindsay with an expression of interest from the Commonwealth in procuring Thomson’s
collection of Aboriginal art. Bark paintings, carved figures and ceremonial artefacts
constituted some of over 5,000 pieces housed at the university and collected between 1930
and 1950 on journeys made by Thomson to Cape Yorke Peninsula, Arnhem Land, the Great
Sandy Desert and the Gibson Desert in Western Australia (Ramsay 1987). Lindsay was
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Figure 4.4 Diagram of proposed National Cultural Centre on Capital Hill showing pavilions
surrounding a central plaza, National Capital Development Commission.
Reproduced from NCDC Planning Report, February 1960. Digital image mastered by Ming
Wei, La Trobe University

extremely committed to the idea of Thomson’s collection forming the basis of a collection of
Aboriginal Art to be housed in one of the first pavilions as part of the new cultural centre,
using his political influence in efforts to convince the Government of the worth of the
proposal (Dr. Donald Thomson – Collection of Aboriginal Art, NAA: A463, 1959/3831).
After discussion and correspondence with Menzies, Lindsay suggested to Overall that subject
to the approval of the second NCDC Report of February 1959, Thomson's views on space
requirements for the pavilion would be valuable (Lindsay to Overall 11/2/59). Just prior to
this, the Report had been submitted to Cabinet for approval with its included suggestion of
the erection of a number of pavilions.

Lindsay told Overall that Thomson recommended all that was required was a ‘moderately
simple building with a number of well lit rooms' (Lindsay to Overall 11/2/59). He also
suggested that subject to the report's approval, Thomson could be asked to Canberra to
discuss the matter with the Commission. Overall responded favourably, but reiterated that the
proposal was subject to a positive reaction to suggestions for Capital Hill (Overall to Lindsay
17/2/59). In later correspondence, Lindsay again encouraged the view that Thomson would
also be an expert consultant on the type of building required ‘as it should be based on those
already in existence in Switzerland and Holland. There are others I know of in Sweden.'
Overall drafted a note to Menzies which was passed on to Prime Minister’s Assistant
Secretary Bill Cumming, for approval. Overall agreed that the acquisition of Thomson’s
collection for exhibition in Canberra fitted admirably into the Commission’s proposals, and
that one of the first pavilions to be built would most likely be for this purpose (Overall to
Menzies, draft letter,1959). It is apparent the material was being promoted as a collection of
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artworks, to be displayed in a purpose-built pavilion. Although later the question arose about
whether the University of Melbourne should be consulted with regard to the ownership of the
collection (Rudduck to Bunting 1/4/59), Thomson at this stage had given the impression that
dispersal was within his responsibility and that if suitable premises were erected, he would be
happy to see the collection moved.

In a personal note, Cumming advised Rudduck against allowing Overall to send the letter on
the grounds that bringing Thomson to Canberra may give the impression the Government
was committed to the plan (Cumming to Rudduck 27/2/59). He also suggested that Rudduck
should visit Melbourne and acquaint himself with Lindsay and the collection, and form his
own views to pass on to the Prime Minister. The NCDC Planning Report that Lindsay
appeared certain would be approved by Cabinet, was for the period 1959-64 (Note for File
1959b, p.1) and suggested the commencement of three buildings – museums of Aboriginal
art, Australian History and an Art Gallery – leading to the incorporation of the proposal in
Cabinet Submission No. 86 (Note for File 1959b, p.2), and the submission of funding for the
construction of the galleries and landscaping of the site of₤375,000. Altho ugh Holford, then
Menzies stipulated that the planning body for Canberra should be strong and independent,
with Overall controlling the budget and programme of works, it appears this was not
extended to plans for the National Cultural Centre, the Government seemingly reluctant to
fully commit. Lindsay’s enthusiasm to take planning matters into his own hands to an extent
– for example, suggesting that Thomson be consulted on architectural aspects of a pavilion
on Capital Hill – may have also contributed to the Government’s caution 6.

6

Donald Thomson had been the subject of government unease with regard to his strong vocal public opposition
to the establishment of a rocket range on Aboriginal reserves. There was also concern of an association with
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Returning to February 1959, discussions lapsed until later that year when Rudduck wrote to
Bunting, again outlining the plan for Capital Hill and Thomson’s collection. Reiterating the
Commission’s suggestion of the three pavilions on Capital Hill, and again citing the
significant influence of advisors Trendall and Lindsay, Rudduck noted:

We realise that the execution of the project, if it is accepted, will depend in large measure on
the nature of the material that is available and is worth exhibiting. Professor Trendall and Sir
Daryl Lindsay have suggested that the first three collections for which pavilions will be
necessary are Australian history, aboriginal art and a national art collection. This view has the
full support of the Commission. We understand a considerable amount of material in the first
category is already available in Canberra. Sir Daryl has mentioned that this is far from being
the case with material suitable for a national gallery and that it may take several years to
assemble a collection.
(Rudduck to Bunting 1/4/59, p. 1)

Advised by Lindsay earlier that the collection was important, Rudduck ventured that the
‘material is rare and rapidly disappearing. It has been stressed that unless steps are taken to
secure existing collections or to make permanent records of work in this field the opportunity
for preserving material for posterity may be lost’(Rudduck to Bunting 1/4/59). Having
previously characterised the collection as Aboriginal art, there were now nuances of an
appeal to its ethnographic and anthropological context, possibly to encourage acceptance of
the proposal. The securing of other collections, making permanent records and preservation

Soviet and Communist politics, Thomson's attack against the Government coming 'at a most embarrassing time'
(Correspondence April 5, 1950 in Thomson 1947-1963, NAA: A6119, 1447)
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of material for posterity implied a broader agenda that was moving away or going beyond the
acquisition of an Aboriginal art collection. Almost reassuringly, Rudduck noted intriguingly,

You will realise that our interest in this matter is confined to promotion of the idea of a
National Centre, the design of the area and the construction of buildings which would be
required. The nature of the collections and the manner in which they should be obtained
would, I imagine, be the task of others.
(Rudduck to Bunting, op.cit., my emphasis)

The apparent sense of urgency – ‘Why I am writing to you is that we are uncertain where to
go from here (Rudduck to Bunting 1/4/59, p.2) – may suggest that although members of the
NCDC could see the plan clearly, the Government was not showing the same degree of
enthusiasm. In a short response to Rudduck, Bunting agreed that the procurement of
Thomson’s collection was important (Bunting to Rudduck 5/4/59) as did Ronald
Mendelsohn, at this stage an Assistant Secretary to Menzies. 'The idea of an aboriginal art
collection starting with Donald Thomson’s material is excellent. These are the things that go
to make up a capital city' (Mendelsohn to Bunting 4/59), suggesting that the matter best be
left until Bill Cumming returned, as '(a)rt matters cannot go ahead at the moment'. Bunting’s
reply to Rudduck was however, subtly dampening and unenthusiastic –

I was quite interested to get your letter of 1st April...I do think we have a real interest in
preserving collections of this nature, and I shall ask Mr. Cumming to have a look into the
question when he returns from England. I think the first step we must take is to decide
whether we wish to start collections of this nature. After that, as you say, we shall have to
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establish ownership of the collection before we can go on to put in a claim for it. I take it
there can be no hurry about actual physical handing over of the material, because the
Commission will take quite a while in preparing a building.
(Bunting to Rudduck 5/4/59)

Throughout all of this correspondence, government representatives were at pains to impress
that Thomson must understand all enquiries were exploratory, and cautioned against any
financial commitment or otherwise. From this final letter, it appears that the Thomson plan,
and concerns being raised in related areas precipitated the Government's recognition of the
increasing complexity of the issues surrounding the acquisition. As it transpired, the NCDC
proposals of 1959 were generally approved by Cabinet that year, but it appears that
indecision would lead to Government precipitating towards a discussion about the future of
Aboriginal ethnographic material in general.

The S.R. Mitchell Collection

During this period, another collection came to the Government's attention which challenged
the notion of a gallery displaying Thomson's collection of Aboriginal art and artefacts. In
March 1959, a Melbourne metallurgist, Stan Mitchell, wrote to the Minister for Repatriation,
Sir Walter Cooper, voicing concerns about the future of his collection of approximately
10,000 stone and 500 wooden artefacts and implements amassed over 30 years from
Aboriginal campsites all over Australia (Mitchell to Cooper n.d.). The collection also
contained material from New Guinea, New Zealand, the British Solomons and North
America, and from various European prehistoric periods, many purchased overseas due to
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their rarity or extremely fine nature (Wurm to Metcalfe 27/10/59). Griffiths has discussed the
prolific nature of Mitchell’s collecting and his opinion on the meaning of the Aboriginal
artefacts (Griffiths 1996a, pp.72-78), and cites antiquarian Robert Croll – ‘Never was there a
keener collector than Mitchell’(Griffiths 1996a, p.73). In 1949 Mitchell had published StoneAge Craftsmen and was the author of several articles in scientific journals. Using a personal
connection to Cooper – the men’s wives were cousins – Mitchell wanted to locate an officer
in Canberra with an interest in ethnology who would understand the importance of his
collection for future studies, suggesting much of the material was exhausted and no longer
readily available to students.

Cooper communicated directly with Menzies, proposing the Commonwealth purchase the
collection (Cooper to Menzies 12/3/59). Acting Prime Minister Paul Hasluck responded with
a suggestion by the Director of the Australian Institute of Anatomy (AIA), Dr. E.A Hipsley,
that examination of the collection be carried out by Dr. Helen Wurm - an anthropologist
appointed several years earlier as Curator of Ethnological Material. Wurm had previously
seen Mitchell’s publication and opined that the collection was possibly the most
comprehensive of its type in Australia (Hipsley to Metcalfe 14/4/59). The AIA, overseen by
the Department of Health, had for over thirty years acted as a repository and administrative
custodian for collections of catalogued and classified ethnographic material donated or
loaned to the Commonwealth on a long term basis (Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies
1959-1962). Hipsley wrote to the Director-General of Health, A.J. Metcalfe, suggesting that
Wurm should go to Melbourne to inspect the collection with a view to recommending its
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purchase by the Prime Minister’s Department, with support reiterated by Acting Prime
Minister McEwen to Cooper (Cooper to McEwen 18/6/59).

These discussions were concurrent with plans for the National Cultural Centre and an
Aboriginal Art museum, and the acquisition of the Thomson collection. It appears there was
a growing perception in some areas that the Commonwealth was open to acquiring
collections of Aboriginal material for eventual housing in a National Museum in Canberra. In
the memorandum to Metcalfe (Hipsley to Metcalfe 14/4/59), Hipsley had titled it National
Museum Collections, and in October, after examining Mitchell’s collection, Wurm stated 'it
would make a valuable addition to the National Ethnographical Collection presently housed
at the Institute of Anatomy'. She strongly recommended 'that the Commonwealth
Government should secure this collection for the National Collections in Canberra and
should enter into negotiations with Mr. Mitchell to determine its value and conditions of sale'
(Wurm to Metcalfe 27/10/59). Remember that the Government had made no public statement
concerning the possibility of a national repository of this type in Canberra.

Mitchell had been in contact with various colleagues, including a Mr. J.L. Mooney of Ararat,
who had given his late father’s collection to the Ararat City Council, and was unhappy with
the treatment the collection was receiving (Mooney to Mitchell 16/11/59). Mitchell informed
Hipsley who then wrote to Mooney:

This Institute has for many years been the repository of collections presented to and, on a few
occasions, purchased by the Commonwealth Government and, as Mr. Mitchell has told you,
we were able several years ago to have an Anthropologist appointed to work on these
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collections. Since then and in view of the proposed National Museum to be erected in
Canberra it has been the policy of the Institute to acquire any material that became available
to add to the existing collections which will be so valuable to the National Museum when it
eventuates.
(Hipsley to Mooney 16/11/59, my emphasis)

Mitchell had also been in touch with T.D. Campbell, Professor of Dentistry at the University
of Adelaide. Campbell had been involved in many expeditions to outback South Australia
and the Northern Territory, and as a board member of the South Australian Museum since
1932, helped establish the Anthropological Society of South Australia and the University’s
Board for Anthropological Research. Responding to Mitchell, Campbell added in a footnote,
'(h)ave got sorted out a selection of some of Moudies Arcoona implements to send to
National Museum Canberra – to whom do I send them and write about them?' (Campbell to
Mitchell 13/11/59). It is apparent there was a reasonable degree of knowledge, certainty and
possibly excitement surrounding the plans for a National Museum in Canberra in which
Aboriginal cultural material would be housed.

The relationship with the Institute of Anatomy

In 1959, soon after Rudduck secured the Government’s interest in preserving collections such
as Thomson’s for a museum on Capital Hill, Menzies received a letter from Minister for
Health Cameron (Cameron to Menzies 27/4/59) firmly outlining that western civilisation was
rapidly changing the cultures of the Australian Aborigines and the natives of Papua and New
Guinea, and that the active collection and preservation of valuable, but increasingly
unavailable artefacts was of primary concern and national importance. Cameron had recently
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been advised by the Australian Advisory Committee for UNESCO that Fred McCarthy - at
that time Curator of Anthropology at the Australian Museum in Sydney - had addressed the
international meeting (attended by the Museum Curator of the AIA, Mr. R.P. Stone), and
elicited unanimous agreement that there was an urgent need for the active collecting of
ethnographic material (Cameron to Menzies 27/4/59).

By this stage, Cameron must have been aware of the offer of the Stan Mitchell collection, the
proposal to secure the Thomson collection, and possibly of the personal and political context
of the decision between the Government and Lindsay with regard to the construction of
pavilions as part of a National Cultural Centre. He told the Prime Minister that there was
some consternation in the ethnological community as to the serious lack of consultation
concerning the responsibility the Commonwealth had with regard to Aboriginal cultural
material, and of the apparent lack of understanding as to the broader implications of the
proposal.

Ethnographic collections are valuable to the Commonwealth not only for Museum displays,
but because they provide serious collections which can be studied by cultural anthropologists,
artists, writers, psychologists and others interested in history, social cultures, and related
topics. The importance of such collections has already been acknowledged by the
Commonwealth, since it has planned a National Cultural Centre, incorporating an
Ethnographic Museum.
(Cameron to Menzies 27/4/59, p.1, my emphasis)
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Although Cameron alluded to an ethnographic museum, the NCDC had actually discussed
and proposed a museum of Aboriginal Art. Cameron’s mention of ‘serious’ collections that
served a broader purpose than display indicates that although some believed there was merit
in considering Aboriginal artefacts and cultural material as works of art, there was a contrary
view that a museum environment was more appropriate, enabling classification and study.
Cameron also mentioned restrictions surrounding the export of

valuable specimens which have been collected at considerable expense and trouble by
overseas museums of high repute. The UNESCO Advisory Committee felt that the position
was quite inadequately handled by means of Customs regulations ... the only solution is for
Australia itself to actively collect material from Australia and New Guinea.
(Cameron to Menzies 27/4/59)

Cameron suggested that the active collection of ethnographic material should be the
responsibility of an experienced cultural anthropologist, appointed or seconded to the Prime
Minister’s Department, supplying field notes to counteract the previous practice of 'cluttering'
museums with artefacts for which adequate data had not been collected. Supplied with funds
to make purchases and pack and transport the items ultimately for future housing in the
National Cultural Centre, the person might also function as an executive officer of a Statutory
Museums (Ethnographic) Board which could be a trustee of

all the ethnographic material at present owned by the Commonwealth and ...scattered in
various repositories. ...This would ensure that all gaps in Museum collections are filled while
there is still time, and that minimum duplication will take place.
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Cameron then offered the AIA as a temporary storage area for the material that would
eventually find its way to the capital.

Art or ethnographic material? – and what to do with it

The Government was becoming rapidly aware that Lindsay's vision of an Aboriginal Art
Gallery on Capital Hill was an anthropological and ethnological minefield. In semantic
terms, there were subtle shifts in the language between appreciation of the suitability of a
gallery setting for the Thomson material and its symbolic importance for the national capital,
and an alternative disciplinary view that a type of museum was the more appropriate
repository. In all likelihood, the lack of interest and responsibility shown by the Government
over many years contributed to the ennui of those in charge of collections already held.

The blurring of perceptual boundaries was reflected in the variety of descriptors used for the
proposed building - gallery of Aboriginal art, national museum, national museum of
Aboriginal art, Aboriginal art museum, Aboriginal art collections, ethnographic museum,
national ethnographic collection, ethnographic collections, collections of ethnographic
material, collections of native artefacts for the national collection and works of Aboriginal art
– interchangeable terms that give an indication of the lack of clarity with regard to the
history, current context and future of the material. The correspondence underlined a limited
understanding of whether Aboriginal material culture was art or ethnographic material
collected during expeditions undertaken in the preceding years. Cultural and political opinion
appears to have been weighted towards a prediliction for academic research into Aboriginal
society rather than support of the collection and display of Aboriginal art as art, although the
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instability of views is evident. Pressure from the AIA, and its associated historical and
ongoing scientific authority in things Aboriginal made it easier to retain the classification and
presentation of Aboriginal material as part of a wider anthropological study. If the art was to
be installed in the nation's cultural centre, this required a creative leap into a different
intellectual space. Instead the proposal was essentially an ephemeral exercise out of time and
place.

Prior to Menzies receiving the letter from Health Minister Cameron in 1959, John Bunting
responded to Ruddock expressing the Government's interest in Aboriginal art collections, but
eschewing any urgency in dealing with the question of preservation of collections generally.
Bunting raised a portent however in thinking 'the first step that we must take is to decide
whether we wish to start collections of this nature' (Bunting to Rudduck 5/4/59). In June
1959, there were two proposals before the Government that were creating some pressure –
one concerned the purchase of the Thomson collection and the other that the Commonwealth
should take over the responsibility of collecting ethnographic material. Both proposals
involved the potential housing of material in the National Cultural Centre. This prompted the
Prime Minister’s Department to request a summary of the National Cultural Centre plans
with particular reference to Aboriginal art and, if they existed, the Government decision on
the plans (Note for File 1959a).

The document determined that the Commonwealth would be responsible for stacking a
museum of Aboriginal art sometime in the next five years, and that the collection needed to
be appropriately national in character, and 'worthy of inclusion on Capital Hill with the
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National Art Collection and the Australian History Collection' (Note for File 1959b, p. 3).
The Commonwealth’s role would not extend to the active participation in the collection of
ethnological material. There was sympathy for Cameron’s suggestion of the appointment of
an executive ethnographic officer and provision of expedition finance for State museums to
collect material, particularly in New Guinea (Note for File 1959b, p.1). Special attention was
paid to the Thomson collection and its cost, and the role of the University of Melbourne in its
acquisition, but more importantly there were doubts raised as to the ability of the
Government to properly assess its significance and that of others offered to them in the
future. It was recognised that if Cameron and the Museum Curator of the AIA were right
about the inadequacy of current collections, then without an expert committee the
Government was in no position to determine future needs, or whether collections should be
small and representative or large and exhaustive, or what the relationship should be between
this collection and material held by the states. In an absence of policy concerning Aboriginal
material of any sort, they concluded that without advice they were unable to make
recommendations on the proposals before them.

Here we see the Government recognise and acknowledge the broader implications of any
decision concerning the Thomson material and collections of Aboriginal material in general.
Their confession of an inability to assess significance (whether art or cultural artefacts)
shows an insecurity about how cultural material should be defined, as within the context of a
historical understanding of Aboriginal people and culture, the gulf between fine art and
ethnology was a difficult one to bridge. Tangentially, there was also the added complexity of
increasing global focus on the conditions and treatment of Aborigines and other indigenous
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people. Soon an opportunity appeared for an independent body to be established that would
take responsibility for the control of collections already held, the acquisition of new material
and the adjudication of opinions concerning the adequacy of current collections and future
needs.

William Wentworth and an Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies

Descended from pioneer William Wentworth, and described as the 'notorious Liberal
backbench red-baiter' (Martin 1999, p.258), Wentworth was considered by some to be a thorn
in the side of Menzies and the Liberal Party. In August 1959, prior to Lindsay's note to
Overall (1959b),Wentworth wrote a document for Menzies entitled An Australian Institute
for Aboriginal Studies, arguing strongly for the formalised study of Aboriginal people and for
the establishment of an institute that could co-ordinate the research required. Wentworth
propounded the academic and scientific need for research into a group of people who were
among

the most interesting primitive races in the world....From the world standpoint, this study is
probably the most important specific task of Australian scholarship. It can be carried out
nowhere but here.
(Wentworth to Menzies1959, p.2)

Describing the dissipation of tribes of South Eastern Australia, he made the point that
although being rapidly eroded away and under threat from pastoral expansion, mining
exploitation and civilising influences, much still remained of Aboriginal society and tribal
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organisation in Northern and central parts of Australia. The urgency of the collection of
infomation was underlined thus:

Within ten years there will be nothing but a fraction of a fraction left. It must be recorded
now, or it will go unrecorded for ever.
(Wentworth to Menzies 1959, p.3).

Support of such research could not be delayed for several reasons, including that much
information could be gleaned from living Aboriginal people who may be able to help with
the critical appraisal of theories (Wentworth to Menzies 1959, p.4). There would be an
advantage over European students of prehistory who 'have no living helpers for the
elucidation of the records of the past' (Wentworth to Menzies 1959, p.5). Carbon-dating,
modern equipment such as tape recorders, still and moving colour film, and better transport
would also be advantageous to the work. As a final reason why the research is most urgently
of its time, Wentworth added

While the old men feel that they can pass on and perpetuate their secret knowledge, they are
the more inclined to keep it secret. When, however, they see their tribe breaking up, and the
continuity of its life destroyed, they do not always feel the same reticence. Some types of
inquiry may be easier to prosecute in this, the moment of dissolution.
(Wentworth to Menzies 1959, p. 5)

Summarising, Wentworth suggested previous work had been inadequate. Lack of funds, too
few workers and inadequate equipment had led to significant data being omitted. The current
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state of affairs was presented as limited publication of work, insufficient and inadequate
responsibility taken for material and records in museums and private hands, and the loss of
knowledge and collections to overseas funding and scholarship obligations in Aboriginal
studies.

In accordance with the concerns of UNESCO raised with Menzies (Cameron to Menzies
27/4/59), Wentworth referred to ‘urgent anthropological research’ sponsored by the
organisation and gave a list of actions required as part of a collaborative and co-ordinated
research plan. It involved not only anthropological study, but the collection of anything
related to Aboriginal people in Australia and overseas. Upon sending his memorandum to
Robert Heine-Geldern of the International Committee on Urgent Anthropological and
Ethnological Research in Vienna, Heine-Geldern mentioned the publication of two papers on
the urgency of research in Australia in the second committee bulletin (Heine-Geldern to
Wentworth 1/1/60), one by Ted Strehlow and the other by Ronald Berndt – at that stage
holding a Senior Lectureship in Anthropology in the Psychology Department at the
University of Western Australia.

The cost of funding the institute was placed at around ₤250,000 per year, and was the most
important academic project facing Australia (Wentworth to Menzies 1959, p.8). Control
would be held by the Prime Minister and Leader of the Opposition, Minister for Territories, a
Treasury Officer and a representative of each Australian University in the field (Wentworth
to Menzies 1959, p.8) as the institute would work through the universities and 'other bodies
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or persons already active in the field of Australian Anthropology'. The connection was then
made to the development on Capital Hill:

A central office and collection might be established in Canberra, but so far as possible, the
actual work should be decentralised. Perhaps a permanent building to house the Institute and
exhibit aboriginal culture might be erected on Capital Hill.
(Wentworth to Menzies 1959, p. 8)

A subtle expression of 'incidental advantages' highlighted the political expediency in the
establishment of the Institute. Although the objectives would be academic rather than
practical, and apparently impossible to predict the point at which an academic investigation
would have practical consequences,

Such are bound to follow, in ways which we cannot at present foresee. Meanwhile two
incidental advantages would appear to be in more immediate prospect –

(a) We may handle the problems of the assimilation of our aborigines a little better if we
knew more about their native background.
(b) The establishment of an Australian Institute will do something to remove the very real
stigma which attaches to Australian scholarship by reason of our neglect of the theoretical
study of our own aboriginal people.
(Wentworth to Menzies 1959, p. 9)
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Unsurprisingly, Wentworth's proposal precluded advisors with a disciplinary background in
art, history or cultural studies and placed responsibility for Aboriginal matters firmly - and
safely - back into the hands of Government and science.

The proposed AIAS

In November 1959, Cabinet appointed a small Ministerial Committee comprised of William
McMahon (Minister for Primary Industry and Social Security and a member of Menzies’
‘inner’ Cabinet ministry), Sir Garfield Barwick (Attorney-General) and Frederick Osborne
(Minister for Air) to meet and discuss Wentworth's ideas. Once again, the Government
stressed that it was not committed to financial or practical participation, either expressly or
by implication (Cabinet Minute 24/11/59), but the appointment of a senior minister and the
Attorney-General alludes to the importance Menzies attached to the proposal. In private
correspondence to Wentworth, Menzies reiterated the exploratory nature of the discussions
but did make the assurance that there 'was some interest in what you have in mind and you
will find the Committee very willing to examine it with you' (Menzies to Wentworth
26/11/59).

The Committee's recommendation was that the proposals be revised, circulated amongst
ministers and sent on to Menzies for possible Cabinet submission (Wentworth 1960). The
political context is apparent, both on a domestic and international level, as attention was
drawn to the memorandum sent to the UNESCO body for Urgent Anthropological Research,
and it was pointed out that the results of the research carried out by the Institute could be of
'considerable practical significance both for Australian policy and for the international
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prestige of that policy' (Wentworth 1960, p. 1). A comparison of the two Wentworth
documents reveals some reorganisation of priorities in arguments for the establishment of an
institute. In Wentworth’s original document he stated that it was impossible to predict the
point when practical consequences would arise out of academic investigation. Wentworth
went on to say

With the development of interest in coloured peoples throughout the world, and the
significance this can have for Australia’s treatment of its own coloured people, the
Commonwealth Government’s position might be strengthened if it could demonstrate that its
policies and programmes for the development of the Aborigines were underpinned by
systematic studies and research into the problem of contemporary aboriginal life during the
transition from the tribal state to assimilation in the Australian community, These problems
are likely to remain with us for a considerable time, both in relation to the Aborigines of
Australia and the native peoples of New Guinea.
(Wentworth 1960, p.1)

The Institute would be national in character and situated in Canberra, established under
auspices giving it the necessary standing in the Australian and international academic and
scientific worlds while affiliated with the Australian National University (Wentworth 1960,
p. 3). After circulating the memorandum among universities and other authorities, it appeared
there would be widespread support for the establishment of a scientific body to make a
thorough investigation of the situation in Aboriginal studies. Semi-autonomous and
controlled by its own Council, the Institute would undertake studies broadly anthropological
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in nature but would impinge on many related fields and disciplines. As there were proposals
to establish a number of pavilions on Capital Hill, it would seem

very fitting that one of these Pavilions should be devoted to Aboriginal Culture, and should
form the eventual headquarters of the Institute. This plan (which is being put forward by the
National Capital Development Commission) adds some weight to the proposal to give a semiautonomous character to the suggested Institute.
(Wentworth 1960, p. 4)

Although endorsing the use of a pavilion to house Aboriginal 'culture', it is difficult to tell
whether the shift in objective is unconscious or purposeful - from the NCDC idea of a gallery
to house and display the Thomson collection and other exhibitions, to the establishment of an
organisation that would be primarily concerned with the scientific and academic study of the
Aboriginal people. Wentworth also recommended the appointment of a 16-person Interim
Council to initiate work, report on the general scheme of work envisaged in the future and on
the permanent control of the institute and its relation to the ANU. The original projected cost
of ₤250,000 per annum was revised to ₤5,000 with a placement of ₤30,000 on the 1960-61
budget estimates (Wentworth 1960, p.5).

As the Institute proposals were being reformulated, the NCDC Planning Report of 1960 was
submitted which proposed the commencement of the Civic Auditorium and a program of
development for the National Centre (NCDC 1960). Minister for the Interior and for Works,
Gordon Freeth, also referred to Cabinet an NCDC submission recommending the
Government commit to the commencement of planning for the first three pavilions, again
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outlining the function of the National Centre as providing a group of pavilions or galleries
housing exhibitions that illustrated phases of Australia’s development, way of life and
contribution to civilisation (Cabinet Submission No. 721, 20/6/60). The pavilions, namely
Aboriginal Art and Culture, Australian Art and Social History, and Australian Flora and
Fauna, would surround a central plaza on Capital Hill and be sited in a landscaped area
within the State Circle, and for them '(i)mportant collections of material of great artists and
historic interest already exist, or could be obtained' (Cabinet Submission No. 721, 20/6/60, p.
3). It was reiterated that Cabinet already given approval for the plan, which was flexible
enough to permit a suitable timing of work.

In a Cabinet Minute of June 28, 1960, Bunting recorded notes on Submissions 719, 720 and
721. The first two submissions relate to the planning and funding of the Civil Works
Programme in and beyond 1960/61 with the exception of the development of the Civic and
National Character of Canberra (Cabinet Submission No.721, 20/6/60) - the programme
controlled by the NCDC. After noting issues raised by the Treasurer with regard to the
programmes of Civil and Defence Works, Cabinet decided that the proposals for the National
Centre on Capital Hill should be deferred (Cabinet Minute, 28/6/60).

Institute of Aboriginal Studies or Pavilion of Aboriginal Art and Culture?

It is possible from a reading of Decision 879 that cost was an important reason for Cabinet's
wholesale and apparently quite sudden deferment of the proposed development of the
National Centre. Over the previous two years, planning had been seemingly on track, with
Cabinet’s consistent approval of the proposals put forward by Overall and the Commission.
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From correspondence with regard to Mitchell’s collection and the apparent broader
knowledge about the Capital Hill development, one could surmise that some form of housing
was to be constructed for the management of Aboriginal collections.

Of course, there is the extraordinary coincidence of two submissions concerning the future of
Aboriginal studies and material going to Cabinet in 1960 within the space of a month. In the
February report, Overall suggested that the cost of the first two pavilions to be erected would
be in the order of ₤150,000, but states that the figure was subject to a determination
dependant on the extent of the collections to be housed (NCDC 1960, p.8). In May 1960,
Acting Prime Minister McEwen outlined to Cabinet revised proposals by Wentworth for the
Institute of Aboriginal Studies (Cabinet Submission No. 700, 24/5/60). The funding
requirement was revised down from ₤250,000 per annum to ₤5,000 with a ₤30,000
placement on 1960-61 budget estimates. The submission in 1960 for the development of the
National Centre contained the reported cost, plus a figure of ₤200,000 – ₤250,000 for the
building of the Civic Auditorium. Aside from the appeal to the Government of lower costs,
on a deeper level these two proposals contained subtle differences of intent and expectations.
The urgency attached to the study of Aboriginal people was underlined by global events that
had exacerbated racial tension and most certainly contributed to the decision to develop one
proposal over the other.
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Between February and June of 1960 – Aboriginal studies and the global
context of racial discontent

At the end of March 1960, the revised – and politically prioritised – proposals were sent to
Menzies (McMahon to Menzies 24/3/60). It was recommended that as the ANU had a well
established School of Anthropology, their amenability could be tested with regard to
association, and if possible, how duplication of studies in other institutions could be avoided.
The structure of the Interim Council was considered top heavy in response to the preference
for a modest program, and the Government firmly emphasised their lack of commitment to
the project beyond an expression of support of its merit. Menzies left Australia in April 1960
to attend the Commonwealth Prime Ministers’ Conference in London, but preceding events
were to have a lasting impact on the perception and development of the Commonwealth
(Martin 1999, p.412). On February 3, British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan addressed the
South African Parliament, observing that the growth and strength of African national
consciousness required acceptance and accommodation by national policies. With the rise of
self-government across Africa, Macmillan pointed out that

The wind of change is blowing through this continent, and whether we like it or not, this
growth of national consciousness is a political fact... For its causes are to be found in the
achievements of western civilisation, in the pushing forwards of the frontiers of knowledge,
the applying of science to the service of human needs, in the expanding of food production, in
the speeding and multiplying of the means of communication, and perhaps above all and
more than anything else in the spread of education.
(Macmillan 1960)
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Although criticising apartheid policy, Macmillan attempted to give credit to western progress
and by extrapolation South Africa, as an appeasement to assist the passage of his
condemnation. Designed to initiate some distance between Britain and the policies of South
Africa's Prime Minister Henrik Verwoerd, it also created tension throughout the
Commonwealth with Australia, as Menzies declined to comment on the remarks (Martin
1999, p.412). On March 21 1960, South African police deliberately opened fire in Sharpville
on a large group of demonstrators belonging to the Pan Africanist Congress, killing 69 and
wounding more than 180 black South Africans who were protesting against the law that
required them to carry a pass (Truth and Reconciliation Report 1988, Martin 1999, p.412).
Menzies commented that the policy condoning this action was an internal matter and opted
not to criticise Verwoerd, remaining non-committal on any alignment of views with the
Australian Government, leading to a large amount of personal and public criticism (Tothill in
Cain 1997, p.31). To not comment on the apartheid policy of the South African Government
was seen by some as an abrogation of responsibility to the Commonwealth as a whole, noting
that apartheid governed representation within South Africa yet the Commonwealth
considered all as equals – the expulsion of South Africa from the Commonwealth was
considered by some to be the best course of action (Martin 1999, pp.414-418).

The effect of colonialist policies on Aboriginal people had created tension for many years Menzies would have been acutely aware of the ramifications of any critique of a more
extreme version of what some considered was practiced in Australia. By the end of the
1950s, the assimilationist strategy for Aboriginal people, first outlined by Paul Hasluck at the
ANZAAS conferences of 1952 and later in 1959, was being rejected by various Aboriginal
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support organisations (Australian Aboriginal Fellowship, the Victorian Aboriginal
Advancement League, the Federal Council for the Advancement of Aborigines) as their
members moved towards the politics of land rights and self-determination (Murphy 2000,
p.181). The treatment of Aboriginal people and Aboriginal rights continued to be concerning
for non-Indigenous people – in 1946 Dean Langley mounted an outspoken attack in the
public media on the treatment of Aborigines in the context of the bomb experiments at
Maralinga (Anonymous 30/12/46) and Donald Thomson had been strongly arguing for the
recognition of Aboriginal rights since the 1940s (for example,Thomson, Herald 3/4/46,
4/4/46). Thomson's published articles incited the Russian Foreign Minister to suggest that the
treatment of the Aborigines could lay the Australian Government open to charges of 'total
disregard for the law' (Anonymous 13/10/50).

Though reticent to comment on the South African tragedy, Menzies believed that issues of
race and identity threatened the future of the Commonwealth. Delivering the Smuts
Memorial Lecture at Cambridge University later in 1960, he argued for the continuing
viability of the Commonwealth association (Menzies 1960), attempting optimism as the
political repercussions of colonialist policies over preceding decades were amplifying for
various Commonwealth nations. Approval from the international community was important
as was his attachment to the notion of the Commonwealth as a fraternity of reasonable men
devoted to the Crown and Queen. 'We British people, not discouraged by republican
examples, have a deep instinct for the monarchy.'(Menzies 1960, p. 13). Martin observes that
Menzies wrote most of the Smuts Lecture in Canberra before he left for the Prime
Ministers’conference, and noted that although events vitiated much of his old-fashioned
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argument, it was at least beyond his acceptance if not his understanding (Martin 1999, p.
416).
...But Sharpeville had brought up into the public mind the whole problems of apartheid, or
separate development of separate races within the one country...When the Conference began,
there was a sharp challenge. But, quite quickly, we reaffirmed our practice that the domestic
policies of member nations are not matters for debate or decision by the Conference...In this
way, we have passed again through a constitutional crisis. The highly emotional atmosphere
engendered by the South African controversy, though it is intelligible, is not conducive either
to clear thought or to objective judgment.
(Menzies 1960, p.21, my emphasis)

The support Menzies gave in 1960 to proposals for the Institute was primarily in the context
of scientific endeavor and politics – the Aborigines and their culture were fast disappearing
and needed to be collected, preserved and studied, and accordingly, the problem was finite in
its scope and future expanse. What remained could be assimilated, informed by the work of
the Institute, and would allay the threat of the 'separate development of races within the one
country'. The broader idea of encouraging the development of Aboriginal society and culture
for its own sake was anathema to Menzies' notion of a stable Commonwealth, despite
Macmillan's cautionary words. The highly emotional aspect of the South African events was
not a concern in the Australian context, and could be avoided by a scientific approach that
would satisfy the need for clear thought and objective judgment, with a significant
international political advantage in being seen to responsibly address the problem of the
Aborigines. A fleeting indication appeared in a hand-written note on formal correspondence
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concerning the establishment of the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies between
McCaskey of the Prime Minister’s Department and Menzies in November 1960:

P.M The attached letter from Mr. Wentworth (as well as an earlier one from him) urges that
it would help to have the Australian project announced at the current Unesco General
Conference, due to finish about mid December.
(McCusker to Menzies 14/11/60, my emphasis)

The effect of the past on the present was not fully comprehended by Menzies and his
ministers, particularly in terms of the cultural (as opposed to scientific, anthropological and
academic) aspects of the study of Aboriginal society – as noted previously, highlighted by the
eventual omission of the word cultural from the future function of the Institute for Aboriginal
Studies (Gorton 1964b, p.2). But as the transition from the temporary Interim Council to a
permanent Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies progressed, so too did the
comprehension of the politics of cultural interaction deepen.

The progress of the Institute through government process continued. McEwen highlighted the
obligation Australia had to record the rapidly diminishing evidence and sources of
knowledge for the study of Aboriginal people, and that ‘a thorough study could have
practical significance for our domestic policy and some aspects of our international relations’
(Cabinet Submission No. 700, 24/5/60). In May 1960 the Commonwealth approved in
principle sponsorship of a modest scheme of further Aboriginal studies (Cabinet Minute,
Decision no. 841, 1960), and was informed that ANU Vice-Chancellor Sir Leslie Melville
was prepared to advise and co-operate on the work (Herde to McEwen 13/5/60). Chaired by
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Trendall, the ANU Committee presented their report to Menzies in November, (Cabinet
Submission No.949, 25/11/60) recommending a central institute be established in Canberra to
undertake research that would record as much of the ‘old life’ as possible in order to
understand the changes taking place in contemporary Aboriginal society (Australian National
University Commmittee 1960, p.1). It was recommended that the Government support the
convening of a national conference in order to ‘gain an accurate picture of what is known,
what needs to be investigated, and what talent is available to do the work’ (ANU Committee
1960, p.6). Later in 1960, Menzies outlined the scope of the activities of the institute as
proposed by the ANU:

(The report) proposes that the Institute should undertake, sponsor and assist research into
aboriginal peoples of Australia and their past and present way of life, check, collate, record
and display new and old findings, publish works and train research workers to carry out its
purposes.
(Cabinet Submission No. 949, 1960)

The Conference of 1961 and the establishment of the Interim Council

Following the report, Menzies recommended to Cabinet that the Commonwealth support and
fund the consultative conference proposed by the ANU for early 1961 (Cabinet Submission
No. 949, 25/11/60). He suggested the conference be held under the auspices of the Social
Science Research Council and be convened by Dr. W.E.H Stanner of the ANU with a view to
the eventual establishment of an Interim Council of the Institute. This Council would advise
on the organisation and structure of the permanent institute, and its personnel should reflect
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the ‘wide range of scientific disciplines involved in aboriginal studies’ (ANU Report 1960, p.
6). There is also the interesting suggestion that as the Institute is charged with ‘Australiawide responsibilities...(it) might perhaps have some links with the Australian National
University, for example the University might grant honorary academic status to the Director,
and other members of the Institute staff ' (ANU Report 1960, p.7).

On December 6, Cabinet approved the recommendations for the conference to be held in
Canberra early in 1961, with costs to be met by the Commonwealth (Cabinet Minute,
28/6/60). Although a Gallery of Aboriginal art was lost to posterity, the procedures towards
the establishment of a permanent Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies were set in
motion.

A recapping

There may be many historical episodes that allow us a glimpse into the forgotten
machinations behind the establishment of major Australian institutions such as the national
galleries, museums and cultural organisations which, influenced by the complexity of
Indigenous and non-Indigenous interaction, grapple in a contemporary context with
presenting an Australian identity that is continually undergoing revision and transformation.
This chapter has shown the transmogrification of an initial proposal for a Gallery of
Aboriginal art on Capital Hill in Canberra into one for an Institute of Aboriginal Studies.
Arguments in favour of the pavilions - of which the Gallery was to be the first - were drawn
from the vision of Canberra's founding father, Walter Burley Griffin, who highlighted that
overt symbolism was appropriate for a capital city, and that Canberra's Camp Hill was the
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symbolic centre of the nation. As news spread of the possible acquisition of Thomson's
collection for Canberra, the vision of bringing a strong statement of Aboriginal culture and
presence into the symbolic heart of the country was challenged - understandably - by the AIA
and by those who had been interested and committed to the collection and preservation of
Aboriginal ethnographic material for many years and whose patience had deteriorated
substantially with the lack of government responsibility. If Wentworth had widely consulted
as he stated, wind of the simultaneous proposal for an institute may have been already been
felt throughout the broader scientific community. My examination of correspondence
revealed that although an institution capable of housing current and future collections of
Aboriginal material was not much more than an urban myth at the time, the relief at the
possibility was palpable. The episode of the juxtaposition of the Mitchell and Thomson
collections served to bring this into focus. Many possibly believed the establishment of a
Gallery was not a reasonable notion, but in considering the art history background and career
of Lindsay, it is not unsurprising he at least would have understood the significance of such a
venture in terms of Australia and developing the national identity.

It is not difficult to understand the Government and Menzies' predilection for considering
international opinion with regard to the treatment of Aboriginal people, and the easy
authority of science in supporting a decision to approve recommendations for the AIAS. I
would have to argue however that Lindsay's proposal was one of a different vision for the
relationship between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australia. By situating at the centre of
Canberra a building of such esteem and emotional resonance for the country, and filling it
with Aboriginal art, this had the potential to be a significant statement of conciliation for the
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period prior to the 1960s. It demonstrates an understanding of the power of art through an
emotional connection to transform perception (Lindsay's own) but also eventually an
audience (the public) and the Government. The idea in practical terms is metaphorical as it
brings together disparate notions and creates a connection previously unimagined but with
substantial potential for transformation - as Hills has described 'two different and disparate
subject matters are mingled to rich and unpredictable effect' (Hills 2011).

Back to the future - the National Cultural Centre 1958 and the NMA 2001

As noted in Chapter One, the establishment of the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies
was indeed a momentous decision (Mulvaney 1962 in Mulvaney 1990, p. 55) and influenced
the proposal of a Gallery of Aboriginal Art in 1975. In conclusion, I now draw some threads
together between the proposed National Cultural Centre of 1958 and the National Museum of
Australia. William Holford described Canberra as 'one of the best experimental towns in the
world with a beautiful landscape ‘waiting to achieve city status’ (Holford 1958),
recommending the location of Parliament House not on Camp Hill but lakeside – 'in the
forum and not on a hilltop'. It is inarguable that all parties considered that the topography of
the site was significant for the layout of the developing city.

Following the final deferral by Cabinet of funding support for the development of a national
centre (Cabinet Minute, 28/6/60), the NCDC recommendation of three pavilions was to
reappear in 1964 in the form of plans for a national gallery and museum on Capital Hill in
Canberra. Entitled The Future Canberra – A Long Range Plan for Land Use and Civic
Design (NCDC1964), John Overall was still making the case to Government – a series of
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galleries or pavilions will accommodate collections 'which will record the nation’s history
and developments and achievements in the arts and sciences.' Having been advised by
Holford, the plan had evolved since 1958 to one that consisted of a national art gallery, two
major museum buildings, a great exhibition hall and monument to symbolise Australia’s
achievements in times of peace (NCDC 1964, p.11). Reminiscent of Overall’s statements in
1958 concerning the Aboriginal art pavilion, it was suggested that the art gallery 'may well be
the first building in the National Centre and plans are available indicating the feasibility of its
construction.' Significantly for our understanding of the history of the NMA, the report goes
on to suggest how the material in the museum could reflect the nation’s story:

One of the museums might accommodate collections dealing with the Australia of pre-1788
and could include sections on the geography of the continent, its geology, climate, vegetation,
animal, bird and marine life and aboriginal civilisation. The second museum could cover the
time since 1788 and might include sections on social and political history and on
technological and scientific development with, perhaps, a look into the future.
(NCDC 1964, p.11)

It was in 1982 that a National Gallery of Australia was finally opened to the public in
Canberra. Although Lindsay’s efforts with regard to Thomson’s collection were
unsuccessful, his influence was such that he was appointed as Chairman of the Gallery's
interim council, spearheading the inquiry which recommended a broad base to the national
collection. Aboriginal art would be housed with works of past and present Australian
painters, works from south-east Asia and the Pacific and international art of the twentieth
century (Sparke 1988, p.309). Frustration at the slow progress of the plan led to Lindsay’s
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resignation, with James Mollison being appointed as Acting Director in 1971. By the time it
opened in 1982, the collection of the nation’s art had grown to include European art before
1850, African and Pre-Columbian art, decorative arts and prints, drawings and illustrated
books.

Set up by Gough Whitlam, a Committee of Inquiry on Museums and National Collections
chaired by Peter Pigott delivered their report to the Government (Museums in Australia 1975)
which highly influenced the future of museums in Australia and the way Australian history
was portrayed (Sparke 1988, Wallis 2004, Bennett 1988, Reed 2002, Griffin 2003). The
report criticises as outdated the separation in museums of nature from culture, and
Indigenous Australian history from European history, and recommended a museum which
would ‘concentrate on three main themes or galleries: Aboriginal man in Australia; European
man in Australia; and the Australian environment and its interactions with the two-named
themes’ (Museums in Australia 1975, p.4). Unlike the NCDC plan of 1958, the National
Museum was to be situated not on Capital Hill, but eventually on the Acton peninsula at the
western end of Lake Burley Griffin, described as looking out onto Aboriginal country – ‘the
Brindabellas...not the city nearby which, in the words of one Committee member, symbolised
the destruction of indigenous society’ (Griffin 2003, p. 4). As a result of the report, the
Museum of Australia Act was passed in 1980 and in 2001 the National Museum of Australia
was opened to the public.

There is some irony that the symbolism of a pavilion of Aboriginal art forming one of the
first three pavilions to be constructed on Capital Hill was eventually replaced by the
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symbolism of the fragmentation of Aboriginal life and culture, being placed away from the
city that was considered to be a representation of demise. One metaphor has replaced
another. Exploring the relatively short history of cultural entanglement since European
settlement has gradually revealed many episodes of shameful interaction, and a history of
difficult relationships between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people as the dispossession
and cultural fragmentation of Indigenous people and society common to colonialist regimes
is revealed as no lesser than in other societies with similar foundations. Coming to terms with
this history as part of the presentation of a contemporary Australia has posed difficulties.
However there are those throughout history who have been inspired by the same
anthropological and archaeological information, and have attempted to open up spaces for the
creation of new and different relationships that are not overwhelmingly nuanced by shameful
pasts and histories. We can only imagine how the debate on Australian identity may have
developed had the Thomson collection been given a prominent place in the nation's capital at
the beginning of the 1960s, but we can imagine how significant such a gallery would be if it
was still there today.
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Chapter Five
Conclusion

In this dissertation I set out to explore the connection between archaeological knowledge
and creative expression in order to increase our understanding of the role of archaeology
in the ongoing development of Australian identity. The research was inspired by the
fertile relationship between the archaeological and historical background of the ship
Batavia and the opera of the same name, commissioned for the Centenary of Federation
celebrations in 2001, and chosen by Mills and Goldsworthy as a story worthy of a
creative interpretation. The veracity of the episode was historically documented in
Australia and internationally, and embodied in objects and sites in the Australian
landscape, while the story itself contained all the mythical qualities essential for an
operatic interpretation. The journey by sea to the unknown Southland is part of the
narrative of many Australians, and a foundational element in white Australian history.
The busy intensity of Dutch and Indian trade, the treasures of Rubens and the
international power of the VOC contrast so effectively with shipwreck and isolation off
the coast of Australia, and the tragedy of the unfolding events, providing strong
metaphorical fodder for its translation in terms of concepts of good and evil. The finale
sees the deposition of two young men on the mainland and their incorporation into
Aboriginal history and Australian heritage, fittingly symbolic for an allegory of
redemption in Arcadia.

In building on the work of archaeologists and others interested in how material culture,
sites and landscape are important to the formation of meaning and identity, I expanded on
the notion of the symbolic importance of archaeological material and concepts by arguing
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that an artistic interpretation of this knowledge indicated a different and profound level of
engagement with the information. The relationship between inspiration and creative
interpretation arises from a connection imaginatively made between symbolic worth and
metaphorical significance. Moving beyond a local and circumscribed association of
material and meaning for individuals, the resulting expressive response can be
transformative for identity on a wider scale, for example in a national sense. This is
because it enables the presentation of a new idea that reinforces and deepens
understanding of self and attachment to place.

A strong aspect of Australian identity is the relationship we have with the bush or the
outback - our imaginations are piqued by seeing landscapes through the eyes of painters.
Similarly, other forms of artistic expression can be a catalyst for self-reflection. In the
operatic repertoire, there are few Australian stories considered to be robust enough to
sustain this type of treatment because of the nature of the artform, which as I discussed in
Chapter Two, is symbolically and metaphorically complex and involves a high degree of
personal, emotional and technical investment. The effectiveness of an opera lies in the
extent to which an audience is transformed when coming into contact with drama and
narrative structured and underlain by a common symbolic language. Metaphor, allegory
and archetype are all artistic expressions that enable us to recognise profound and
fundamental commonalities of our existence, and in stimulating connections between
ourselves and the story, they are central to the development of meaning and identity.

The forging of identity in cultures and across groups of people is a process that has a large
degree of synchronicity in its foundations and development. At the base of identity there
is a structural connection between symbolic profundity and the development of meaning.
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Recent archaeological research has expanded our understanding of the connection
between material objects, sites and landscapes and symbolism in order to further
understand this relationship and how it relates to cultural identity and heritage. In Chapter
Two, I demonstrated how the history, archaeological material culture and sites, and
landscape of the episode of the Batavia coalesced to create an entity that gradually
inveigled individuals, then a community, to fight to protect the material and sites and to
embrace it as part of their heritage. These responses arose from the profound symbolic
worth of the material, the sites and the landscape that became associated through a series
of circumstances. Most interesting was that the West Australians who invested so
personally and heavily in the Batavia and her story had little personal connection with
those directly involved but they became deeply attached to it, their identity becoming
entwined with those who had shared their place and left objects and structures behind as
proof of their existence. The familiarity of the different-yet-similar material culture, sites
and landscapes and the mythic nature of the story enabled the local community to
emotionally connect with the people of the Batavia and empathise with their experience
because they were also part of the same landscape and could imagine themselves in the
same position. The inherent symbolism transformed this association into something that
was holistically stable and profound. Although from different backgrounds, cultures and
societies, the Australian experience of one group affected that of another, reinforcing the
identification with place. Identity is strengthened and deepened by the addition of
symbolic capital, and can potentially be transformed.

The symbolic resonance that inspired meaning at a local level was translated by Mills and
Goldsworthy into a mythic narrative of national significance. In presenting challenging
visual and literary imagery, the opera provoked an audience into connecting with the
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tragedy of strangers, thereby creating empathy between them. An attachment to place is
further reinforced by the collective stories of human experience in a shared landscape.
This is the effect of the metaphorical process on people who have no connection to the
event, but understand its symbolic significance in terms of a uniquely Australian story.

As I outlined in Chapter One, the character and presentation of national identity has been
of concern for the National Museum of Australia. The criticism directed towards the
NMA is that the institution does not adequately reflect the rich and varied history of
ongoing interaction and relations that have developed over time between Indigenous and
non-Indigenous Australians. Helping write this history is a very relevant research
endeavour in Australian archaeology as there is great impetus to expand our knowledge
and understanding of these interactions beyond the primary theme of colonisation and its
aftermath. In having the capacity to contribute information from both sides of the moment
of contact, archaeology can help build history through this divide, diminishing its focus
and enabling the writing of a history of Aboriginal Australia that is not primarily defined
by either pre or post-contact people and culture. As noted, the period since settlement is
becoming more relevant to the contemporary concerns of Aboriginal people as the
synchronicity of cultural persistence and change is demonstrated to be compatible with an
ongoing and lengthy history that has its origins in a 'traditional' society. Change has been
a mutual condition of our entanglement - the interactions between white and black
Australia comprise our shared histories and more importantly for the NMA, embody the
dynamism and momentum in our evolving identities. The changes wrought in Aboriginal
society by settlement are an immensely significant aspect of Australian history, as are the
settler narratives that describe other aspects of the last 200 years of white Australian
history. But the interactions between us provide the knowledge to understand, and the
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momentum to continue to explore where we have been, who we are and how we should
present the national character.

This is important for the relationship between archaeology and Indigenous Australians,
and for archaeology's role in helping progress reconciliation, becoming more so as
Aboriginal people increasingly contribute their perspective in a professional capacity. As
themes for scholarly exploration increase and become more diverse, one can be optimistic
that in the enrichment of frameworks, re-exploration also holds great potential. When the
notion of an Aboriginal history, and a significant and ongoing cultural presence began to
challenge traditional histories of Australia since settlement, many stories were
characterised by the inequality and disadvantage of Indigenous people, which will
continue to shape the framework of our shared histories and identities. But many of these
stories are also nuanced by interactions that may only be revealed through a more
expansive reading. The cases of Corroboree and the Gallery of Aboriginal Art are two
such examples where non-indigenous Australians interpreted information about
Aboriginal people and culture from an artistic perspective, and then sought to express this
influence, thereby changing the relationship between black and white Australians by
presenting a transformed notion of Australian identity. In exploring this type of
intellectual response arising from intercultural engagement, an extra and fruitful
dimension of understanding presents itself. Batavia was an apt vehicle for examining this
process in a non-Indigenous context and one in which I have some experience and
understanding. It provided the tools to explore interactive cultural responses that may be
less accessible using more regular analytical frameworks. In applying this to Corroboree
and the Gallery of Aboriginal Art, and as episodes occurring a decade apart, I was able to
make some observations about the progress of this transformation in understanding
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through time, and from one level of public engagement to another. This is a valuable
comparison to have from a period when the impact of archaeological and anthropological
knowledge began to change the intellectual, political and cultural landscape by attesting
to the antiquity, cultural strength and ongoing presence of Aboriginal society.

This study is an examination of how non-Indigenous Australians used the language of art
to describe and incorporate the Aboriginal presence into a different and contemporary
Australian identity. Many believed the collection and use of the information about
Aboriginal people and culture would help maintain the status quo in Australian society.
Others with artistic vision were inspired by the antiquity and artistic complexity of
Aboriginal society and believed it encapsulated something that could give momentum to a
national identity that they deplored as derivative, static and limited. In recognising the
fundamental and intrinsic position of Aboriginal people and culture in Australia's past and
present, they wanted to articulate a vision that incorporated the dynamic potential of this
interaction. Knowledge about Aboriginal people from the end of the 19th century came to
white society through the prism of anthropological and ethnological observation, data
collection and analysis, heavily nuancing the information that was available in various
publications, exhibitions and lectures. Interaction was restricted to an understanding by
one of the other as an object of study, rather than as a people and culture with whom they
could emotionally engage. This relationship was further limited by a lack of proximity to
Aboriginal Australia for the majority of white Australians and by the pervasive view of
the primitive and finite situation of Aboriginal society. When archaeological investigation
in the first half of the 20th century hinted at the possibility of significant age for the
Aboriginal occupation of Australia and measures of cultural change over time, it was
demonstrated principally through geological and stratigraphic association. In the
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international arena, archaeological work was pointing to a substantial degree of antiquity
for the human race and inviting comparisons with Aboriginal society and culture based on
the local discovery of the Talgai, Cohuna and Jervois skulls. The information was
important for the scientific community because it elevated the status and potential of
Australian science. Paradoxically it did not substantially change or broaden the
understanding of Aboriginal people in other social, cultural or intellectual dimensions. As
more information was gathered about material culture, economy, and social and religious
life, analysis based on structural and functional systems endured. There was increasing
concern amongst non-Indigenous groups about the treatment of Aboriginal people, and an
ongoing fascination with aspects of traditional life and culture. But for the majority, real
cultural entanglement and understanding on a deeper personal level was undeveloped.

In order to engage with other people on this level, common ground has to be found. Once
an emotional resonance is established through a recognition of commonality, then
empathy between disparate groups or people will follow. The concern felt for Aboriginal
welfare was emotional engagement on one level, but pity tends to be a sympathetic rather
than empathetic response. Empathy arises from understanding how people feel, in
contrast to a superficial altruism - it is a deeper comprehension and involves a degree of
personal investment in others. One could surmise that non-Indigenous Australians
imagined there was little common ground between themselves and Indigenous
Australians as economic, cultural, social and religious indicators supported a gulf of
difference. Remembering that the apprehension of Aboriginal Australia was idiosyncratic
to non-Aboriginal Australia - as we have few references with which to compare the
reverse - so the language of description did not allow for comparisons or understanding in
adventurous ways. Transformation in the relationship was hampered to some extent by
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the vehicles in which knowledge was conveyed to a non-academic and non-scientific
audience.

Metaphor is imaginatively employed to create relationships between things previously
considered unconnected. If there is no conventional way of expressing such an idea - for
example, in a scientific or social context - then the imagination will construct a
metaphorical expression in order to explain. The information coming from archaeology
and anthropology contained notions about Aboriginal people and culture that excited
some with an artistic imagination, acting as a catalyst for a metaphorical interpretation.
This was a natural response, as in recognising the significance of the information for a
different Australian identity, it was the most effective way to express this notion in the
social and intellectual climate of the time. In the evocative narrative and photographic
imagery of Spencer and Gillen, and the aesthetic and technical beauty of objects brought
back from various expeditions, they perceived a familiar, yet complex and different set of
cultural elements. Mythic foundational stories and poetry, theatrical ceremonies with
music, dance and costume, and art that demonstrated great ingenuity and imagination
revealed a cultural life with a deeply developed symbolic ascendancy. For those with a
cultural background influenced by the authority of ancient Greece, Rome and the British
Empire, the gradual discovery of Aboriginal antiquity was compatible with this history
and symbolic development, but substantially more inspiring and relevant to the creation
of an identity.

John Antill was inspired by Spencer and Gillen to conceive the music and ballet,
Corroboree, as an interpretation of Aboriginal ceremony and theatre, presenting it to
primarily non-Indigenous audiences in a familiar milieu. In creating a metaphorical
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connection between co-existing contemporary cultures, he enabled an empathic response
in an audience who had primarily understood Aboriginal people and culture from a
detached and observational position. It is notable that as the visual and literal imagery in
the works of Spencer and Gillen had inspired Antill, so too was the impact and success of
his interpretation based on the presentation of striking visual and aural imagery. When
Daryl Lindsay proposed in 1959 that a collection of Aboriginal art be displayed formally
in a building in the symbolic centre of Australia, this was also a metaphorical statement.
He imaginatively connected Aboriginal Australia and its art history with the institutions
and urban landscape of non-Indigenous Australia, a notion which contained the dynamic
potential of a contemporary and ongoing relationship. This simple point is important
when remembering that the overriding perception of Aboriginal society was of one whose
time had passed, in contrast to the actuality of a contemporary people with a substantial
and lengthy history and culture living in a diverse range of ways across the country.
Familiar with the fundamental and universal character of artistic inspiration, and
recognising the symbolism and complexity in Aboriginal art and ceremony, both Antill
and Lindsay understood and expressed this unimaginable interaction through the language
of art. In terms of an identity, they recognised the foundational importance of a strong and
lengthy relationship with the land, reinforced by the societal and cultural antiquity that
archaeology was also gradually demonstrating.

Anthropology and ethnology had dominated the discourse about Indigenous people and
culture since the late 19th century and colonialist structures reinforced a pervasive view of
a society in decline. I argued that the artists were less restricted by a functionalist reading
of culture and society, and perceived anomalies in the accord of simple and static
characteristics to a society with such a complex artistic and ceremonial character, and
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associated evidence of antiquity. This was immensely appealing and inspirational for their
quest which, like many Australian artists during the 20th century, was to discover the
bones of a unique and robust Australian identity from within their own environment. As I
discussed in Chapter Three, this sentiment resembled the principles motivating western
primitivism, both historically and as part of the Modernist movement in the early 20th
century. For the later incarnation, the art of indigenous people inspired the use of nontraditional colour and design, and figurative as opposed to representational construction.
The foundations of primitivism however were not established from an interest in the art of
'primitive' people, but lay in the earlier desire by artists to return to what was perceived as
art with integrity and one which grew from local as opposed to derived sources. Although
written much later in 1946, Corroboree emerged from a similar artistic sensitivity,
tapping in to a source of inspiration which although from within Australia, was beyond
the experience of most non-Indigenous Australians. Archaeological and anthropological
knowledge were a panacea to those limited by traditions that were no longer relevant and
that were impeding progress of the imaginative development of a deeper association with
place.

Lindsay was not producing art at the end of the 1950s but had extensive experience in the
institutional milieux of Australian art. When comparing his opinion of Aboriginal art in
the catalogue for the Primitive Art exhibition of 1943 with that of ethnologist Leonhard
Adam, the contrast was made clear. As with Antill, Lindsay's sensitivity was directed
towards the artistic expertise, ingenuity and imaginative invention which was radically
different to Adam's analysis of the art based on the fundamentals of economy, physical
characteristics or social and religious ceremony, and lacking cultural sophistication or
complexity of intent. In understanding the similarity of a complex and developed
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symbolism contained within the art of any culture, Lindsay was able to imagine the
Gallery of Aboriginal Art as a repository for art that contained the fundamentals of
creative expression in a different and exciting form.

I would further argue that the political and historical context of the relationship between
Indigenous people and those responsible for policy in Aboriginal affairs at this time
would not have provided the intellectual and cultural structure or support required for a
Gallery of Aboriginal Art in Canberra in 1959. The establishment of an Australian
Institute of Aboriginal Studies was an important alternative step, and contributed to the
gradual gathering of anthropological and archaeological information required to expand
and deepen the resources that eventually stimulated and increased awareness of the
ongoing Aboriginal presence. Aboriginal rights activism throughout the 1960s was one
aspect of an increased awareness, facilitated by information coming out of the study of
past and contemporary Aboriginal people and culture. The point I make is that an
appreciation of the art of Indigenous Australians may not have been possible for the
majority until after the demonstration of archaeological and cultural substance. There was
greater authority, and political and scientific worth in the study of Aboriginal people and
culture. Although it was not a easy pursuit, the acceptance and initiation of the pursuit
was easier. The complex nature of art is sometimes difficult to understand and its worth
more difficult to assimilate by those not experienced in art appreciation. As I argued,
Aboriginal art and artefacts were historically and primarily an anthropological and
ethnographic resource due to the collecting strategies of various expeditions, but the
'enchantment' (Gell…) and 'inscrutability' (Gillen…) of Aboriginal art and ceremony may
have been more decipherable to the artists that Antill suggested accompany these
expeditions.
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Corroboree: colonialism and appropriation in non-Indigenous art
Any artwork produced by a non-indigenous artist influenced by indigenous culture
necessitates the discussion of the appropriation of cultural property and heritage.
Corroboree was a work of appropriated subject matter and presented a creative
interpretation of knowledge about Aboriginal people and culture. Some authors have
chosen to critique the work within a postcolonialist analytical framework, and conclude
that like other works of this hybrid nature, the enduring fascination of settler Australians
for Aboriginal performance was patronising and often grounded in racism (Haebich and
Taylor 2007, p.63). Appraising the work as one which is morally questionable highlights
the contradictions in an appreciation of Aboriginal art and culture juxtaposed with the
treatment of Aboriginal people and society. Considering the society finite, Indigenous
cultural capital has simultaneously been appropriated to advance an Australian identity
very much about contemporary and forward thinking. Young and Brunk propose that in
all cases of appropriation, something is alleged to be taken by members of one culture
from members of another and some use made of it (Young and Brunk 2009, p. 2, see also
Young 2010, Young and Haley 2009, p.268). In his discussion of appropriation in visual
art, Rex Butler offers a definition that goes simply and directly to the creative act as one
of borrowing or quoting from one work of art in order to produce another that has a new
and different set of meanings (Butler 2005: 7). It is not always an act that has negative
outcomes for the culture from which something is appropriated, but the consequences of
cultural appropriation are central to discussions of the moral, legal, ethical and aesthetic
nature of the act. They are of particular significance in settler and indigenous societies
where there is an intrinsic historical and structural imbalance in the interaction of cultures.
In an Australian context, the issues that lead to and arise from appropriation go directly to
the heart of the creation of national identity and relatedly the politics of Aboriginal rights
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and reconciliation. Where Indigenous cultural property and art intersect most
predominantly is in the unauthorised use of Indigenous motifs and design, the removal of
Indigenous artworks from communities and the misrepresentation of Indigenous culture
in performance (see for example, see Boer and Wiffin 2006, Chanock and Simpson 1996,
Morphy 1998, pp. 414-417, Nicoll 1993, Young and Brunk 2009). A number of images
used in creating a distinctly Australian identity have come from the appropriation of
Aboriginality as a symbol of a connection to the deep past (Attwood 2005, pp.23-24,
Thomas 1999,p. 12). This and the removal and collection of Aboriginal artworks is
regarded by some as symptomatic of the ‘colonial project’ (for example, Davies 1996)
which has at its heart the disempowerment of Aboriginal people. These issues came to a
head in Australia during the 1980s – inspired by the Bicentennial celebrations in 1988 spawning simultaneously adherence to, and sharp criticism by artists, writers and curators
engaging in appropriation as a chronological and stylistic movement during the 1980s
(Butler 1996 and essays for example by Davila 1987, and Fry and Willis 1989).

With regard to the law and its relationship to the appropriation of Aboriginal images for
commercial advantage, the conversation has centred around the application of copyright
legislation (Davies 1996). This in turn however raises a tangential but crucially important
aspect that as Anglo-Australian law demands the demonstration of originality (Davies op.
cit.,p. 3), it also constructs the criteria needed for this demonstration within preconceived
notions of the essential and authentic nature of Aboriginal culture and tradition, described
by Gray as a ‘wider societal fixation upon the ‘traditional’or ‘authentic’ Aboriginal
person (Gray 1996,p. 32). In his discussion on ceremonial performances of dance in the
Australian Journal of Anthropology (2000), Ram critiques the pervasiveness of a
‘dominant understanding of authenticity’ and the ‘state-imposed criteria for group
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identity’(p.359) and elegantly suggests that a continuation of this orthodoxy will leave ‘no
other terms alive with which to inform its own vision of the relation between past, present
and future’ (p.358). When originality and authenticity are judged in this restricted context,
it suggests that any development beyond such a detached and limited definition threatens
some notion of social, cultural and intellectual status quo. This is an important point for
the recognition by Antill and Lindsay that in establishing a connection with contemporary
Indigenous culture there was the potential to create momentum from a relationship
between past, present and future. Authenticity and originality were concepts that existed
in a much broader cultural framework and were provocative for artists who considered
them dynamic and inspirational qualities. Restraining change in order to maintain a
predetermined notion of reality is contradictory to artistic interpretation and expression.

This approach is part of a broader view that expands a perception of appropriation beyond
its categorisation as the conscious or unconscious act of oppression by teasing out areas
where potentially more benign applications of the claim have been made and issues
resolved (see for example, Burns Coleman and Coombe 2009, Young and Haley 2009).
For example, one area is that of subject appropriation, where members of one culture
represent other cultures or aspects of other cultures (Young and Haley op.cit,: 268-289).
This may or may not result in harm or offense (after Feinberg 1985) arising from
misrepresentation or distortion of aspects of the culture in part or as a whole (Young and
Haley op. cit.: 273 – 281). In this study I have shown that through a more nuanced
judgement, we can tease out interactions of a less contradictory nature, thereby revealing
interconnecting aspects of Australian art history and the history of archaeology previously
hidden. Points of tension arise around the appropriation of Aboriginal culture by white
artists, but I hope to have shown that a re-reading in different terms encourages criticism
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to be directed more specifically and less from a perspective that assumes artists to be
guilty of a level of arrogance which in this particular instance cannot be demonstrated.

This is apposite when discussing motivation in seeking a distinct form of Australian
artistic expression. I have considered it here as what Edwards describes as ‘a historically
conventional route for artists and craftspeople’ (2005,p. 97) – that is the use of alternative
visual expressions to inspire and inform one’s own work. It is unclear whether Haebich
and Taylor have heard the music for Corroboree or seen the ballet but I would suggest
that if this is the case, then judgement arises from limited terms of engagement. To
apportion ‘extraordinary cultural arrogance’ (Haebich and Taylor 2007, p.65) to an act of
creativity using inspiration from another culture is to misunderstand the nature of artistic
inspiration and in effect presupposes the diminution of Aboriginal culture without
articulating the criteria with which this judgement has been made, other than that the
white artists were part of a settler society and must have been motivated by these views.
This implies that the appropriated culture has no agency in the exchange. As noted, one of
the issues at the heart of the tension between settler society and the appropriation of
Aboriginal culture is the historical fact of disempowerment, or removal of agency in the
relationship. I believe there is no sense of the removal of agency of Aboriginal people in
this interaction nor were Aboriginal artists being 'left out of the loop' (Haebich and Taylor
2007, p.65). I discussed in Chapter One Thomas' notion of cultural entanglement in which
he argues that the process can be characterised by a mutuality (rather than an imbalance)
of agency and control, and that both sides are transformed by the cultural exchange. I
would argue that the identification of disempowerment in terms of ‘the colonial project’
in this particular interaction is unwarranted. This is a case of an artist taking inspiration
from the ceremonial life and artforms of another culture, strongly motivated by a response
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to the works of Spencer and Gillen. These authors' desire to so exhaustively capture the
visual extravagance of Aboriginal ceremony could be interpreted as a direct
acknowledgement of Aboriginal cultural agency and presence. Apart from visual imagery
and description, there would be little else in the repertoire of tools that could fulfill such a
complicated task of conveying this knowledge. John Antill, like many of his audience,
had minimal personal contact with Aboriginal people or culture but was moved by its
complexity and aesthetic. As I noted in Chapter One, Corroboree has been described in
pejorative terms as a disarmingly strong visual and aural performance. But it is exactly
this character in Spencer and Gillen's photography and narrative that inspired the striking
visual and aural imagery that Antill presented to a different audience, and which I argue
was transformational. Lindsay also visualised an audience for Aboriginal art. He drew on
the impact of Aboriginal art and culture to inform his own perception and understanding,
and suggested it as a way to transform others. In referring throughout the dissertation to
the creation of momentum and history when such exchanges occur, I would reiterate that
the inspiration for Antill and his colleagues arose from knowledge they had acquired
about a contemporary society with a different way of life and a substantial and lengthy
history. Lindsay was similarly moved. The interaction between two cultures was
transformative, presenting a new interpretation of the relationship. Again the point must
be made that this is the power of metaphorical expression - it enables a connection to be
made between disparate groups as a result of an empathic response.

In suggesting there is a fundamentally unequal hierarchy in this exchange, the authors
imply that white artists are successfully advancing their own artistic development on the
back of Aboriginal culture. Without diminishing the efforts of Antill, Reid and others
involved in the 1950 production, the primary significance of Corroboree lies in its
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historical and inspirational context rather than as a work of musical or balletic importance
- in other words, the music and ballet have had a limited longevity as performance pieces.
In the developmental history of musical styles, Corroboree was not ground-breaking for
its time in its harmonic, rhythmic and melodic construction although in Australian terms,
it was innovative. Rex Reid confessed openly that he had very little knowledge of
Aboriginal culture at all and to view a recording of the ballet from 1950 (NFSA,
Corroboree 1951) is to witness an earnest but ultimately immature artistic vision of a 27
year old choreographer. But as with other developments in art history during this period
this should not diminish the need to understand the position Corroboree occupies in the
evolution of Australian art and cannot remain underanalysed according to a contemporary
view of its distastefulness. It is derived from a particular place and time when Australian
artists who worked within western idioms were attempting to differentiate and transform
themselves, and create a new trajectory for art and a broader Australian identity through
an engagement with Aboriginal people, culture and history.

In conclusion, the 2012 season of the Australian Ballet premieres a work which is a
collaboration between the Ballet and Bangarra Dance Theatre, the premier Indigenous
dance company in Australia. Showcasing dancers from both companies, Waramuk - in the
dark night is a work with music written for full symphony orchestra by Indigenous
composer David Page, and dance choreographed by his brother, Stephen. The music is
composed and orchestrated in the western tradition but a number of movements are
overlain with Dhuwa and Yirritja songs and stories from North East Arnhem land for
which David Page sought permission from Yolngu elders to incorporate into this work.
The two companies first appeared together on stage in Rites in 1997 - an interpretation by
Stephen Page of Stravinsky's Rite of Spring. Page described the work at the time as
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'an exploration of the natural forces which determine Australia's ancient landscape. It is
also an exploration of the movements of the dancers of the two companies and develops a
new language in dance'
(Page 1997 in The Australian Ballet 2012)

The production continues the ongoing and evolving interaction between Indigenous and
non-Indigenous Australians, and brings to a wider audience new ideas from artists who
continue to inspire each other. The productions that arise from these collaborations
contribute to the ongoing development of Australian identity. Such transformative works
will continue to be informed by our histories and mutual entanglement.
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